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PREFACE.' 0 THE REVISED E4TION

.a)

This revision of Improving Clas'sroom Climate has
benefited from (the suggestions of a large num er of educator's.
Throu6-the provision of an E.S°..E.A. Title IV-C,DisseTination
Grant awarded to Project S.E,-L.F. by the California,State
Department ofiEd'ucation in June, 1977, we have been able to'
conduct- numerAus Project s.E.L.F. workshops and inser-vice
training ses ions where hundreds of edueators haVe been trained
to implemen this program in a.wide variety of sAttings. Many
.of the changes and the reoiga4izartion -of this handbook reflect
the commen s of these educators. Other changes reflect the
suggeSti6 s of Sandra Eyler, Prioject S.E.L.T. Specialist. Mrs.
Eyler ha7 been instrumental,in the dissemination of the projeCt,
qnd She ontinues to have.considerable contaet with.educatorS-
1nvQ1v,d in implementation of the program in new settings.

he ,mvodifications df this handbook have been primarily aimed
at e iminating inconsistencies and prov4ding additional information
for/ sers. We have changed the suggested schedule of actMties,
modified some of the lessons, and,4dded several new lessons. We,
lia.e also expanded the introducticbn to give a better theoretical.
background for the user, ahd we have expanded the discussions of
classrooni-diagapsis to help the laser better diagnose thesocial
relations 6,f his or her cl,ass through.,guided obseryations of
studeht interactions. ct"
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PREFACE TO ;THE FIRST EtITI6N

This handbook is the final product of Proj ect $ .E. L. F .

(Sec,u1'4ing Every Learner's Future), an E.S.E.A. Title IV-C project
(Nmber 1787) awarded to the Orcutt Union School District by the
State of California Department ,of Education. . It is designed to
help teachers or guidance counselors develop A preventative
guidance program for students 'in the fourth, fifth, and sixth'
grades. The program provided by this handbook is different
from most guidance programs in that -it ocuses on the classroom
group rather than on the, individual student. It is desigried
to help the teacher or guidance counselor deal with the sociolc!gY
of .the classroora rathe than, the psychology-of the individual
student. ( 0's

The' goal of Project S.'1.L.F, wds to develop a- self-teaching
program for helping teachers and guidance counselors to improve
classroom group processes. The -entire Project S.E.L.T. program
is contained in thrs book and the accompanying 'six sound filmstrips.

Project E.L F. and this handbook have had the befief it of
the contributions of a large number of individuals. The Project
S.E.L.F. teachers listed below read most of the lessons which
constitute the heart of our program, and ;they field-tested them
in their classrooms. Their suggestions and criticisms are reflected
in almost every lesson in this handbook, ,a-nd they have helped us
make'the lessons more-effective and interesting for students. The
control group teachers listed below also contributed to the Project.
They allowed us to disrupt their classes to 'administer surveys to .

their students at ipequent intervals. -These'teachers played a
Crucial role in the evaluation of our 'program, and they also provided
us with opportun,ities to field-test ,the diagnostic survey1 contained

. in this book.

" The" consultants for Project S.E.1,.F Richard 'Schmuck, Stewart
Sr. Shapiro, and Jules Zimmer also played a key role ia,the Project.
Many of their ideas ancl suggestions-have been inqorporated into
this handbook, -and- they provided most of- -the -inservice -training
of the Project S.E.L".F. teachers. In particular,. the theoretical
perspective and the organization of thi-s ha dbook have been largely
based on Gr:oup Processes in the Classroom by Richard A. Schmu6(
and Patr ic chmuc k (197M

The State of California, Department of Educ tion con sultants
assigned to Proj ect S.E.L.F. Txuce Lowery and Jar Rollings 'also
played an important role in the development of this handbook by
guiding us through the complexities required for successful
administration of thesTroject.



Irene Davis, Project SeCretary, Was -reaponsible forcopy
prbbfreading an-.1 typing of this handbobk, She hs .

'.helped'.uS:make.th,i.S 4 much:.More:readable: than.it would
:Alave.been..withoUt her help, and she.plaYed at .importantHrole
In the day-to-day,fuctioniu of the project.

The Pr9ject S.E.L.F. teachers are as followa:

.Experimental .Group

.Ralph Dunlap chool
Andre La..Couture, Pri;lcipal

Dolpves Bewley
Sandra:Eyler.
Joann .Ganoe

-VirginiaLewiS
Ann.Price
arencla Wri'ght

Joe N.ightingale Schdol
1411.1.1a Snyder, Principal
Akl.ph Tilton, PrinciPal

r`rances Cahill
Janet Freckleton
Dale Hyatt.
Marvin Stilliens
S6nja,Wisenbaker

,::Co-ntrol Group.

'Pine Grove SchoOl
.GeorgeJlarris,-Princip,a1-.

-

DOn.BlaCk'
Jack Freedr:
1.,ee.Lukenbi11
John McLaughlin,
'Margaret RhOdes
:Jeanne'Sorensen

Bonni-OStephens
Ea171.

St. Louis de Montf.ort Schoo
Sister-Ellen Mary Conerey, Principal.

--

Mary Flagg
Mary-Ann Fumia

Alice Shaw School-
John,L. Meyer,.PrincApal

Gay. CampbelL
ClariLne Furrow-
Dehra Pruess
Dorothy. kittinauer

Project S.E.L.F:
Orcutt, California
June, 1977

'kV .01*

Edwdr4.F.',gecha
A.'Mc.Dohald

Joan M..Coburt--
-Haroid
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INTRGDUCTION

This book is for-use by teachers-or guidance counselors to improve the
social climate of fourth, fifth, and sixth grade classes. It consists of.a
year-long program of weekly one4hour l'ssons and day-to7day classroom manage-
ment techniques to pnovide students with a preventative guidance'program for
improving classroom group processes. The classroom teacher4ay implement this

. program in his or her class withoutoutsicte help, or a guidance counselor may
implement this program with the,aid. of _classroom teachers. *If a guidance
counselor chooses to accept primary responSibility for implementing this pro-
gram,,he or she should be able_to service up to fifteen classrooms.

Our goal has not been to develop'a comprehensive theoretical discussion
. of classroom social climate. Rather, we have attempted to provide the teacher
or guidance coupselor with a practical handbook of field-tested.strategies for,

--actually changing the group processes which determine the social climate of the ..

classroom. The basic theory upon which this book .is based is available in other
volumes. In parttcular, the theoretical peripective and the organiznion
this boak have been largely based on Group,Processes.in the Classroom by
Richard A. Schmuck and Patricia A. Schmua (19/5). As our discussion of th4
theory upon which this book is based is limited to a bare minimum necessary for -

teachers or guidance counselors to imOlement this program, we recommend that '

educators wishing to use this book also acquire A copy of Gnoup Processes in the
Classroom.

The goal of this book is to help teachers create a potit1/2(ve social climate
in their classrooms. Schmuck and Schnuck (1975) have defined a positive class-
noom social climate as:

one in .which the students expect one another to do their intillectual
ISest and to.rsupport one-another; where students share high amounts of
potential influenceboth with one another and with the teacher; in whi.ch

.h gh levels of attr'action exist for the_group as a whole and between
ssmates; where norms are supportive for getting academic work 6one,

.s well as for maximizing individual differences; wherein communicatioh
Is open and featured by dialogue;.,and where the processes of working and
developing together as a group are considered relevant in themselves for
study."

Following the lead of Schmuck and Schmuck, we have further:defined the
c assroom social climate as the product of six group processes:

,

1. Attraction
2. Leadership.
3. -Communication

4. Student'nons of conduct
5. Individual expectations

--6.--Group -cohesion

These six.group p:ro.ceises areas combine to create the social climate o.

-the classroom.

Classrooms with poor sOcial climates are qui-te different from the ideal
described by Schmuct( aria Schmuck. 'The behavior of students iii classrooam with
pdar social,,climate ofton undercuts educational goals. Students become passive,

it



uncooperative, and th ir behavior in some ways resembles that. of people ik
Awork groups or milita y groups characterized by low morale, That is, stt4-nts .

in classrooms %+tith por social climates.often appear to go throbgh what
Shibuttani (1978) hes, termed a "process of demoralization." ,Students in claSs :
roomS'With pbor'S;ocial,climates cansigier the goals and acttvitiespromote0 by,

'the' teacheN,as trivial, meaningless and, possibly, contrarppo-their best
interestSp

* --;
Apr '-'4.%k "*k V

.Classroom groups which are demoralized have certain commOn characteristics.
,

,eMembers of such.classes often.view the teacher and other educators as outsiders
who exercise arbitrary authority. -These.students often become discfplinary
problems both within the, classroot and on'the playground, and the more daring
members may actively express their hoStility through refusals to,pbey rules and
orders, petty vandalism; a pa§sive noncooperatime approach ta lessons and
assignments, and a resultant decline in acaderwro achievement. A detline in
classroomsocial climate may also lead.to increased bickering as the 'student*
break Into factions-, and, in extreme cases, the Students may develop new nor&
which promote active opposition to teachers.

These breakdowns in classroom soCialworganization,oftenlead to a "vicious
circle"that further promotes the decline df'classmom social climate. The
outbursts-, fighting, lethargy of students, and opposition to class and sChool
rules of conduct often lead to the imposition of still more rules by teachers;
and infractiOns are mcre'often and more.severely pUnished. As new rules.and.
regulations are imposed and punishment becomes harsher and more.frequent,
students may begin to form a more united front in .opposing teachers. 'Aggressive
ahd disruptive student's who were previously outrts or were on the periphery of
student social,life may find themselves serving as leaders and role models for
the class because they are*apt to be more daring and open in their oppo6tion to
the teacher. At the same time, "goodustudenes"who cooperate witti the teacher
and appear,to pursue seriously educational goals may lose their previously high

' status and be subject to ilarassment.by thejr classmates if they continue to
cooperate.

furthermore,.if classroom sooial climate be6mes sufficiently negative,
\students will begin to view their classroom,grouvnegatively and, since they 4re .

j' members .of, that'groupi they may.eVentually deVelop a low level of self-esteem.
' :AS Shibutani (1978) has- suggested,.active pursuit of organilatibnal goals and
'the prevention of dempralization.occur when membert,of-the group agree thatthe
day-to-day activities of the group are meaningful and in their own best interests.:
jt:is oUr belief:that students Must 'feel .:that they:are attractiye members of the
,gro6p,'that their group can work together to accOmplish necessary taSks, and that'.
they arewable to'exercise some.measure of influence:over their life in the class.-
rooM ifthey are to view the class as an organization-Wch promotes their best
.interests. :We believe that these attitudes can best bepromoted if.the classrobm
social Climatejs 'characterized by efficient ark open communiCationt friendships
among students', demotratic leadership- structure in-informalstudent groups,
shared expectations for .s.tudept.conduct and performance, norns -supporting
cooperation and; the purSuit of'academic gbals, and py high levelS of group'cohesion.

This handbook is designed to. help.the teacheekimprove social' climate and.
peevent the process of demoralizatiOn froM occurring.through activitieslesigned
to improve all six aspects of classroom group prgcessesoutlined above. ,



thi Educational. Si nificance of Class oom Social Climate

The social climate of'the classroom is an important determinant of student
success. Jhe six group processes which combine to determine the social climate
of the classrooth each have an independent effect on c'Fdent learning because
they create-the working conditions of the class., Each ,area influenpet the degree
ta which students feel free to communicate thdir needs and ask questions, the ,

amount of interpersonal confliCt the students must deal-with, and the degree to
which they feel secure and comfortable in their class. Furthermore, there 'A
mounting evidence (Cf. Schmilck'and Schmuck, 1975) that each of these six mup
processes has .a direct effect on studenf performance and achievement. The
introductions to the six sections of this book (each.of which dealsmith a dif-
ferent group processes area) provide some"exaTples of the ways inwhich student
performance can be.he3ped or hindered:by these group procees.". t

The social climate of the'classroom also has an indirect effect ointudent
performance because it' is an important determinant of students' self 6oncept
and self esteem. There is considerable-evidence that students.' self concept and
self esteem influence their academie performance. For a-good suninary ofthis
research see Self Concept and School Achievement by William W. urkey (1970).

The self-concept is a prOdUet of group interaction. ,We perceiye ourselyes
largely on the ibasis of.our interpretatiens ofthempanings OfthewaY. others respond
to us. If others act at.if we were a ,cdrtain kind of,ioerson,:and thOse others ...
'are important to:us,-we are apt to,idecide that we are in fact that kind,of pdrson..
For example, if a student's clatsmatet att as if they'think that student is an
-attfactive persok,byasking to:Sit near him,:or:by asking him tojoila thejr,worL.
and play groups, that student,may Come, to view himself'at 4n attractive 'person,.

Similarly;.if a.ttudent.'S claSsmates act'asif he iS hot yery.4tractive by
avoiding"him.ortrying to excludellim frottheir activitiet,the student may
.View himself as being 'unattractive. In-short, -there is considerable evidence
that.the self_concepts'of students can be, improved by improving.the way-in which
students interact with each Other in the clatsrooM,-and t,he way students inter-
act.is largely determined by the social climate of the Classroom. (Again, see
Schmuck_and Schmuck L.197§7.-for a more-coMprehensive discussion of-the relation7-
shfp between classroom:toctal climateand students'self concepts. and.self-
esteem.)

.

11.4 lOvnization of Th s Book

This book is diyided into six.sections, one for each of the.six group
processes-areas listed above.' Each of these sections is further'divided into
four subsections. Each section begins with an introduction which explains'the
theories around which the lessons for that_area are 4esigne41 the goals of the
lessons for that area, and a discussion of classroom management techniques -

Westary to support and ,reinforce the lessdns,

'The introduction is followed by a diagnostic section which includes a
sample survey and instructions for administehng it. and analyzing the results*
obtained from it. The diagnosticisuryey has two functions. -It alloWs the
teacher or guidance counselor to decide whether,or not the classroom has a need'
for supplementary lissons to be conducted in additiontto the regularly scheduled'



, Project S.E.C.F.'lessons, and itoiay uied to Measure ape chanOs ih
classrooP social cl imate pioduceii .by the- Prodect-S . E. L f program .-, These
diagnostic tests -are designed to measure' the.- social -1relations or 'social cl imate..
of: the classrood as- a...whole-. They sboutd- not be 'Used 'to diagnose
an4 score7717-theSe-suryeys sTiorlf d not fie .reported in ttftir dossierk

cLanulative -recards lizintain.ed by the schooh . %

I

,
The heart,of our cirogram--weekki one-,,hciur lessonS7=is cohttined in the

third and-fourth s'ubsections. These Subsections cgosist of a seguenced_serie*,
of lessoh plans designed to improve the grout) processes of the classrapm in one
sof -the six areas that determine -ciassroom social climate. ", Each. lesso "includeS
a description of the,-goals of the lesson; an' abstract; a list of mat ials'needditil
detailed step-by-step instructiohs for conducting the lessor); 'and a list of040,401/4.., nr,-,"debriefing questions" for conductihg a class discussion after the less'on. The
44 debriefing" discussion is an integral part of most lessons; in fact, .the .

debriefing discussion is often the most important part ,of the.lessons!,
. ,

The leisons are divided into"' tw6.groups. 'The \first consists of core"
lessons.' The core' lessons are for use in .all classa participating,in 'the
-program. Once a week, a core lesSon ftom one of the,six group proces'iqs.areas .

should be condUctet '..ince the core lessons serve to prvide the.minimum humber
of lessons necess :to improve the social' climate of the "typical" class: The

, supplementary JesSons are designed to be used -.in addition to -the.core lessons
. if the diagnostic testing indicates that the -Criss has partitularly. severe
problems in .the group processes area inquestion. !l

1

.The six Project S.E.L.F. filmstrips aine designed to help the students
understand the goals of each of the six sections, and they reflect r comitment
tO 'actively and openly -involve the students in.. the pursuit of the als of,the
program.. These filmstrips introduce the Students to the concepts $tilxzed for
the study of each of the six group processes areas-, and they prese the pals of
the project in a way that iv\Indertandible and meaningful to elementary school
student's. We_ recommend that the apprOpriates filmstrip be shqpin to the class
prior'to *the introduc;ion of the first,lesson for a particular group processy
area: The appropriate times for the .introduction of the filmstrips' are indicated
on the schedule' at, the front of this.book. We believe that t/iis program is most
beneficial when the students understand iti goals and partilcfloate ifrachieving

,these'goals'with the teacher or counselor., These filmstrips should be useful fpr
both helping students understand the program an,ft enCouraging them to take some' of
the reSponsibility for achieving its goals. r

7
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Advanced Preparation "for Conductinl the Less-ons .

As previously indicated,' the introductions-to each section provide a bare
minimum of theoretical..baCkgroutid-and di redtions necessdry for implementing the
Project:S.L.L.F.- program. Eaeh introduction to th6 group processed area must be,.
read before the lessons for the area in question are conducted and before...the
diagnoStic survey for that area is admintstered. Furthermore, the teacher or
guidance cdunselor should review each leison before' conducting it, paying partic-
ulau attention to the list of materials needed for the lesson and the debriefing
questions' to be used to conduct a 'classroom discussion after.the lesson.



Schedulin t e Pro eet SELF Lessons* Filmstri s antOia nostic''Tettin

'Thek Schedule of iess'ons 'it the front of the book should be followed as
closelY as possible: the sequencins of many of theSe lessons is crucial stetause
theY are defignid tb introduce rather complex concepts and ,ideas- to the students
by present-in§ therein sMall 1ncrementt.4 The diagnOstic sarveys should also be -

'administered 'accbrding to the tchedgle. These Amveys will .mof provide reliable
data unles$ the clas-s.has haft sufficlent time to _develop stable-socialirelatio4.
The.diagnostic'survets provide the-information neessary fbOoleciding Whether or.
,not thd supplementarY.lessons are*neAded. 'The filmstrips should also' be' intro-
ducqd according to; theschedule betause they provide students With the vocabulary,
conceWts and knowlidge of the goal of the lessons that 'they -will' need to benefit
from them. Tile' iptroduction to eath section also includes 4uggestions for

.sequencing and schedul:ing thelessons,. diagnostic surxeys, and the filmstrips.
,

This program has, however, been, designed to allovethe teacher or gilidance
cotoselor to adapt it' to !wet special lleeds. Each of the Six section an stand
On its .own, and all'of the sections f\eed not be implemented. For exam el', if

the program. is 411troduced mid-year, the:teacher illay wish to %.15e only tt secttons
.attractions comm4nicat1on, ana, if time permits, leadership. These tree

ai*eas would be the logical chbice in such a situation because -thefactivities in
the-other three areas may iTquire skills.taught by the attraction, communication,
and leadership lessons.

-.

Most inportantly,- the' sequencfng of .the lessons withtn a .particular section
should be preserved.,-.14hile each section or group, of lessons cal stand on its own,
the lessons within 4 giVen section are sequentially Organized. Many-of ,the
lessons that appearjast in a section were designed'on the assuMption that prior
lessons would first be imOemented.

Finally, the teacher or guidance counselor should be sure to allow er4ugh
time for'the class to Rarticipate in a discuision after the lesson is tompleted.
The questionstot the epd of the lesson are designed to help the teacher or
'guidance couriplor lead a Adiscussion with Ihe goal* ofjsummarizing what has been'
learned from the lesson and motivating- stAffents to- NI4Ctice the-skills they
learn from the lessons throughoUt the school day. This discussiork:is an integral
part of the lesson, and it should not be omitted. One 'Of the midst effective ways
to schedule the lesson and the debrieffng dtscussion is to*conduct- the le*sson-*-
.just before a recess arid to "lead the discussion after the recess is over. -Pro-
viding a break between the lesson and the debrjefing session Is particularly
effective because it gives the students time to' think about the lesson, and it
often leads to MTV spirited and lively discussfons.. r

Participant Observation for Continuous'Monitoring
of Classroom Social Climate

. The diagnostie%Urveys are de:signed to give the user-measures of each 'Of
the six grouP processes in the classroom.. These- surifeys* should initially be -

administered accOrdingato the Schedule at the front of the book. If some of the'
classroom group processes sees, to need' ex_tra attention (the discussion *of-the us.e
of the diagnostic surveys ;includes instructions for evaluating classroom group
Processes on the baSis, ofthe.data.obtained), the supplementary lessons should -be
used in addition to the core lessons,. The surveys can be.administered aigainafter

-the progFam ---7as 'been. unclerwayffor some` time to measure tile impact ,of the program.



-Unfortunately, while the diagno,stic measures 4re relatively. simple itoadminister' and,.analy4e, they, can be used.only a few times -during the year -because they do require the use /of classy time for their administration '. tlass-room social climate is a dynamic conditijon-that c.ahchange,from week to,week.inresponse to a wide variety of 'events. -Because.the diagndstic,surveys. cannot befrequentliadministered, they cannot.-be used to measure these short-term'fluctuations, in claSsrooM social climatel Accordihglyz, we suggest,that the.teacher .also take time .to abisArlve his or her- students, both in the classroomand on the playground.' -Careful observation may belp.the teacher discover threatsto claSsroom social climate4v their earliest Stages ertd .allow the teacher to. ,introduce a few supplemenary lessons tO- prevent deter4dration of .the socialclit4ate.

-One particularly effective technique is- to devote pime to observing the-social interact_ion of students during recess or other tir1es When, they arerelatively .freV,from direct supervision. Much of the sodial life.of childrenoccurs on the playground; and.problems, conflicts, and ottier disrupting or
disturbing events on the playground may influence the socia.I behavior of
students in 1the.classroom. . For example, disputes during games may influenc-eclassroom attraction patterns because they can create considerable hostility.Similarly, the power,. prestige -and infl uence of individual studentS are often. ,functions:of their behavior on the playground.. Students Who have special skills, .that allow them 't,o dominete-games -and plaY activities.are often accorded hiQh..,sthtus -and prestige in the classroom, also. Furtherinore, it is during; recessthat students have 'the.greatest freedom in choosing their associates, establish-.ing norms and standars of conduct; and' coMmun4cating their'feelings. In shortlretess,ands other free-time activities' can provide very rich data concerning thenattire of the Social climate of the class.

FIve of the discussions of diagnoies of group proCesses in the handbookinclude some questions you may wish to ask yourself when observing students onthe playground anck'some guidelines for observing these group processes in action.'If observations are conducted t fairlY frequent intervals, the teacher will beable tb note even small shifts In classroom social climate and may discover:potential threats to classroom social climate before they have any lastingimpact. Should any problems be discovered; the teacher may wish to deal with
them...by conducting a supplementary lesson that will deal with the problem..

However, th4s observation cannot be conducted while doing yard duty,on.theplayground because the yard-duty teacher must..observe all. of the studente present.Effective o4ervation hinges on close observation of the tlatsroom group. This"participant observation" will _expose the observer to the- fasOnating social worl-itof unsupervised children that,is normally hidden from adults. .,T-he observer Maydiscover-that s.tudents have'a."separate culture with its own values, 'norms, andlanguage, and that much of their behavior in the classroom is the product ofthis hidden social world. Of course, the teacher can h'ever become one of thestudents and, therfore .. win. not Ae,e_ every_facet -Af -students L-soci al -1 ife =onthe playground because the teacher cannot completely give_ up responsibility forfhe well-being of the students. However, by occasionally spending time on thepiayground as unobtrusi vely as possible,- the teacher wil l gain val uable insightsntO the so4i al I ife sof 'students. ,

A.

;
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SOME SPECIAL APPLILATIONS

''Although this program was 'originally developed 'and evaluated for use 16
'regular" classitoms in "tYpical" situations., 'a number of educators have found
it to be liarticularlY uSeful fot7 some "atypical" situations. In partidulaY,
this program may be especially useful in classrdoms in which special education
students are "Mainstreamed" -.tnto the' class and in classrooms in,Volyed -in
desegregation prograins. If desegregation programt and mai nstreaming programs
are to achieve their goal's the new groups of students in the classroom Must
become fully participating Renters of the clasSrbom group. "ff new_students are
left out of the social life of-the_ majority students, they will be forced to s

form their own cliques and may find themselves.competi ng. with the other groups.:
Such.isolatidn, forniation of cliques and cOmpetition may lead to conflict, the
perpetuation of inaccurate stereotYpes and dissatisfaction of all the:students
with the. class.

.When 'new, previoutly excluded groups of 'studentt become part of classroom
.groupS, the social climate of the classroom becomes a crucial determinant of -the
success of these practicps., If these students can participate fully in the

_social life of the class, both they and their classmates win probably benefit
from these practices. Ono the other hand, if special education students or
minori ty student groups in the 'classroom fail to make fri ends .wi th- higmbers of
the -rajority. group or become' part of the classroom leadership and norm-developing.
-systemthe cohesion..of the classrotim.will be low and inaccurate stereotypes
will bp perpetuated. If these failures do occur, the'class may be characterized
by considerable tension, conflict, arid demoralization. In sUch,a *situation;
each group may develop ,its own norms which will serve to perpetuate cleavages'
between these groups, and the resultant decline in the social, climate may,have a
negative influence, on the academic achievement of all of the students in the.
class.

- The program described in this book shoUld help to make integration of
racial groups and the mainstreaming of special education students. more successful
.because_it is designed to weld individual students into a single cohesive- and
supportive group in whidh individulal differences are valued and encouraged.
-while similarities and comon interevais and concerns are discovered. 'While this
program is n6 "eure.rall" for solving problems posed by integration of clasSroOms
and mainstreaming, it should provide support for these programs because it deals
directly with the problem of providing all students in the class with 'a chance'
tip develop Positive sOcial relations 'with' their clatsmates which Will .enh4nce .

their chances of-achieving success;
-
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CLASSROOM ATTRACTION
b$ Edward F. Vacha

,,Every classroom has dits own Unique friendship structure. The 'friendship
structure, of a classroom constitutes a half-hidden pattern of friendship and

:hostility among individual 'students which' influencgs- both the quality of.class-
room life and stunts academjd performance.

* I

, Most teachers of elementary school .children have experienced the frustra
tiori of having their education41programs disrupted by classroom friendship
'problems. These.problems take many forms; some typical example's we have encoun-
Ured include the folloWing:

J717
J

After recess a teacher is approached by a student in te4i2. The
-student complains that "Nobody will play' with me" or "Nobody, likes me".
Thd teacher then ;spends considerable class timetrying to sOothe the
student.

A teacher forms small groups df students to work qn a class project.
Work on the project is brought to an abrupt halt when a, student
forcibly ejected from his group by the other students, in the group. By
the time the teacher resolves4tie problem and convinces' the students to
work with the rejecttad mem,t?er, it.is time to go on to another subject.

child is continually subjected to harassment by his classmates for
nO apparent reason. Students refuse to work with this child, and when
asked why they "pick on" the child in question; thty tell the teacher
the stuttent is a "nerd", is 'queer", is "weird', .or that he has-"ctioties".
This child has few friends' because students who befriend:him are also
harassed, and other students complain wh9n they are asked to sit near him.-

These and other attraction. problems _typically encountered in elementary
classrooms are often highly disruptive, and,they often leld to disputes among
students or groups of studentswhich take uP valuableclaks time. These half-
hiddenpatterns of friendship and hostility.atong students also can have a more
direct influence on students' 'acadgmic performance,-)in addition to the above.-
mentiped disrupt.ion of elassrcom educational programs.

' Richard Schmuck (1966) ,has discovered a direct relationship between the
friendship patterns of a classroom and the acaderrfic 'performance of students.
Students in Classrcioms in which many students are disliked by others and bnly a
few are well liked.are characterized by low group cohesion'. Those who are not
well liked have rather negative attitudes about school and they tend not to,.
utilize their academie potential to its fullest. On the othertand, students in
classes in which -most students 'have at *least a few friends and.in which few
students are clearly less' well liked than others have more positive attitudes

----about school* -and-they---tend-'.--fo_utilize-their-academic abilitie to-their-fullest.,
. \ .

This study and other itubies (e.g., Lewfs and 4. John, 1974) indicate'that
the group cohesion of -c-lassroom groups and the academic performance of students

°.;-. are heavily influenced by the -patterns of friendships among students. Apparently,
.. students who do not feel that they are attractive to tffeir classmates are unable
No% to utilize their potential to its-fullest. ,

1, ...,J
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Our own experience with Project S.E.L.F. classes is in,ling with these
findings.. Furthermore, it -appearkt4at it -is the child's belief that he.4s
ljkecrby his classmates that, i's cru-Oals.and it does not reqiiit7`.a major change
in classroom friendship patterns for a hild-to develop the belief that he is an
attractive person. We have found that,onte.a.chilcf`develops two or three (and
asonietimes only one) friendships with his classmates, he is likely to assume that
he is an.attractive member of his classroom group.i

Attraction.pioblem5 -are ,not easy th solve becausethey often stem from
eventt that occur outside the claisroom or from the past. It often seems that
sfudents bring* their friendship problems with them into the classroom, and these
problems periodically :intensify and threaten. to disrupt-the claSs. It'is because .

attractiorr oroblfms can be potentially disruptive that we ellcoLirage teachers to
try to deal with them before they underminkthe teacher's academic program.

Typical Classroom Frtendship ProbleMs-

As a first step in dealing with friendship problems, we attempt to identify
the kind of unfriendly relationship that is creating the probleme We have iden
tified three kinds of.friendship problems which seem to be very comon in moSt
classrooms. Each of these problems, reouires somewhat different solutionS..

The Isolate

Many classes .lave one or more isolates. -These are children who are 'neglected
by other students. They are neither liked nor disliked. Isolates are often quite
unhappy and dissatisfied with. school because they feel left out.. These are the
children who spend their reCesses alone and who are usually left out when the
students are allowed to form their own,.seating groups, play groups, or work groups.

-These children are often quite shy and.they seem to be always on the .fringes of
groups of 'students.

Now not all isolates are lonely; some isolates are quite content because
they have frjends in other Classes or because they,just like to be alone. BLit-
many isolates are very,lonely; they complain to teachers that they "have no friends '-

that*"no t5ne will *play with me", or that !'nobody likes' me".

The problems of isolates can be very disturbing to the classroom teacher.
These studelits are obviously unhappy and they Worry about their lack of friends.
In fact their unhappinesS a9d anxiety about -their lack of friends often make it
difficult foi them to perform well in fhe class. -These students oftenLend up
spending most of-their free time with theleacher and/or pursuing some-individual
activity, and they often seem to "disappear into the woodwork" when the teacher
tries to involve the whole class ill a discussion or group project. Of coursei

-the more-time-the lSorate -spends -avoiding other students, the less likely -he or
- she is to -make friends.

The Disliked Studenic

_Another comon attra2tion problem teachjars
is the existence of students who are disliked ty
These children- differ from isolates in that they
than being left out or ignored.

are continually confronted with
other-Students -in the' class. 1,
are actively disli,ked rather



, When teachers attempt to form ability groups for 'instruction, the presence
of disliked, sAidents can pose some vexing ,problems. Ability- groups with disliked
students are often very unstable because disputes, arguments, and the resultant
complaining of the students can bring instruction to a halt. When attraction
Oroblemt stemming from the presence .oP.disliked students OCCUi*, .they can take up
a lot of valuable teacher time because they are to disruptive.

The Classroom Scapegoat

One of the most difficult attraction problemS encountered by teachers is
the existence of-one or more scapegoats in the cliats.. Most-classes seem to have
at least one scapegoat. Scapegoats are disliked students who are theitargets of
aggression, ridicule, and verbal abuse from most of the other students. Often
Children who sit.next to scapegoats -or who are friendly with them are also
Nrassed.

,

When scapegoats are present in the class, grouping chtldren for small group
instrUction can become 'a nightmare for the' teacher. St dents refuse to sit next
to or touch the scapegoat and the anguish of scapegoats is difficult for the teacher
to-deal with because the other students continually undermine the teacher's
attempts to help tilem. . . ,

Diagnosing Classroom Friendship Structure

Please refer to the sectton "Diagnostic Survey" for examples of sociometric
surveys you may use to diagnose the 'friendship structUre of your clatsroom and
instructions for administering and scoring them.

In addition to the Project 8.E.L.F. lessons, we have provided a number of
. classroom management techniques for increasing the friendships of.isolates, dis-
liked students, and scapegoats. These techniques and the Project S.E.L.F.' lissOns e

require the divnosis Of clatsroom friendship patterns if they are to be used'in
the most effective manner. .

*.

SOLVING CLASSROOM ATTRACTION PROBLEMS

, All of our approaches to solving the problems of students with friendship
problems 'rest on two very Simple propositions from siicial -.Psy,chology. 'The-first
is that the more frequent the interaction between two individuals, the. greater 'the
probability.that they will become friends. Frequent interaction is not es.uffi-
cient cause of friendship.; sometimes enemies are forded by circumStances to ipter-
act with, each other and come to dislike each other more. 'However, frequent tt

interaction is a necessary prereqUisite to the)fonnation of friendships. s
.

4

The'-other propotiflon is-that-indiyiduals are attracted to one'alidther'-When
_they expect am association to be in some Way.rewarding. All ,of 'vs are_exposed to

a multitude of potential friendst.but.we cannot iliteract with. everyone. Theerefore",

thosewe usually initiate interalt with others we expec
us with rewarding experient f frequent ,interactien is a necessary prerequisite

nkl-.t bs-able to pNvide
of the development-of friendships, then we are most likely to become friends with°
those we believe inn-be-able to reward .us in some'way, tecause,it, is these
.potentiallY rewarding individuals thc we are most. likely to engage-in interaction.



,course, these two propositions do not account forall-Df the factors
which cause People to like each other, but they areiufficiently important to be
major factors in.the formation of most friendships: Accordingly, our techniques
foe helping children.with friendship problemS revolye around tntreasing students'
opportunities to interact with their cl4ssmates and discovering and commuhicating
the attractive attributes of each student in the class. Far a much more compre-
hinive'dfscussion of the sociology and Social psychology of classroom attnaction
see the discussion of classroom attraction in SChmuck end Schmuck 0975.:89-110)!

ect S i.L.F Lesson's'

As is the case for tillessons for the other five group processes areas, we
haye divided the attraction essons'into "core" and supplementary lessons. If
your classroom's friendship structure approaches the_theoretically "ideal".or
"typical range", the _core lessons may be adequate to,help you maintain friendly
relations among the students in your class. However, if you wish to improve
further the classroom's attraqtion structure, or if your.diagnostic testing
indicates that your students have attraction problems, you may wish to use the

. supplementary lessons-and the classroommanageMent techniques discussed below. .

T e 'Core" LeSsons

The core attraction lessons should be implemented throughout the school
year. These.lessons provide the students with opportunities to interact with
students,they do not know well and they help students discover the attractive
attributes oftheir classmates. The core lessons will produce,positive changes
in the classroom attraction structure and they will help maintain prior existing
friendship patterns in classrooms which already have 4-00d friendship structures.

Sctieduling_the Core Attraction Lessons -4

Unlike many of the other Project S.E.L.P. lessons,,the attraction .lesSons
are not designed to teach students complex concepts or specific skills. As a'
-relult, they do not need ta be conducted en bloc during a six-week Period.
Rather, they should be used at intervals throughout the year. We Nye found that
.stadents' friendships never really stabilize. The attractian structure of most
classrooms is constantly shifting as students discover new friends,and as disputes
athohg students weaken previously established friendships. Consequently, attractidn
lessons should be conducted at least once every six weeks to prevent the deteriora-
tion of even_the best classroom attraction structurei. Lf the classroom attraction
structure is less-than the'theoretical ideal.of'each-Student having at least 4 few
friends and no more than a few enemiesr additional supplementary attraction lessons

__May be necessary.
.

The SupplemeAtary Lessons

'The'Supplementary-lessons should be-uSed in classrooms with ettraction_prob-
lems.1 You should schedule an additional ,hdpr each week.for conducting'supplementary
attraction lessons in addition to the one-hour pie week normally devoted to.-Project

activitiei if your class has attraction problems. The discussion of
-diagnostic, techniques describes the "ideal" sociometric scores for Classrooms with
good.attraction structures. If your dia(jnostic-testing-,indicates.that your class

'
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does not meet this ideal, you may wish to include the supplementary lelsonsas
.

a regul'ar part of your weekly curriculum,or, if your diagnostic testing for #e
. other grOup processes areas indicates th your classroqm needs little help 'Ill

one' of the other areas., 'you may wish t replace some of the cbre lessons in plat
area with supplementary attraction les ns.

,

. Again, as,in the case of the.core attraction,lessonsolhe plementai4
lessons 'should be introduced, at regular AnterVals throughou year. The
ber of upplementary lessoris Stou use would hedependent QP he amount of. addi
"tiOnal time above the regularly scheduled one hour per week you,have availabl

Cl assroom Manaqemnt jech-rques

Corld,tictin4 weekly one-hour Project S.E.L.f. attraction lessons is only .p`art
of our' program for improving classroom friendships.. Before a class can make much
progress in improving its friendship structure, students-must be encouraged to!,
develop friendly relationships with each other on a day-to-day basis. All of the
%Students and the teacher must work together to create a positiVe social climate,
but such- concerted effort cannot be sustained unless the students feel that they
are part of the group. The weekly one-hour S.E.L.F. lessons help motivate the \
students 'to develop new friendships, and they increase their opportunities to \
interact with others during that hour. But-these lessons will not achieve theirfull potential for improving classroom friendships unless the day-to-day organiza- \
tion of the classroom..reinforces the, experiences gained from the Project S.E.L.F.
lessons. Accordingly, we tave developed strategies-for teachers to use on an
informal basis to solve friendship problems already existing in the group. These

.Strategies dovetail with the formal program and they reinforce the impact of the
ohe-hoyr attraction lessons.

Sociometric Grouping -
One powerful technique which helps' isolates, disliked students, and gcape-

---goats is,an old technique known 'as sociometric grouping. Sociometric grouping,
like the sociometric survey, has been used for many years and there is consider-

.able research evidence of its success in improving the attraction ktatus of group
members (Gronlund, 1959:16)..-

This technique involves forming groups spicifically for the purpose of meet-
% inIg the needs of target students w,ho'have been identified as hAving friendship

problems. Classroom groups are formed around children whose sociometric test
results iftdicate friendship problems. Each child with a friendship problem is
placed in a separate group, and-the membership of each group is selected in such
a manner as to.,maximize the target student's chances of making friends.,

-Starting 141th-the-students who received nb poSitivé -choicet-'these-childrea
are placed with one, -and preferably two, of their positive chpices._,itekt,

-changtng-the a s si gnmeritsal readf-maJfe wh ricefved Only .one pos tive
thoice are pleced in "groups with their mutual positive Chpicit (if one exists) and
as many of their positive choices as possible. This process is -then repeated for
Zhildren who receiVed only two, positive choices, then for children who.received
three positive choiCes,-and io on until all children have been plated in groups.
The, net reSult is that those children who.have theogreatest need to make .new friends
are given the greatest chance to do so.

22
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Once the groups are formed the teaeher.can use them for seating groups,
group projectso team, and the like. Our teacher's try to use these' sociometric
groups. for at leait one hour or.twoeach day, but^the students may be grouped'
according to.achievement levels 'or other-criteria throughout the day so long as"
they spend at least.an hour or Mors ih the sociometric group each day.

-\

It's worth noting that the formation of groups according to the needs of
students with friendship problems is the opposite,of the way children often
spontaneously.group themselves. Often, the most popular students dhoose the
students they with to have in their groups, and the least.Popular students Must
compete to get into groups with chilbren they like. Sociometric grouping
reverses this process. The fewer Tends a ch4ld has, the greater priority he
receives, and the groups are tailorr-made for, the students who have the greatest
need for making new friend4hips. I

Seveniial grouping guide

A. Decide on the size of the groupslo(1,viish to form. A5,a rule of thumb,
ft is,best to form groups of at least 'five to make sure that each child has ,ati
least one positive choice r mutual choice in his group and at least two or
people he neither rejected nor chose oh the.sociogram. Five to seven seems o be

olore
the ideal Size for discussiohlroups; larger groups often break down into subgroups;
and shy children are,ipt to avoid participation or be ignored in larger g

8. Separate all stuaents who make negative mutual choices.
.

C. Try.to.avoid placinj Children togetherlf one re*ts the otheri 7he
goal it-to. form yOurgr9upt to tha't no child is'iria group with a chfld -hie rejects.

1.

D. Start with tOe stUdents receiving.no positive choices and place,them
with at least one andlpreferably two of their.choiceS.

1. Try to avoid placing two students receiving no positive choices
in the sAme group..

2. Neveriplace more than two students T.C'eiving no positive choices
in the. same group.

Next consider chiTdren receivi on ne ositive choice.

1. -Place them with a mutual choice.1 possible. .

2. Place them with.as many of their positive choices ai possible.

. F. Repeat the above,process with those_receiving only two positive choices,
but be careful not to break up the groups i)ready started unlessyou can meet all

. _

of the above criteria.

G.. Repeatthe above prosiiwith.those receiving three positive7Choicii,
then with those receiving four choices', 'and so on.

, 1. Do-myt plaCe-4stare 1Students-with more than five positive choicas)
with mo*.than one of their _mutual choices. .

2. Try to,place.the 'Stars'-' with no more than two of their positive
choices.

15



Addi tional consi derations ,g

A. If social cleavages exiSt (s1.4f,h as nil or few posttive choices-between
boys and girls, athletes and non-atNetes", racial groupsb good students and- Poor

'students and ,the like), t?y to arralge groups so these cleavages are diminished._
. . 4,

1.. Make -sure each group contains members from each social group in
luestjpn.

But, make sure that each group thit "integrated _has at leasttwo,
bk.rt never a majority of, members_from any ofe group.

For example* if there are few positive choices between boys and girls,
Make sure each..grOup has at least two boys and.two girls1 arld be sure
that,neither boys nor girls are outnumbered by a large number of the '
oppositeisex. -(If you "integrate', a .group with only one member of one
of the s ciaj groups or if one soCial group is grossly outnumbered,
the 7minority" members of thatgroup are apt to become isolates or
,scapegoats.

B. If you fiiid one or more closely.knit cliques° (a group of children who
make a large number of positive choices amohg themsselves and/or many mutual positive
choices among theinselves, and few positive choices outide the.group) and that
cl ique #is undesirable they are- in conflict with non-members or have adopted
norms vihich ihterfere with the education process)'*-treat them in the manner des-'.
Cribed for social ,cleavages (above). Do not trY to "break upil..gliques arbitrarily:.
Rather! try to open' them up by placing two or three members in-new groups for part
of the-day. If you send one member of a clique to a groUp,_ that individual' iS
likely to become unneces-Sarily upset.

'" - .

Pub1icizing the Attractive Attributes pf Children With Friendihip Problems
k

Another technique which.works equally well with isolates, diiliked students*
-.--and scapegoats is the public recognition of attributes of children with.friendship

problems which make them deFirable.companions.

Project s.e.tr.,F. teachers are continually looking for things that unpopular
children can do-which will reward the rest of the class.. For examples one of our
teachers discovered that a class scapegoat was very adept at macrame, and she
noticed that many of the students in the class were interested in learning.how to
macrame. The teacher -immediately changed her art program to include macrame-,,and
she asked the scapegoat to instruct the class in macrame techniques. . In another
class, the teacher noticed that one of the isolates in the class was a very good
bicycle rider. Since he spent most of his time alone, he spent hours riding his
bike and practicing various stunts. This teacher 'organized a bide rodeo as part

---1of -the _program.--In -the first-case----the-class-scapegoat -was-made highly
attractive to stOents Who wished to learn macraMe techniques, and in the second

---.-case.,---the -isolate -had--a chance--to--became--something--of-a hero to=hislclatsmatesz

. This technique, when combined with sociometric grouping can be quite power-
fuli:and. the possibilities for its use are limited only by the imagination of the
teacher and the teacher's powers of observation.



Increasin 0.ortunities to Inter ct With bthers

While the isolatesnas few or, no friends, ,he also has no enemies. As a resu ts
the class has no strong resistance to interacting with isolates. The isolates'
problems usually stem from two factors. The first is the "sbcial inertia" of

- student friendship groups. That is; students rarely atterif0 to Vitiate new
friendship's if they,already have a few friendi. Rather, they attempt to maintain ,

as much contact as possible with tieir existing friends, while' ignoring students *-
.they do .not know well. The second factor which often underlies the problems, of
isolates is the/reluctance of isolates to attempt to initiate interaction with
other students. Often isolates' shyness andlbr fear of rejection from other
students causes them to avoid prolonged interaction with other stUdents. The-
reluctance of isolates to seek out-other students and the "social inertia" of
other students tend to 'limit _isolates' pportunitie§ to make contact with potential
friends. This resistance to seeking out new "contaets din be intensified by ability,
grouping if, by chaiice, an isolaite is 'placed in,ability groups with students with
whom he has little in common.

counteract this rigidity of cla'ssr6om friendshi4 patterns, we attempt
continually to group and re-group students tn as many different ways as possible
whenever'

ap

robility guping is nbt.necessary. Rather than, let the students form

l_
their' ow groups for class projects and activities and thereby perpetuate existing
,friendsh patterns, %le form-groups randomly at every aVailable opportunity. To,
accomplish this goal, each, teacher keeps a container with slips of paper viith 4

students' names on them. -Whenéver we have an oPportunity to, forni student work -or
play groups, we form them by randomly drawing studenis' namei Yrom thg Cgntainer.
This process takes no more time than letting the, students form their own groups,
and it overcomes the inertia of both the class as & whole and the isolates.

. . . ,
,

. W& have found that the formal procedure of rahdomly drawing names.ts prefer-
able to 'other methods for creating random groups:- The students usually try to
influence their teacher to place them with tteir friends, and it is very.difficult.
for the teacher to aVoid accidentally creating groups which'maintain oisting *,.. '.

frie0s11:11) patterns.. The steactler can-minimize student mssure to form friehdship
groups by making the protess-as mechanical as postIble.. furthermore, this proCess
helps lead to the deVelopment-Of student horms which support maximizing interaction
With a:ll students. Eventually many students expect random assignment to.groups,
and this expectation relieves ill of the students in the class from the fears of
being left out or'of being the last one .chosen for intlusioh in, student groups.

This simple procedure,
,. v;hen used in coMbination;with sociometric grouPill4

and publicizing students' attracttye attributes, is often al4 that is necessary
to solve. the problems of isolatesfbecause:it creates a fluid classroom social
structure which maiimizes the chances of isolates being "discovered" by their
classmates.

-Scrlying the ,Problems Of pisliked Students and Classr:oon Scapeimis

--Solving the problems- of--disliked'itudents and.classroomrscapegoats -is much
MO re difficult than solving the problems'of isolates because the active dislike 'of
students must be overcome. Sociometric grouping, publicizing attractive attributes
of students, .asul random creation of student groups are al;I helpful, but these
strategies are often not powerful enough to overcome the di'slike of the'class for
the students in question.



aSometimes a student is disliked or is a class scapegoat because his behavior
'antagonizes the others in the.class. For example, a student may be disliked
because he Or-she is aagessive sarcastic or because.he,or she is a-"tattletale":
For these students more traditional techniques for changing individual behavior
are often necessary. .In particiular, behavior modification techniques, individual
and small group counselins,*.and student contract systems are often useful for
encouraging unpopular stOdents to change their behavior toward theirtlassmates.

However, tect;niques designed to change,the target student must often be
supplemented by st.rategies*desigaed to'change the.eest of the class. Sometimes
-a student is "disliked because of some attribute he or She cannot change., such as

. physical aPpearance, dress; and the like. And, even when the disliked-student
should be expected to change, changing his or her behavior may not-completely'
solvethe problem. Many of the disliked students dnd class scapegoats we have

..identified continue to'be disliked even, after they change their behavior toward
other students. Apparently, once a student develops a bad reputation, other
students avoid or exclude him eVen after he changes 'his behavior, Atcordingly,
we havd used a number of technrques to help scapegoats and disliked:students

Ivihich focus on changing the classroom group.
,

.Using ClassStars t Influence the;ClaSsroom Friendship Structure,

Another way to use class "stars" as models for_changing student friendship
patterns is tp pair them, with unpopular students. Class "stars" who* not dis-
like the disliked student cah be paired with'the disliked student, a tTli.:7 can

be assigned to work on some continuing task or prdject which is enjoyable and
requires. cooperation.. For example, a class "star" and 'a disliked student can be
asked,to disign and put up a bulletin board displayl*collect materials for a class
art project, or the like. r If the disliked student is a scapegoSt, it is best to .

.allow the pair to work in-isolation, from the other itddents at first in order to
prevent- the "star° from being Ounished or ridiculed for-associating with the

- unpopular student. Furthermore, the task should- be something to which -the dis-
,

liked student can make a genuine contribution.

This approach uses the 'Star's" potential as a model in ,two ways. The dis-
liked student has an opportunity to observe and model the behavior of a student
who is successful at ,making and keeping friends, 'and the..rest of the class has .
the, opportunity to observe a child.they respect and like initiate friendly don- .
tacts with .the unpopular student..

Manipulatin *the Size oi Student4Groups .

' Unpopular students are particularly Vulnerable to harassment when they are-
..;in large groups. 'A large group will' usually contain a number of students who
-dislike the unpopular student. And, even studehts who do not dislike the
unpopular student will join the group in -harassing:the-dislikdd student-because
they will want to avoid being a4ociated with him. In particular, students who

. 'are afraid of becoming -unpopular are often, among those 'studehts who harass the,
unpopular,student the most. Their ob4n arixieties about 'their positions W the
.classroom 'pecking order° often result in their harassing the disliked stUdent
in the, attempt to dissociate themselves publicly from unpopular stUdents,



.Larg6'grbups af children in the classroom can be broken up by arranging
desks in "islands" of no more than four,or five desks. These groups,.lhould be
re-formed on a regular bas.is-. This appeoach will exposedislikeol.students to.a
large'number of other students without forcing them to deal with large groups of
potentially hostile classmates. ;Furthennore, it will allow.other..students to
initiate friendly contacts with unpopular ...students without exposing themselves
to- the.rididule of the rest of the.class. Xeeping' the groups small Will aiaiCe it
difficult for student leaders to mobilize large groups to harass either disliked,
students or students who attempt to make friendly contact with disli.ked students.

When students who are unpopular make friends with at least one or two other
students,-the new frjendship group should be kept 4toge.ther each time new groups'
are formed. In tkis way, unpopular studerqts and their new friends will always:be
in the majority if the groups .are kept small.. As a result, the Aew friends,of the
unpopular student are protected from being punished for being.fffendly with
unpopular stuctents. :By keeping the friendship,groups Of unpopular students stable
while at the saine time preventing other students from farthing stable groups,
children' who actively disThke unpopular students will- be unable to mobilize the
other students to h4rass the student in question.

. .

-'Elimination of Competition Between 'GroupS of Students

Some 'children become scapegoats when the groups to which they belong compete
with-other groups far scale reward (teacher approval ,."points" group grades,- and
the like). children whose behavior or lack of skills makelthem liabilities to
ttieir groups, often become scapegoats because,they decrease the chances of their
group being rewarded. Rather than using cowetition among groups to mofivate
students, we recommend that subgroups be rewarded for. improving their Nst per-
formance by some realistic amount or eliminating group rewards entirel. When
groups are rpwarded for improving*their performance rather. tharr '.."beating the
opposition", even the least proficient students can help the group 'by-raising
the level of4their own performance. In general., ,we have found that group rewards
are best eliminated entirely.- When group rewards are used, the students' placesdi,
jn the classroom friendship structure are often determined by their contribution-0

'to the group, and it is trften those students who are at the bottom of the ,"peckino'
order" who either cannot contribute to the group or. are 'denied opportunities to \,
do so.

Elimination of Group Punishments

We also encaurage Project S.E.L.E. teachers to avoid punishing groups of
r- children for the behavior of part of the group. Group punishments are sometimes,

used by teachers in an attempt to encourage the students to police themselves,
but this approach often results in stapegoats being punished.for behavior' that..
popular students can engage in without fear of punishment from their peers,

----Group punishment leads-to-high levels-of frustration and-res'entment, -and-the
punished,group often harasses some group member, but their choice of whom to
punish is determined-as much by the relative popularity M studertts 4s-19'-their
actual behavior. Popular students whose, behavior results in-the whole group
betng punished will, receive little or no Runishment from, their teers, while
unpopular students will often receive-punishment from their peers whither or
not they wereehe cause of the voup trunishment.



.--Teachers hoe b'otenUsing' for years many ofs-the strategies I have 'described,
bulb none othem, when tak@n alone is a "'cure-all", Furthermore none of these

techniquesduces ipstant 'success. However, when teachers attempt to implement
ai man,y .of" these strategies as .possible, and when hey2 them throughout the
school-year, they .are' often able to produce lasting ilnprovementkin the friend-
ship structure of theitc classrooms. The...use of these techniques in an organized
and systematic way often helps ,unpopul,ar students make at least a few friends in
the class,, and, as I indicated before, once a student h*s two or three friends,

,Lboth.fieand his olassmates usually consider him to be reasonably attractjve.
And, when students view themselves' as reasonably attractive, they are free to
devote valuable class time to academic effort, rather' than to, the scramble for
a placein the classroom' "pecking order".

a.

We have found that these procedures'require no wre class time than is lost
when .students in classrooms with poor friendship strtictues harass and fight with
one another. Furthemore, we have found that the development of,a claSsroom

,social climate whfch supports academic effort and positiVe student self concepts
often hinges on first solving classroom friendship probleths. Thus, while attrac-
tion is only one of the-six areas we are attempting to influence in order to ,

'improve classroom social climates,, its improvement is one of the prerequisites
to success in improving other aspects of crassrooM social climate.

t.
a
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DIAGItOSING CLASSRCIOM FRIENDSHIP PROBLEMS

Before a teacher can deal with friendship problems, the exact nature of
the problem must be identified. Most teachers'can spot students with frie ship
problems by observation alone, but determining the particular kind of probl
student is experiencing is more difficult. Accordingly, we have provided
sociometric surveYs, either one of which tan be used to diagnose studehts
friendship problems. These surveYs maY also be used to assess your supcess in
solving students friendship problems. We encourage you to administer a socio-
metric survey within'the first four or five weeks of the school year. By using a
combination o14your own observations, the results of sodlometric suryoyi,'and
the following guidelines for identifying particular kinds of attraction,problems,
you.should be able to identify most students' -friendship problems'quite easily.

The Sociometric Survey .

The classroom 'sociometric survey is a simple questionnaire which asks the .

student to indicate the class members he likes most and likes`least. Students
can be askedto make any number of positive and negative`choices desired, but we
"lave found that-asking students to make three positiye choices and three negative
choices is adeqgate for fdrming a reliable picture of classrom friendship
patterns. `'

.t,

When administering the survey, Instruct the students to work privately and
to keep their answrs to themselves. It is particularly important to make sure
-that Audents do not discuss their negat*e choices. One way to minimize the.
possi6ility that students will discuss their neqatime choices is to use the
"bubble art surviey"' developed.by Brenda Wright, a fourthTgrade Project S.E.L.F:
Aeactler- We havb found that studehts.tend to work privately and that they'show
less interest in their classmates' stirveys when they are administered the "bubble
art survey" than when they 'are Unftnistered the more traditional form of the
sociometric survey. Both forms of the sociometric survey are discussed beliowo
but I strongly-recommend that you spend the.extra half hour required to prepare
the 'bubble art survey": This survey is cot only iess likely to cause problems,
bat it is actually easier to score becadse, unlike more traditional forms,of
sociometric surVeys, the names of.the students' are already provided. One 9f the
main sources of invalid dr unintirpretable Surveys ts the difficulty students
have in spelling and writing legibly the names of other students.% The-"bubble
art survey" eliminates these sources of invalidity:while reducing the chances
that students will read each other's surveys or discuss their answers with their
classmates.

-

General DireCtions f Pre Soiometric Surve

,Regardless'of the type of sociometric survey you use, you should meet the
following criteria when preparing and adMinistering sociometric surveys:

A. Choose'the criterion fornaming students on.the sociometric survey
aCcording to the needs-of your class. The examples included below, use a very
general sociometric criterion; ttlerask students to name the three students they
most like an4 the three students they least like. Other commonly used sociometric
crdteria used in,educattonal research art more specific; some ask students to name

se
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the classmates they would most like to sit with, play with at recess, work with,
or invite to an.after-school partY. Generallys.the more specific criteria pro-'
duce more accurate responses, but they are valid only for the situation described.
In most cases the general criterion of "most like" and "least like" will be most
useful, but if you are primarilY concerned with friendship problems which otcur
in specific situations such as recess, grOup pro'jects, .9r the like, then You
should choose a criterion for your survey that most closely reflects-that
situation.

"

B. Be,sure you tell the students that their answers will actually be used
to group them, and be sure you,actually do use the results to form student groups.
Once the students become convinced that the results-will actually be used, they
All take the sur4ey quite seriously anU answen as accUrately as possible. . One
way to put your sociometric survey results to immediate use i to form "socio.:
metric groups" as described in the preceding discuision. Sociometric grouping
will allow you to demonstrate to your students that you are actually using their
-surveys while at .ihe same'time it will help you jmprove the:attraction structure::
of xour classroom.

C. Be sure to keeprall results anonymous. If your students see their
resuIts.they maybe even less- motivated to make new friendships. Since the

-goal ofsociometric testing is to,proviae data to be useld to improve and change
classroom friendship patterns, showing s'tudents the friendihip patterns measured
'by, the soctometric survey may be'counterproductive, ,since this information'mAY
crystallize the patterns alreaay in existence and make,Ros.itive changes more'
difficult.,t0 achieve.

D. If you -use sociometric surveys to measure your progress in changing.
-classroom friendship patterns by administering them at different times throu9hout
the'school year, be sure to use the,same form and the same criterion-each time
Data gathered oing aifferent forms of the sociometric survey and/or different
soOometric criteria (e.g., "most like" and "leastlike" versus "sit with" or
"play with") may not be comparable

E. Regardless of ttie form chosen, allow approximately one half hour for
the students to, complete them** Make sure,the students fill out the survey at the
same time, but be sure not to force students to complete.a.survey if they seriously.
object to doiv.so. If ,students are absent when you administer the survey, be sure
to have them coaplete one as soon as they return to class.

F. Administer the survey after the class has had enough time to develop
stable friendship patterni (this usually takes the first six to eight weeks of the. .

School year).

The Socioi...____Iitrig_Six..1've

.

4

The-attached-sample survey-is based on'a-survey deveTopeOlv-tox, Luszki,
and Schmuck-(1966:24-26). This surviey asks students to useAthe names of the
three students ttley most like and the three...students they feastslike.

This survey h.as the advantage of taking very little time to.prepare and
administer. Project S.E.L.F. students 'in the-fourth, fifth, and sixth gradeS
usually complete it.in less than twenty minutes. -This form of the soCiometric
survey, has the disadvantage of.being easily read by students in adjacent seats.
It requires the student to wrAte the name of the students he wishes to list as
"most liked" and "least liked". If you decide to use this form, you should pro-
vide the students with lists of names of'studentsin the class. Furthermore, be

31,
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Please answer ihe followin9 questions about your classmates1

REMEMBER: YOUR ANSWERS ARE VNFIDENTIAL. MAK ALONE AND KEEP YOUR OPINIONS .

TO YOURSELF,

THE ONLY PERSON WHO WILL SEE YOUR ANSWERS IS YOUR tEACHER. YOUR
TEACHER WILL USE YOUR ANSWERS WHEN.HE/SHE MAKES NEW CLASS GROUPS.

41.

The THREE.students my class that I like MOST are:
4.

(1)

)

(3)

The THREE students in my class that I like I7EAST are:

(I)

11.

( 3 )



dr
.541re to prevent the students from reading each other's surveysCit can be very
dittressing for a child if he notices that he is on a classmate's "least liked"
list. Also, ask the students to write the first name and last initial of their,
classmates. Otherwise, you will not be able to score the surveys for students
with the same first.name.

The "Bubble Art" Survey

The attached example is a "bubble art" survey for a hypothetical
class. The students are instructed to color the names of every student on the
survey. They are to color their name black; the names of..the three students
they m9st like, yellow; and the names of the students they least like: blue.
They atetlso instructed to' color the names of other students any other color
they wish. As the following sample indicates, the students are also asked to
color the small boxes black, yellow, and blue to kovide the reader with samples
of the.colors they are using., v-

. This sociometrio survey has the advantage of being difficult for students
seated at adjacent seats to read. Furthermore, the task of completing the survey

. itself is sufficiently interesting for most students to elicit their complete
attention; students filling out the bubble art sqrvey payless attention to the
answers.of their classmates than studehts who ard administered MOT* traditional
forms of the sociometric survey. Based on our experience in admiilistering over
fifty sociometric surveys in fourth, fifth, and six grade classes, we strongly
recommend the use of che "bobble art" form. ,

4

- The main disadvantage of using this survey is that it tikes A little,longer
to prepare. Preparation of the !Ribble art" survey requires approximitely one .'hour,for a class of thirty-five'. However,, this survey formjakes less time to *
score than the more traditional form of the sociometric survey because the scorer
is not faced with the difficult task of decipbering the answers of students with
poor handwriting skills. .

.

The following points should e kept in ind when desiring a "bubble art"..
_.surveyf . .

A.- Use a ditto master or some other similar device for duplication pf the
Survey. ,, , f . 1

B. Lightly rule a'grid o-f approximately one-half-inch squares op the
master, but be sure the grfd will not sh9w on the copies of the survey made f r
the students. ,

C. Begin with the longest names first, ,and then fill ip the spaces around
,the, long names with the shorter names. '

O. Adjust the difficulty-of reading t e survey to the ability level and
grade level of your students. 'Leave a tot af space around students' names and
write all of the names-in a regular pattern if the students are in the lower
gi.ades. For students in higher grides, or-for students with more advanted read-
tng.and perceptual skills, make the survey a little more difficult to read by,
crowding the names and writing the names at oblique angles actoss the page.
The survey.should be simple enough in design and layout to allow all,of the
students to find tbe.names easily while at the same time it should be complex
enough to make it,difficult.for students to.read eativother's surveys:-,



Keep your answersprivate!: Only your teacher will,see.this., "(Our answers, may

be 'used tb grOup you With tither stlidep4:in.the.fyture. '

'Cplorv....mtnime.and'the bOX it the,right BLACKS E="2-
2. ,Color the names of the three persont you MOST LIKE in this class 'and the box

at the right YELLOW.
4

. Color the names of the three persons you
at the right BLUE.

I LIKE 'in this class and the box

C=:1
Color the names of the other people'in'class Amy COLOR except bla4, yellow, blue.



' E. Be sure- to use the initial o
studenWwith the same first name.

. . .

students' ast nameS-if there are other

Recording Socionie.tric Data

There is no need to spend time drawing elaborate sociograms using this
data. Sociograms are valuable and interesting to study, but they take hours to
draw, and there are shorter methods whh reveal'all'of the information needed.
Rather, we recommend di4laying.the'results of sociometric surveys with a
"soci9matr1x" and then recording the data'on 3" x 5" cards. We have found that
we at form a,sociomatrix for a class of thirti in less tflan an hou'r when we
work-alone, and if we work with a partner, we can form a clasyoom sociomatrix
in about Oalf an hour.

The following ouil.ine describes the process of recording sociometric data:

A. Using Page A-xx, complete a matriX.showing each student's choices and
rejections. .Place the names of the chooser vertically along the left margin,
and place the names of the chosen along the top of the paper. Both listS. should.
'be alphabetical V in the same order.

1. It is easier 'to form the matrix by working with a_p ner. One
person can-read the surveys and the other person-can fill.in the
matrix. Use a "+" for positive and a "1-" for negat e choices.,

The matrix should look ilike tOis:

Chosen

9

.Chooser

Bill

Harry

Jennifer

Mary

11"



.Using the matrix, fill out a 3" x 5" card for each child.:

1. Put his or her nai at the top.

2. In the right-hand top corner inditate the number of positive
. and negative choices received.

Place his or her three positive choices along the left-hand
margin.

Place his or her three negative choices along the.right-band
'margin.

The card should look like this:

Student's name ph John DOe

, ..

il

chosen:by ----0 Sam Art
.Students Bill

John Doe James Pam 1

, wit ...
. . .

Finally, using:the matrix., identify.all of. the mutual potitiVe. and .,

negative choices (a, mutual potitive Choice,occurs when Child A indicates-
that he likes'Child B, and Child B. alto-indicates-that he likes Child A)..

4

411

Number of stuaents choosing,
Atiem°#°. John Doe.

Number, of students rejeeting
John Doe.

4.--,Studints rejected by John Doe.

1. Andicate.all mutual choices:on each,student's 3" x 5" card bY.
Placing a star or check tv the name of each Oild who mutually
chootes or rejects the stbdent,

2 Separate the cards into piles., formirig separate piles for students
who received no positive choices, one positive choice two positive
choices, three posit4ye choices, and so on.

Identitying'Students' Friendshtp Problems From Sociothetric Data

Students who receive from two to four positive choices and from twito four
neRittive choices ire in the theoretically "typical" range. That is, since stuAnts
are asked on these instruments to make three positive and three negative choices,
each pupil would receive from twoto four choices of both kinds 'if the choices
were evenly, distributed. This range of two to 'fotir choices provides a theoretical
baseline for identifying students with friendship problems. Students with more
than four negative choices andior less than two positive choices are those who may-.
need special assistance.

Students.. with.five or, more piotitive chbices.are "stars%, they are better.
liked than most students. ,Students Who are isolates usually'receive less:.than
two pasitiVe.choices and four.or fewer nagative choices;-theY'are neither liked"-
.nor ditliked.- Students who receive mare than four.negative choices andlesS' than.
:two'potitiy,e, choices are eitherAisliked or thpy.are class Scapegoats.
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Distinguishing bettieen scapegoats and disliked students is a little mor
difficult. The differences between scapegoats andvdisliked students are matters
of degree. Usually 'disliked students are dislved by.a subgroup within the
class, whereas spacegoats are dislike by most of the students in the class.
sually 4 child lolio iS a scapegoat I identifiable using'the following criteria:

A. He is often the target,of,apparently unprovoked Attacks., verbal labuse,'
and he is harassed continually.

He is blamed for,things he did not do, and the chiJdren often harass
himdfor:behavior they accept from more popplar students.

. t

.s.tudents who befriend or play with the child in question are ridiculed
or harassed themselves.

. .

Scapeqoats dften look, act,-or behave differently from the rest of the
class. Sometimes they have .obviou.sly "obnoiiqus" behavior, Patterns
such as being aggressive, highly critical of others, sarcastic, and
the like. In manvcases^, though, 'they are singled out for differences'
over which they have little control, such as their personal appearance,
lack of coordinationor their clothing.

.
(0.

Once the teacher makes a decision concerning the kinds'of attraction problems
'his students have he is then able_to select methods to tital with the problems.

41P
Observation Guide

-t

Observation orstudents in class and during Pecess can yield considerable
information concerning the attraction structure of the classrooM. Be alert to,

, any conflicts or potential conflicts between Students. These conflicts may #

.involve a number of students and strain or disrupt friendships. If tensions
occur.at recess, especially if they involve a large-number of tudents-, a

supplementary attractionqesson may'help ease tensions. Also,, try to be alert
to the presence of isolates. Isolates 'often stay near teachers on yard duty,
or go to the school library or some other secluded spot during recess because
they fear rejection by the students. Finally, try to pay particular attention .

to studeats identified asscapegoats or disliked students. You may discover that
.aAisliked.student lacks A playground skill.considered4important by the class,
and you mia'y discover,that some students are unwittingly antagonizing others
through violation.of students taken-for-granted playground norms. As a general
guide, ask yourself the following questions: '

A. Which students are invited to join games arid play activities most
frequently, and which students are usually welcome to join ongoing.
activities? Th6e students are often' Classroom stars.

Which students often play alone or i. move from group tb group? These
students may be Isolates, scapegoats; or disliked students?

Are there any pairs of Students who seem to enjoY piaying only with,
each other and who appear to be happy and involved in theil. activities?
Sociometric data nay Suggest that these students are isolates, but,. .

they.may be quite happy spending thentime with a single friend and
they may wish to be left alone.
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ABSTRACT:

- MATERIALS:

.1

PROCEDURi:

1.

MANY Sifts TO ME
. ATTRACTION Gradis04, 5,6

To encourage students to make some statements-about themselves and to
share these statepentswith their cldssmates.',

Sudents make a large ball frow8 circlesi In the center of each of
the 8 circles, the student writes "a statement about'himself.

Colored papers, circle vaster shapes. triangle master shapes _scissors,
pens,i staplers, staples and yarn:

Using the master circle shipe as.7a model, students cut out 8 circles
II from various colors of paper.. (see,attached sheet forAodel)

2. U4siqg the master triangle shape, students place the triangle in he_:.,

penter of each circle,.and fold the paper,around the triangle.

Students write one statement about themselves in each of 7 triangles.
They wrlte their rime in the 8th triangle.

,

1 may help to:suggest categories or guidelineS for the statements
For example: )

.

a. Write one thing that you oan do well or you are gobd at.

b. Write one thing that you like to do ih your spare time, such as
a hobby or interest.

. Write one wish that you would like,

Write one thing that you' are ndt 'iuch as, I on not athletit,
or, I am not very tall.

Students connect and staple the circles together'to form a-large bill,
(see attached sheet for 'directions)

Suggestions for 'sharing and display:

a. Students slkple a piece, of yarn to each ball and hang-them in the
classroom.

. b. 'Teacher puts all the balls-in a bag,.draws 5 out per day, reads
the 7 statements but NOT the person's naMe. .StudentS try and guess
whose ball it.is. The ball is then added to a classroom tree. "'

ISCUSSION:

1. What things did you learn from the lesson that you have in common with,,. fother 'students in the class?

How can we learn more about each other?,

A.

sor



Di ections for Assembling Balls

'for'each ball, cut out 8 circles 'using a cardboard circle-as a-pattern. You
may wish to trace the circles 011 conitruction paper-before cutting them out.

When the circles Are cut, glace a triangle master shape in the center of the
circles and fold the circles around It, resulting in a folded triangular area
In the center of each circle.

After- the statements halite been written in the triangular arias formed by.the
'folxis., staple the flaps of 4 circle§ together to fam a' hat. Then-staple 4 more,.
together the same way. Staple the two' parts. together,. to make a ball..

'./k piece:of yarn may be attached to enable the ball to be hung as'ah-ornainent.



ABSTRACT:

IALS:

PROCEDURE:

ft

SHERLOCK:00LMES ATTRAC1t0i4 Grades 4, 5, 5_

To increase student Interaction with, intemt in, and knowledgeAbout
each other.

Given a set of descriptionstudents mill ar04114 tF9 fincLoiher student-s-
'"fitiin4 tbe descriptions:

Appropriate grade...level' worksheet for each student.

.Each student is given a worksheet for histher grade level,

Students are to mill around the room, questioning ,others to find other
students.- Whose names answer the descriptions. When a ,student finds
someone who fits a description, he has that 'person sign his/her name

,

'itt the appropriate blank.'

A Student may use his own name once.on his worksheet and may not use
another student's name.more. than once;

' J

DISCUSSION:

Tell the students they ire to try to find these people themselves.
Discourage then.from looking'at other studOts' lists.

There may not be an ftact correspondence between description's and
names to fit the descriptions. Some descriptions AUY fit several
students. Other descriptionymay not,fit any student.'

After IS minutes, ask students-to return to theie seats to share and
discuss their lists and the task in general.

*Read specific descriptions and a kstudentsdio share their.ansWers..

2. . Ask them:

.14Pich descriptlons were hard tti find.studentst-for?

b. Which descriptions were.they unable-to match?

c. What new things did, youlearn about someone in this class?

d.' Which people could havelit'number oni? Number two? And so on
for as many descriptions as time permits.



PROJECT S;E.L.F. WORKSHEET

SHERLOCK HOLMES Grade 4

Below are some descriptions. 'Try to find someone to fit a description and have
,that person sign hts or her name op the line. Try to find a different student
for each- description.

You. may use a name only one t.ithe. yo?_.!nay,.sign one you.rse,lf.,
.

Don't look at somemne else's paper. Try to find all these people yourself. After
all, tyou art a good Sherlock Holmes yourself.

Remember: Sonie descriptions may have:more,.,than one person 'that fits. Some
descriptions nay have no one that fits.

Loves to read.

Has gone to this. s .chool since kindergarten

Hasa played on a baseball sor softball tkam.

Has had a' broken bone.

Has won an award.

Has. bakedfa cake for his/her family.

4..

7. Was born

8. Has, never been stung by a bee.

9. Tooik swimirdng lessOns_last summer.

'10. Has`;,a brother or sister in this schdol.

11. 'Doesn't like-bubble gum;

12. Got 4 :pig Othin the past year.

13 HA$ a birthday in,Cttober

14. Has been tO Disneyland-.

--15:--1Has-r1Oden On A -train,
,

16. Has a collection of
-(.Studentf.ili $ i4 ram .of co ectfon



PROJECT S.E.L.F. WORKSHEET

SHERLOCK- HOLMES

iltelow are some descriptios. Try to find someone 'to fit a description and have
that person_ sign hi's or her name on the line. .Trjetb find a di#ferent ltudent
f.or each,-descriptionl.

Yoy matuse a name onl.i'iint-time.- YoU may sign one yourself.

Don't look at someone elses paper. Try -to find all these,peoPle yourself.
After all, you are a good Sherlock Holmes yourself.

Remember: Some descriptions may lit J130 re than one person.
. ftt no one.

Went to 4 National Park, last suniner.

poesn.'t have ".an,y brothers or S.i.ste.rs.-
.. ....,`,-.

4.
Can draw torses*.

S''-"a0

Likesjuath.

ome descriptions may *

Has won 'a trophy.

6.- Brokea tkone in the last year'....

Was, born in a foreign country.

Hs i'pent at least one Oght in the hospital.

Knows tu;W: to change a tire.

10. Has completed4.a sewing project

11.: Has flOwn in a jet plane.

.12. Has a living,9reat-grandparent.

.13. Has attended a rofesSiopal baseball .game.:

14. Os learned a new craft.w--1

15.. Has seen 'the moyie

16,, Can make chocolate fudge.



PROJECT S.E L.-Ft WORK.SHEET

SHERLOCK HOLMES

, Below art some descriptions. :Try to -find someone to fit a
that person sign his or her name on the line. Try to find
for each4description,

You may use A mile only os. time. Yoil may sign,42.yoursel

Dont loOk at someone else's paper. Try to find all these
After all, you Are a good Sherlock Holmes yourself.

Remem!)er: Some descriptions may fit more than one person .
may fit' no onie.

Owns ,a horse.

Has -1:4en to Wa'.hington,T D.C.

.Has more than two, records.

Grade 6

description and have
a different student

f.

people yourself.

Some :descriptions

4. Has fixed a co*lete Meal .for his/her -family:.
,

5; grote* a lqtterlast,p anth, -'.-
, a

4 .

Has Attended 'a play.
, .

1.ikes_to collect autographs.

1.,s the el dest4tpi ld in the' family.

Has ,seen the n'iovie twice.
.

10, ,Has lived .in more than one house since 4th ,grade.

11. *Has, the same zodiac sign as your§.

12. Has done wheelies on a motor bike.

13'. 'Is.. an aunt or, uncle. ,

14. Has had more than one 's Lumber, party in.the last year.

15.. Speaks two languages.

16.. Got up before 6" o'tlock this morning.

.37 4 S



TITLE:

GOAL: .

-ASS.TRACT:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

MYSTERY PERSON, ATTRACTION Grades 4, 596
To increase Student, interest in and knowledge about one -another._.

Questions and statements about a mysterif person are plated on a
bulletin board and the claSs tries to guess who' that persbn is,

aulletln board space.

.Select a student who is-neither strongl.i,/ liked kir strongly disliked
by.most other students in the ''class, and-aSk him to write statements
ahbut himself on a sheet of Paper, iñstruç.t that person not to reveal
that heishe is the mystery Person.

r
Put 'up a bulletin boardAhat contains questions or statements.about
the mystery person. Cl.iles 4,4y be given to the identify, such as:
"This person is a member of,our class"; "This person is a boy";
"This person.likes to play football"

Each hoUr or day add one-or two new clues to the board.

`
bisc.ussiott,

At the end of the day or week, students share their guesses as to 'the
identity of tn mystery person.

*
Repeat as long as interest in the activity continues.

To save teacher-lime, a list of questions may be filled out by the
students as a'sburce ofinformation for the activity.

,111-

.What new Wngs did you 'learn., about the myster5i Person?

IOU surprised you about the mystery person? 'Why?

_Which clue told yOu who the Mystery perton was!

Which clue would have revealed the gysteri person had it been giveh?



1TITLE:.

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

1.

WHO AM 11

To increase students

. Students are asked to
card. The 'sharing of

bISCUSSION:,

1. How 'many ktudents learned something'new about someane2 What was it?.

. How.did you feel When your card was being shared?' How many peopleL
,felt.ltke that?

.ATTRA6TION

. A-4

Grades 4, 5 6

knowledge of and interest in one 4nother,

write five things about themselves,on a note,
these items is viried by grade level.

5 x 7" note card for each student.

Each student writis five things about himself/herself oh a note
card. Be sure to inform the class that. the five items will be
shared.

'FOURTH GRADE

a. The student s name is to be Wrftten oneach card also..

b. Collect all the cards and pick one at a time to read*aloud.
Do not indicate the name of the student. Classmates try to
guess whose card

FIFTH GRADE

a. The student's, name is not to be written on the-c4rd.

b. All cards are put into a box. Students draw out a card,
making sure that they have not drawn their own card.

c. Each student then tries to find theaperson whose card he/she
-has drawn. When that person is found, the student has the
person sign his/her name on.the card.

P s Ai

Ihen each student reads the card of the person he fountto
the rest of the class.

SIXTH GRAD-E

-a. After each ,stuckent has written iive things about himself/herself
,have the student rank the card from "most ,iportant to me" to
"least important to me". This ranking is written on a separate
piece of paper..

Pair students, Have aCh student guess his partner'
of' items.

*king



TITLE. AUTO KNOW ME (AUT4OKY)

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:-

ATTRACTI9N Grades 5, 6.

The student tall bi-ala to-recognize Personal changes and changes
occurring in others, overthe year.
This project will allow `students to c are.autobiographical 'itemsMa

and personal convents made during the year in order to realize the
changes which have taken place for them personally and,others. They
will construct a -booklet, page ty page, without -knowing they are
doing so.

MATERIALS: Autobiography pages.
PROCEDURE:

I. Discuss autobiographiet.

2. The teacher gives an, autobiography page with a different topic,to
each student at various times during the year with the instructiont,
that t will be.used in 'a class project and read by others.
Sarple utobiographical page topics:

4.

a. Des ibe the different places you hi4e lived in your life.
Te when, where and why you moved. What are your feelings
about where you lived? Which is your favorite and whY?
Which' is the place you least liked and why?
Describe what you think would be a "perfect day." Where would
you go, who would you be with what would you wear what would
you have for meals?

'c. List three occupations you are interested in. Why do these
appeal.'to you? What do you know about them?

d Evaluate your school day yesterday. What subject did you like
. most, least? Did anything make you tad, happy, angry?

These pages are saved throughout the year without announcing the
eventual objective of a year-end .

'Towards the 'end of the year, put together all of-the' pages into a
student booklet.:
The booklet can then Jae ill u.strateeby the student.
The student should read his or .her own booklet, theh,write a list
chapter., on what he or she 'has .learned about himself or.hirself -from
this long.-;term activity.
Place completed booklets ut in classrOom for display.. Disust

..personal contents or conC1 signs made.after reading the year-long,-
project.

414;k .

qiscusstioN:
_

,l. What is a biography? lihat-is the difference l*tween a biography and
an autobiography?

.Why is it difficult to do an autobiography? What kinds cif things are
-included 'in an autobiograpilY?,
After the project:
-a. What did you learn about yourself after readfiv your'bopkiet?.._

What did yoU learn about other students ill, the class? ,

ir?,_ Are there any other thing's you would like to know about pther

r
, ,

studentt in class? .

. .Wat this activiV rewordihg for"yOui
'44 w
4.

60111%.



ABSTRACT:

MATERIAL$:

PROCEDURE:

A-6

'FRIENDS TEAM up - ATTRACTION -Grades 4, 5) 6

To de4lop the interest and attraction that friends'ilave In each
other.. To question students on how .much -they know about-other
students in their-alass encouraging them to be acre attentive to

,and interested ih each\ other.
One friend.tries to predict what the other wouJd answer to selected
questions.
Seore sheets.

Teacher asks for 5 pairs of students to vo unteer. Pairs can be made
tip of two students Wm are friends and *to feel they know something
about each other. q)r, pkirs 'tan be made up of students who do not
know much about each other but would like to try and see_hqw 4pqh
they can guess about the other person.

One member of the pair stays inside the classroon. The other member
of the pair steps outside the classroom. 5o there are 5 students
inside and 5 students outside.

'Each inside peron is asked the same question. They try to guess how
their partner would answer the question. Teacher records each answer.

-

wtlo are outside are given a sheet whick cotains he questions.
They write down their'answers.

Individuals in the
person guesses what
scores them as to whe
or-incorrect.

ence may be given score sheets As'each inside
outside Partner has answered, the audience

er or not the amdience t4inks ths'y are correct

After a set of questions bring-in the 5 outside partners. Taking
each question, first ask the outside person what his answer was.
Then reveal the guess of the inside person. Give a point to,the
pair that came up with the same answer.

Remind pairs that it is not !tad' to come up with different answers.
It only means that there are some things theY did not know about
their partners.

A,

Have students pick p rtners they o not know well and repeat the pro-
cedure. ".

DISCUSSION:,,

=, 1. Raise your hands .if yo earned something new about someone in-
your classl

West was the Most su arising thing you learned'about someone i
this lesson?

What else do you know about someone in Apr ,,think
they would like others ia know about th

class that you
em?



FRIENDS TEAM'IlP

SET,ONE:

1 What is your favorite expression Oet saying

2. Have irou ever- had a brokeh bone?

3. Which animal would you ,rather be: a puppy, a lion, an ant?

4. What is your middle name?

5. WhicbLmonth would you choose as 'the bell.: August 'December February,

SET'TWO:

1. Do you have a per?

A

Your family has to move and there are three possibili,ties. Which one would
you like best: Alaska,.. Texas, or New York?

3: What is yo rite color?-
, ,

4. Would you change your.name if possible?. ,$

Would you rather spend Saturday afternoon at the beach at the Mountains
or window .shopping?

SET THREE:-

1. What sctwolwork is easieSt for you?

2. What is your favorite television program?

3. how many OrotherS and/or sisters do you have?

4. Which holido do you like best: Halloween or Valentine's Day?

5. You are an adult and have a choice of three jobs'. Whidh wouldcyo4i choose:

a teacher, a salesperson or an office worker?
, ,.



FRIFtNDS TEAM UP SAMPLE QUESTION SETS

WMtisybur favorite flavor of ice cream?

.What 'color is yaur family .car?

-What subject-dck\you, Wave the most trouble with in school?
r-

4

When is your birihday?

What would you be moSt afraid o

SET 'MID:

: poisonous snakes or tarantula spiders?.

If you coilld be any ageil what age would you like to be?

-If yo*could change your school, what ONE thing would you change first'?

Do you think that as an adult you will smoke cigarettes?

What is one thing that you are giod at?

What is your favorite food given these choices: hantturgerS g pizza ;11,,tacot?

1. Would you rather, have a Cadalac or a Porsche for a car?

2.'^- Where were, you born?

3. What is your favorite televisi0 program? .

4. +.owtaTl do'you think you will be as an adu-lt?

5. What is your favorite meal: breakfast, limch, dinner,



SET ONE:

.7.';----1.Whitd-oyoflike-6iiiiaboul school?

2. 'Concerning Money, are you more.of a saver or a spepder?

3. Do you think you will live 'in this town,most of your life?

4 'If ytu were to marry later on0 how many children would you like to have?
. 4

Let's say thereAs A very important occasion you are-Oing,to SeturdeY nights.
"and you are supposed to be rea0y by 7 o'clock.- Will'you most Ilkely be-ready.:-
at:

SAMPLE QUESTION SETS.

'10 minutes before 7:00

SET. TWO:

o'cloillk sharp - 'p minutes after 7 00.

1. Of all the things you do in your free timer-which do you like'best?

Do you think you will go to lege?

4

In.the story of the rabbit and the turtle are you more like the rabbit or
the turtle?

/

Which "do 'you think is most harmful?
, Cfgarettesr marijuana,. alcohol.

If'you needed.,help with yOur schoolwprkr whom would ,you probably gp to?.

Your friend, your teacher, YOur parent.

SET -THREE:

1. Where would you rather live? A big city 'or a small town.

2. DO you think that by the age of 21 you wfli *be married?

3. Concerning your schoolwork, are you more of 4 "Worry* Wart. or a
"Couldn'.X Care Less" type of perso0

C..

"S'

4. If you ha4 $100,000 and 10 acres of land mtat would you build?

5. If you had to be an'appliance, which would you rather be?

A refrigerator, a toasters or; blenderxer.



'",

PROJECT S.E.L.F. WORKSHEET
,

FRIENDS TEAM UP'

SCORE 'SHEET

Listpn to t4 inside persoWs guess. Do you think this is what the outside persoy..
will sax?

Inside person#

Outsid? perton

'Question

Question 2.

Team I Team 3 Team 4- Team 5

Questi.on,.3.

Question 4.

',Question 5.

;'



ABST,RACT.

MATERI45:

PROCEDURE:

1.

5.

pISCUSSION:

FINDING SIMILARITIES

A-7

_- ATTRACTION Grades 4, 5; 6
To encourage pairs of-students to discover Ways in which they are
similar. Perceiyed.similarity.should leaekto increased attraction.

; -
Pairs of chilOren who have laittle contact with each other interact to
discoyer way's in which they are sithilar.
Scratch paw,.

Using your own
whom they, have
1 i kely become

observatisms$ pair 'students with other students with
little contact or interaction but with whom they might

friends.
Explain theldea to- the class that you have to know something about

;another person before .ytiu can be friends, and the mbre you know about
another person, the More likely it is that you will become friends.

*

Give the pairs 10 minutes to make e
. or ways in which they are similar.
variety of similarities'rather than
category (e.g., discourage listings
bagetiall, soccer).

list- of things, they have -in coupon
Ericourage pairs to thinkc'sof a
listing things in the same general
such as, Ne both like footballs

After the 10-minuti period, ask-each person in the pair, to put-a star
next to the items that surprised him the most aniO an X by any other
surprising items.
As time allows, ask pairs to shark the marked item's.

P

Ask those who found eight or more similarities to raise their hands.
Ask those with.12 or more to raise their hands, and so on until-the
pair with the highest number -is found.. Be s,ure to sta'rt off with
number low enough to aLlow all -who partiCipated to raise their hands

.and acknowledge that they have things in .connorr.
How many of you feel you know, your partner better?
iihat did yQU Learn about your partner?



GOAL:

ABSTRACT

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

1.

1ELF-ARARENESS THROUGH ART* ATTRACTION Grades 4, 5, 6

Students focus on their-personal attributes and share tIless attributes^
wi,th others through art., .

Students create a symboli'c representatioR 0:.0eir personal identity
. using art as thermedium.

See grade le el descriptions beli;;4.

Select the activity below for the appropriate grade .level.

a. FotArth Grade.

7 .
OISCUSSION:

1.

Using an overhead projector, draw a silhouette of eath student.
Then students.find-pictures, captions, words,_etc., from used
magazines that have meaning to them. They make a collage of these
cutouts using their silhouettes as background and outline.

Fi fth Gra de .1

Ask students to bring.in 4Aby:picture of tpemselves or a picture,
taken when they were younger. Using this:as the piCture, theyare
tb make a "Wantee'poster for themselves. UsinIg the western
.Nantee Dokter as an eximOle, they are ta list Some negative.
features Any aliases, where they are known to hangout, and a

-reviard.

Sixth Grade.

Ask studen,ts to design a record albumccover using themselves as
the performers. Each individual record album cover Should reflect
that student's interests anb likes through the title, symbols,
colors, etc. rtems used may be drawn or may be cutouts from
magazine's.

Discuss-what the artwork.represents and why students cOvie to use
particulartitems to &scribe themielves'.

What qualities do you have that you feel are important?

Did you learn anythi-ng new about people in this class? What did you
leem?

fr



ABSTRACTt

COIV1.3.MEt4i.TINE ATTRACTIOtt. 040 4 50 6
To give each student .a chance. to experionte a positive respons frogi
other individualS'in'the clatsroOm; to .give students an opportiMty
to Share they positivelfeelilgs and thoughts :aboUt each other; ,and,
to give:440 stUdent-an opportunity to:learn what his classmates \4,
percei-ve asbit streniths.
Students ask a specific number of ott students to write descriptive

A

phrases about theic
MATERIALS: Copy of design for' each:student (see Procedure 1).,
PROCEDURE:

8.

DIS6USSIO:

Each student is giwen a &awing Of. the same design., 'The disign contains
-spaces for .,six descri.ptive statements, riklus'a space 'for the. student's 'own

name. 'For example: a flower with 6 petals- and a center; a worm with
.6 body segments arid a head; a baseball tap with 6 divisions and a button.
The following worksheet could alto be Used .with the 6clescriptive state-.
mentS on .the balloons and the.student'S mime, on 'the shirt.

'The student lops to 6 other students, asking each Of2them.to write,
something positive about him in one:of the' 6.spaces. The chotte of ;the-
&students" tan..be varied as follows:
'a. -The student can choose .the six students; however,. he Cannot have

one person write mare than diva statement-. He'must choose six
.:di fferent peop

Each student randomly draws the names of six students in the class-
room from a box.. These must be, different hams, and if he draws
one name twice, that .name must be replaced in the box and another
drawn.

4
A combination of the above, such as 'draw three naines and choose
three names. /

The topic of the criscriptive statements is to be determined bythe
Iteacher, Examples: "What do you....like about me?" 'What da yoU think
1-do really Wellq" Askotudents to be specific with their statements.
Foi- example, rather than writing, 'You're nice," ask stiTdents to write.
.."You're nice because...." or "You're cooj becattse...%" Also renind

. students to try not to repeat whir another person has written. Try to
think cif somephihg original to write about that person..
A fi-rm rule is that if you write somithi-ng, the remark must tie positive.
Students should be told that these papers and the comments will be
shared by being put up in the classroom. The people who are asked to
write the six comments may sign their names.
A variation which the teacher may choose to add: v After -the student
has collected the six Statements, ask him to writ.e.one about himself
and add it to the drawin9.
Ask students-toread their -own, sheets .

Put up the finIshed "Compliment Time" desighs on the bulletin board.-

1..

2.

aw did you feel when asking people-to sign your desiign?
HOW did you' feel after people signed your design?'
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TITLE. 4 WHO'S WHO IN OUR ROOM?

A.,10

ATTRACTION Grades 4, 5 6
Cohesfon

GOAL:. To encourage the children ahd the-fetcher to shire information about4
themselves with the class;

ABSTRACT: Children interview partners, Writ: down their findings on interview
Schedules, read the interview schedules to the class and post thma

..on the bulletin board. The c/assroom group, including the teacher*
is symbolically formed by joining students' and the teacher's inter-,
view schedules together.

'MATERIAIA: Enough interview schedules.printed on colored paper in the shape of
silhouettes (of faces, cars, flowers, animals, tc.)* and yarn, string,
or ribbon to attach the completed interview schedules to some central

1

PROCEDURE*

1. Sei-sion 1:

A. Introduce the-concept of interviewing to the class.

AP

.b. Ask the.children to suggest things they would like to know about
their'classmates and form questions which focus on these areas.
To make the sharing more,interesting, the class should decide on
a ma4ter list of 15-20 questions from which each interviewer may
chbose ten questions;

c.1 Type or print the interview questi(As within the boundaries of
t' an attractive silhouette ie.g. a faces car, train, flower, et.

leaving' enough room for answers ,to the interview'questions.

ession 11:

a. Form randoepairs of students or pair students who have qttle
interaction.

b. Have each student interview his/Per partner using any ten questions
heishe may choose-from theinterview schedule.

Remind the students that this is.an interview and that each
student .is to write his partner's answers to,the questions, not

, ,his own answers. Be sure the name of the partner who answered
4he questions is at-the top.of the interview schedule.

;,

Havefeach chileyeacithe intervfeW schedule he filled oui while
Anterviewing'his partner.:.(He May either announce'hit vartner':s
naMe.or,the class could guess his identity if the interviewing

,rand'sharing do not:occur on-the taMe dAy.) .,.
.

. ,

'After eaCh 'Interview *is shared, the interviewerthould attach the -

".silhouette-interview :schedule to the.boar4.-

f. Askthe.studentslvselect a classmate to interview you and plaCe'
the, completed intenview'schedmje with:the students' interview
schedules,

When all' silhouettes have been put on the board, atteacri Shape
, to a ventral, point with lengths of yarn or string. :

Have the studeqts spend 5 or 10 minutes reading the interview:
schedules,,on the hoard

., .kt

Illi Conclude the'diercise by asking the students to raise their hahds
, if they learned something about ahdther student which makes them
r.

vont to be friends with that student. .

51



OISCUS§IN:

1. 00 you like having tbe teacher and students know these thinglaout-
you?

2. Does anyone want to know something else about a student or the
teacher?

3. Does anyone want the class or teacher to know anything more about
himself or herself?.

4 Do you think knowing things about other; will help students to
become friends?

r.

tp.



TITLE:

MAL:

Ilk

ABSTRACT:

MATERIAtS:

PROCEDURE..

1

"I AM A PERSON WHO

To help students focus on aspects of themselves and to help Students
learn more about others in the class.

Open-ended questions are given to students in aft individual writing.
assignment.

Workshe0 for each.student.

ATTRACTION-

.
A-11

Gradis 4, 5, 6

;
Explain to'students the.value of sitting downdevery once in a while-
and looking at ourselvei: "Often what we see is limited by the:few
questions tve ask. Today, we areloing to ask students to think about
themselves. We-wili give you a variety of questions.. They ace fill-
in.thi-blanks qUestions. They wili help, you focus on or ConSider
variou.Rarts- of yourSelf." .

DISCUSSION:
4

_

Pass out papers. Alllowetime for most students to finish.

Assemble completed work sheets into a folder entitled "Impo t

People In Our Roomu. Be sure every studefit, teacher, and teacher .

aide involved in tie class is included.

How can we use thisinformat4on so'that we can get along better with
one another?

.

Who thiliiks he or'she is the only person in class that completed a
senterfce-in a certain way? How? Did ailyone else write that?

,

el,



T. AM A PERON WHO

i kes

hates

can

cannot
S.

f
wduld never

..

l d rattler

loves o

"- wantsfio learn 'how td

used to be afriid of

would be better off if

- is reall3', good at

gets really angrrwhen

"bug s other peol:;le when

has the good habit ctf

has the bad habit of

wishies I -could change the wo

wishes I could change the way other people

never misses watching the TV .0s/tow

wi I I someday

442



TITLE:

60AL:

ABSTRACK:

MATERIALS:

-PROCiDURE:

A..12

SILHOUETTE ATTRACTION Grades' 4, 5 9 6
To haie students share things about themselves through an art project
which will spark students' c4riosity to learn about ether students in
the class.
A silhouette of each stucknt's facial profile is made, and circles
with descriptive words are attached to the figure
Overhead projector; sheet of papers six circles,
for each student.

scissors, and pAste

Attach'' a tablet 'of drawing.paper to 'the -board and':usi.;ng an overhead'
proJector'-cast a student' s shadow on the paper. -Trace the shadow
formed on the paper. -Repeat for all students.

-Distribute six cir'clei.(a mitlimun of 4 inches in, diameter) of collored
paper to each student. -I.

-Have students cut out their silhouettes ahd six circles and write one
of the headings listed below on each circle.

.4iro.vide the class with magazines and neisspapers -and have them cut words
from them which fit the follpitin9 suggested, six areas:

(1) How I
(2) -Things "'Plat I-Like.

Me.
(4) Thi s, I Want To Be.
(5) Thi gs I Can Do Well (good it).
(6) Things I Would Like To Do.

DISCUSSION:

'Have studenits attach circles to the silhouette and paste oords on
circles.,/ 4

Place silhouettes up for display in the classi-oom in such a manner
to-give the ,feeling that they make up a group and are not' indiiiiduals
:isolated from eaCh other. This may be accomplished by placing them
in a line or group where the edges touch other silhouettes..

T

1. Which circles %Lie hard to find words for?. Why? -*
2. Is there anythinTon anyoneis silhouette' wh h surprised you? 'What?



a

TITLE:

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

MATERIALS:

PROcEDURE:

2.

DISCUSSION:

I. Are you surprised to see anyone with you in,your group?
. I

2. Are you surprised to see anyone in a different group?
.3; Has anyone been in your group for all questions so far? Who?

4. Wash there 'anyone you expected to ,be in your group eyery time,who
was \not? _

WHERE DO YOU STAND?*

)14.3'

CTION GrideS*4 -5, 6.."
ëàjrshipfInfi uence'

For students to become aware of:th'e personal .dharacieristict and
preferences of .all children -in. the class and tO point out those'.
things. that .they-hive. 1,n tomon;

1. Given a continuum of issuesi students ,select the nunberthat faest
*represents their.position. . -
Issues or questions -- varying at 'grade levels; 3" x 5" cards.

,4An --issue or quesiion is presented to the class and_written on the
board. 4 !.

Draw a line on the board And divide_
each segment one through five. The
posittons of a continuum. .

it into five segments and number
end pints represent-opposite

Ask7students, to Suggest phrases, that'define the two. extremes. .(For.
example's, See fol l owing 'page.) The middle 'three positionS are kept
constant .or filled.in by. the teacher to...keep the, activity 'moving.
Plate the niattiers one through five arouhd the room-With sufficient
Space fon students to stand near' theci and be Separated froM other
groups.
Students write the numbers. 1 through .5 on 3. x,75
to a -trird...

rds, one number ..---:

1.

For each question. -iSsue presented, each student and theteacher
select the number that best represents his4her view without showing
anyone else. Cat*should be taken to insure that students do not'
change' their minds, once it is learned:what their friends have
selected.

I
\When all have serected their numbers, all those holding one number
1are to staipd next to that number placed in tile classroom. 'Repeats
One at a time. for all five.humbers.

,

Loosely based.on an idea by Sidney Simon from Meeting, -Yourself Halfway,
Argus' Comunications Ni les I l l'inoi s 197_4; .



A-13

SAMPLE Ni#10N.,5 FOR "WHERE,00 iOU STAND?" LESSON

late do you sleep on Saturday mornings?

1 2 .5

Sleeps
until noon

How. neat-i. s your, desk?,

2

-mosy
Bessie

How much do you

So So
Sue

5

Neat
ie

k on the :t el éphone? .

1

How well do you like reading?
*

1 2

3

Repeat for other curriculum areas)

3 4 5

-

How do 'you feel about fighting .as a means of handling problems?

Do you think your- classmates are fair to each other?

4

104

What do you think,of.this lesson or activity?'

1

Because of a food shortage, people are allowed to eat only ONCE each day.
Wkich time would you prefer:

3 1:

afternoon pinner



TITLE:.

, GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

14ATERIALS:

PROCEDURE*

DISCUSSION:

1.

A-14

'S ISLAND ATTRACTION Grades 44.59 6

To consider the people or characteriSii*Cs.of people that are, impdrtint,,,

to us.

Given'the situation' that individual students are stranded on an island

they decide upon the people that theY would like to have with them.

Varies for grade level.

Fourth -G-rade:

Students are given a list of 25 candidates (see attached list). They

are to choose ton people and give their reason for their selection.

Fifth Grade:

Students can thoose'fifteen people from real people they know.

_Sixth Grade:

Students must choose fifteen people that are real but not personally
known to them and they must give a reason 'for each selection. For

example, they can choose celebrities, famous people from hititory, etc..

OR

Students must make up fifteen people. Each made-up person will be

givema-name and a brief description, They must give a reason for

their cboice of this made-up person:

Tally numb.er of times students choose a particular character. Why
wet some characterschosenmore than others?

*

2. Specifically, what reasons104 you hrave for chops* them?
e



:

PROJEcl. S.E.L F. ilatkSH'EET

'S ISLAND

A-I4

Grade 4

Of the people below* choose_ten with whom You would want, to be stran4et on an
island for ten years. Give your 'reasons wky or why,not ,icou selected eaa person.
Think of the type of person you want to be with for.ten rs and WHY.

Six-million Dollar Min

A

Abe Lincoln

litan John
(popular singer)

tiohamed Ali .

(boxing champiqp.

Nancy Lopez
(professional golfer

Fat Albert
(cartoon character)

The President of
-.the United States

FaMous 'medital tigctor

Bionic Woman

:E$ell Gibbons
(expert 'on iicierness
survival)

bert 'Einstein

School Nurse

se



Walt Disney

Billy, the Kid

Wilt Chamberlain
'(basktball stir)

Bruce Jenner
401ympics gold-1

medal winner)

Betty Crocker
H. fit

Wrt9ht Brothers

.-
Your best -friend

O. Simpson
(football star),#

A-14.

-

,
Susan B Anthony

An Indian scout

..,Janet Guthrie

(professional race
car driver)



TITLE:

GO/1,1:0

ABSTRACT:,

NATERTAL5:

PWCEpURE:

1.

*PREDICTING* , ,ATTRACtION Grades 4, 5, 6
Ixpettations

.*To allow stjdns to ,teitt: what ttw...y think they knot, about each.other
arid to *encou age students to, learn more about their .classmates.
Students predict their*partners" answers to; a queStionnaire sand observe
how .accurate they,are.

.

Questionnaire apd Pencil for each student.
I.

I
Pass out a copy o*f the predicting questionnaire to 'each student and
have each student answer the questions by-recording his responses in

.Coltinn A. Mention that the answers will be shared With the class.
Briefly explain' the lesson to the class mentioning that 'one of.the
purposeis is to havetrthe opportunity to know one another better.'
Pair .students who rarely talk to each other and have them nonverbally
predict their partner's answers,to the questions, marking their 'pre-
dictions in Column B.
When all have fintshed their prediciiiOns, each pair gets together to
exchange answers, and each student records his partner's.actual 'answer
to the question in Column IC.
Each .student writes the 'difference betWeen the predicte&answer and

.the utual response of his .partner in CoVumn 0.
f

In Column.E, the student computes-how his actual -answers differed/from
his partner''S by finding the difference between Columns A and C.
Stidents are asked to cirOle a score of two or higher in Column D
and to place a star (text tcLany question,which had a scbre of,0 or 1
in Column E. Have each student add up the total, of Colunms D and. E.
OPTIONAL: The teacher ma,V.add up each difference betWeen actual and.

_predicted score 'and diviae y the number of students to. findAffe
average difference for each question. Or thare siMply, each student

, may tbtal his .difference figures and divide bY thg numberof questions
to arrive at an a rage prediction accuracy score which can be easily
averaged by the -tea er on the board to get a class score.
A *second similar. questionnaire !nay be given at\a later datetand the
Scores comPared.

,

Why do you think*you were asked
ones ,in Column E?, lAns'wer:

WhY,do you think'you were asked
higher?, (Answer; It indicates
answer _that question.) ,

to put a star ne to any *zeroes or
indicates, you a like your partner.) 1/e.

to circle 'riumbers in Column 0 of 2 or
you didni.t know how your partner would

fri

3.--.-What-does-thelower total:mean in ColuMn D? (AnsWer: The lower.the
score*: the mere you know your partner.)

4. What does the lower total mean in Column E? (Ansvier: It indicateS
41ow Auch 'you are like your partner.)''

Adapted erom an activity which appeared in the 1476 Annual Handbook for, GroupFacilitators, J: William Pfeiffer.and John E. Jones, Editors, La Jolla,University
Associates Publishers 1, Inc. , 1976.

_ 61 U9.
t*



PROJECT S.E.L.F. W

PREDLCTING

"You are to mark-how much you agree or disagree with each statement, using the
nuMbers'from the,folTowing table:

_,

. 1 .2. 4

Totally Agree

.

Mostly-Agree. Mostly Disagree 'Totally Disagree
.

Privately answer the questions and write the numbers in
recordedyour answers and the class has been broken into
what your partner has answered in Column R.

Column A. When you have
pairs, nonverbally predict

C D E

Kids should work'for their allowance.

I like to tease others.

4

I am easily embarrassed.

'I like the way I am.

4

-N.

I d nather go to the park than tq a movie.

I like to be the center of attraction.

7. Boys and girls should be separated in class.

8 I hold my anger inside.

9, Children should be seen and not heard.I.
.10. I know what I want.to do-when I m older.

11. I think about the future a 'lot.

12.. I'd do things differently if I could
*ast year.over.

13. I d rather mow the lawn than dust the house.
A,

1,4, 1 tell people how I feel.

o the

15,

16.

'7

How well I know my partner.

How much,I am like my partner
62 p.

a

-TOTALS
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CLASSROOM COMMUNICATIOli
by Edward F.'Vacha

Of the various aspects of classroom social climate classroom toamtunicationis probably most obvioukly related to student success In school. Students-mustlisten to.and remember information provided by the teacher, ask questions, andlisten to and follow verbal directions .if they are to succeed in school. Theplethora of instructional materials designed to teach students listening skills,how to follow verbal directions, how to speak clearly, and other basic communica---tion skills is one indicator of the importance of classroom comunication and the.concern of educators for improving students' Ability to connunicate and listen tO, others.

Coninunication involves more than the exercise of .specific skills. Comnunica.-.-tion is a social process invoIving an exchange or transaction- among group members.'In fact, Comunication underlies most other group .processes because it is' the basiovehicle by which classroom group processes occur. Giventhe importance*of coirmuni!..cation for the various group processes, it is not'surpristng that classroom-com-.:',munication is a key determinant of classroom sacial'climate. It is the .social.'patterning of comminication in the classroom with,its relationship. to the. ottier ..group processes.areas.that is.the foCus of the Project S.E.L.E. program ,in corinun-ication. Son* typical classroomsproblems. created:by classroom communication whidheffect the SoCial climate of the classroom include the tfollowin.g: ...

e

.A 'Student is asked to antwer.a question or solve a problem in front.ofthe class. .,He is nerVo.us, embertassed, apprehensive or simly does not knowthe 'answer.. However, instead of comunitating his .. fears: or prablem to. theteacher, he attempts, tr6 *Cover uP" by witecracking,*hitting or pushinganother student, or,by refusing to, perticipateion -.the grounds that the topicofdiscussiOn or 'the \problem is 'dumb" or, boring. The teacher.ettempts tOdeal _with his,,disruptive behavior'directly rather,than dealing with hisfea'rs because the.stddent's, "cover, up",appears to be defiance irather thanthe expression Of ankiety.

'Students avoid expresling their affection- far their teacher` or other
. students because they do not know how to conounicate their feelings, ortheY feel .embarrassed by public verbal expressions *of affection; Often, asin the above case, tile "cover up" theix feelings ,by wisecracking% engagingin verbal "put-downs"br. name calling, or hitting or pushing the object oftheir Affection. Such manifestations of their affection are often mis-Interpreted by both the teacher and other students, and the misinterpreta-tions of students .often_ lead to disputes and disruptions.

. The teacher makes a mistake in front of the class .which is inmediately
. pointed out by a student. In en attempt to deal with his or her feelings .of
,emberrassment, the teacher sColds -the Students or tries to justify.the errorby placing blame on the students or even by denying that A mistake has been
,made. The students decide the teacher is a "phony"

When the, teadher attempts to give the students detailed directionsinvolving several steps, students interrupt with questions which would beanswered if they waited until the teacher had given all 'of the directions;As a .resultl the, teacher must 'repeat the sequence of:directions sevral
times, and much valuable, class- time is lost.'



, .

.The teacher attempts to condot a classIdiscussion and promote as much
student part)cipation as possible; but many studeitts remain silent, and the
'discussion becomes a lecture. The.students in turn become bored, and they
complain that the teacher talkt too much. F -

Students become so involved in a discussion that they fail to listen to
what others hue to say, ,Rather, they concentrate on making their own con-
tribution and wildly wave their hands for a thance'to speak. The class

r d s-

)
cussion becomes a series otwo-Person diicUssions between'the teacher an
individual ttudents% each of Whod makes a comment thathaslittle or no .
relation to the previous comments of.the other students.

These and other communication problems can seriously affect the,social
climate of t4e,classroom.. 'Classrooms characterized by these problems tend to
remain quite formal and class discUssions remain on a very.superficial level.
The feelings, expectations and thoughts of the classroom group remain hidden, but
they seriously affect the social life of the classmm. Any problems., disagree-
ments, disputes, or student anxieties are concealed; they operate as* A hidden
undercurrent whidh undermines.classroom social relations without ever being
brought into the open 4nd dealt with 'directly. Ultimately, these problems in
communication become part of the classroom'routine and they tend to be self-
perpetuating'because their symptQms rather than the problems,themselvet are dealt'
with.'

Some Dimensions of Classroom COmmunication

The following discussion merely touches on those aspegts of classroom commun-
icatidn which are directly related to the Project S.E.L.F. program. For an excellent
and more comprehensive discussion of classroom coMmunication, see Schmuck and Schmuck,
Gi-oup Processes in the Classroom (1975).

Many classrooms are rather restricted social, environments because students and
the teacher communicate only on a superficial level. In these classrooms empathy

'between the teacher and students and among students is almost nonexistent, and, the
teacher may do as much as eighty percent of the talking. ;11 such classroom only
a few students usually talk, and most students avoid communicating.their feelings
and opinions. Classrooms with positive social climates are much different. They
are.characterized * high amounts of dialogue among members-which are lively and go
beyond superficial considerations. Communication in these classes emanates from
most or'all of thCstudents, rather than from only a few stUdents ahd the teacher,
and students feel free to communicate their opinions and feelings.

The Project S.E.LF. progrmm for improving'classroom communication is organized
around three asPects of cldssroom communication: maXimizing student participation
in class discussions, encouraging the communication Of feelings and sentiments, and,
learning to interpret nonverbaLcommunications:

Maximiring Student,Participation in Class Discussions

V

All classes are characterized by both one-waykommunication from the teacher
to the students and two-way,commupicktion between students and the teacher and among
students. One-way communication places the listener in a passive role; he listens
while the teacher or another student lectures. As Schmuck and Schmuck (1975:145)
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have'indicated, ledtures ire effectivelf students are highly motivated and are
seeking specific information, but one-way communication from the teacher to the
'student has definite limitations as a teaching technique. Two-way communicatio
or true dialogile between the teacher and students or among students is preferab e
when.students must take an active

order to earn
le, change their behavior, or solve-complex

or difficult problems
takes less ti, but generally.t way communicati.on leads to higher quality work.wor

tni . andOne-way communication is efficient
me

and increased itudent satisfaction and interest.
. 1,

.
.

Many teachers wish to reduce the time they spend lecturing and to increase-
two-way communication by eliciting comments and dialogue from students. Unfor.
tudately, many students are often reluctant to engage in two-way communication
with the teacher or with other students. . Often, despite the best of intentions

= of the teacher, only, a small group of-students participate in class discussions.-
These students often dominate class discussions no matter what the topic iss While

. a large number of students rarely give their Oinions or ask.ouestions. In fact,
mapy students work to avoid participation in discusstons and question-and-answer-
sessions. These students often develop strategies such at-eyoiding eye contact
-with the teacher, lowering themselves in their seats, and adoptingpther techniques
for maintainihg a "low profile" during class discussions in an effort to avoid
being asked to contribute.

Successful establishment of 'full participation of students in two4Wiy dis-
cussions requires more than the desire of the teacher to promote dialogde; the
students must also be motivated to attempt to encourage the participation of thetr
classmates and to develop student norms encouraging two-way communication.
Students must also learn to discriminate situations calling for two-way communica- .

tion from those requiring one-way communication:

The Communication of Feelings-or Emotions

Mo'st elementary school, students and many teachers rarely,verbally communicate
their feelings-and sentiments to the classroom group. Every member .of the class-
room group has bath feelings about the class ,and sentiments towara other members.
These feelings and sentiments are often the greatest determinants of students' and
teachers' behavior, but unless they are communicated verbally,the grounds for
students' .and teachers' behavior remain a mystery. t

The lack of 'adequate communication of feelings and sentiments often produces
much misunderstanding in the 'classroom, Feelings .and sentiments that are not
communicated verbally are often'exOressed nonverbally through the actions of the

, teacher and student. Often language is used ta hide feelings rather than commun-
icating-them, but the feelings still exist and affect behavior. Fos example,_
students who are afraid or anxious about their ability to complete an assignment
often verbally criticize the assignment or the teacher'rather than-describing
-their fears or anxieties. Of course, las long as students hide their fears and
anxieties, the teacher.will be unable'to help them. Similarly, teachers are often

,Teluctant to express-their feelings-tOthe-class.---FOr-example,--a-teacher who is
tired and irritable.at the end of a difficult week of teaching mayinot verbali e
his irritability, but he will probably express his feelings by scolding stude,ts
for minor infractions that are usually Ignored. From the students' point of view, .

the teacher is betng "grouchy" for no .apparent reason. -The students would be more
likely to help the teachen get through the day if the teacher told theim that he was
tired and irritable and warned them.to avoid provoking his anger..



Among elementary school students one of the most infrequently expressed
feelings is.positive sentimenefor other class members. Students 'rarely compli-
ment either other students or the teacher even when they have strong feelings of
attachMent to them. Encouragement of the expression of positive sentiments can
have an immediate positive effect on'the clasvoom social climate. Students who
are told that they Are liked and appreciated.wIll develop strong self concepts
and they will view their classroom aS 4( reWarding en*ironment.

Encouraging students ta express their feelings and sentiments can be accom-
.

plished through a number of techniques. Feri example, the teacher can ihcrease
student communication of feelings by acting as a model through expression of his,*
own feelinwand by accepting students' verbalization of negative feelings. AlSo,
student norms encouraging open expression of feelings can be developed, and the
students can be taught a vocabulary of "feeling" words and phrases which accurately
communicate emOtions. Most elementary students have very limited-vocabularies of
"feeling words" and most of the words they do use express negative feelings. SNIP-.
times students evoid.expressing emotions becausoe they doliot have an adequate
vocabulary. 1

Nonverbal Communication

Nonverbal communication goes on in all classrooms throughout the.day. Students
and teachers communicate their feelings, attitudes, and even their opinions through
facial expressions, their posture, their physical location in the classroom, and
through conventional cues such as nods and winks. The ability to recognize and
interpret nonverbal messages can be very useful because they provide information
that may not be conveyed verbally. The ability of group members to interpret such
nonverbal messages often makes group life more predictable. When group members are
unable-or unwilling to verbaltze the feelings or attitudes which motivate their
behavior, their actions often seem unpredictable and groundless. As group members
learn to interpret each other's nonverbal messages, they41411 he able to underitand
.and deal with each other despite failufes in verbal oammOication.

'IMPROVING CLASSROOM WIMUNICATION

'The Project S.E1.F. program for improving classroom communication is designed
around the three dimensions of communication discussed (maximizlng student communi-
cation, ccmunication of feelings, and nonverbal communication).- These three types
%of lessons are further divided into "'core" and supplementary, lessons. The core
lessons are designed to provide the basic instructional component in communicationfor use in 'typical" classrooms. The.supplementary lessons are designed for use
in classrooms which have particularly severe communication problems or for use in
classrooms in whtch.most students have participated in the S.E.L.F. program in the
previous school year. When.these supplementary lessons are used for classrooms
with communication problemsi they should be conducted in addition to the core les-
sons. The diagnostic.test described in the next section 'sbrOuld be used to deter-

-mine whether or not the classroom-has a need for supplementary communicat n

lessons. ,

4.
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The Core Ions

. Lessons for Increasing Student Participation

The lessons designed for increasing student participation are .of two types.
Some encourage students to compare one-way and two-way communication, 'and the
others encourage students to give each class member an equal opportunity to speak

. throu9h the use of the "moutfre.

Lessoris forexgloration of one-way_and two-wq communicatiOn,

Lessons C0M4-3,- atf4-40 and CO114 are designed to help students discover strengths
and wiaknesses of both one-way and two-way communication. The studenfs participate
in a variety of games and acttvities while alternating between one-way and:two-Way
communication. These lessons are designed to help studehts discriminate situations
requiring too-way communication from those 'which require one-way Communication.
These lessons also give the students practice in giving clear instructions a* in
following verbal directions.

'The debriefing questiog are designed to promote classroom discussions which
lead to the development Of norms supporting two-way communication between the
teacher and students and ambng the students themselves. The debriefing questions
are also designia to promote discussions which lead to the development of consensus
among group members concerning yvhich of the two' kinds.of communication is appro-
priate ip various situations.

Lessons involving the use -of the 'mouth"

The mouth" !is a bean bag or similar object' which can be easily passed from
studemt to student. A bean bag is preferable to other objects because it is easy
to throw and catch, and because it is less apt to be dropped or ftobled when being
pa'ssed from one student to another.

In lessons involving the use of the "mouth", the students are divided into
groups and given a problem to solve or a topic for digcussion. The "mouth" is
int ..uced with the rule that no grow member is to talk unless he or she has the

oth". The teacher 'joins a student group and participates while following the

or she speak in order to maintain order. , These lessons promote increased

s.d: rultot The teacher can speak only when he or she has the "mouth" except when he

student participation because interruptions and domination of the discussion by a
few members are severely limited when only one student at a time may talk. Alsot
students who normally, do not participate often volunteer more when the "mouth") is
used, and when the teacher alsitAes' the "mouth", his or her participation is
minimized and students learn to rely less on $he teacher to direct the classroom
discussion.. The "mouth" also promotes .better listening. Because students cannot
speak- until they'receive the "Tiyouth", they refrain' from interrupting others and
focus thei_r_attention'-on the- speaker.

. 'The "mouth" may also he used a.t timerOther than when S.E.L.F.- lessons are
'being conducted, Ilf,factl many students will: request.t*mouth" during oTass
.discussions* whenever they, are dominated by a' few students, or when ,.studentS,becOrrie
involved, in heated discussions that result in several students talking at once.

1T



_The students should be encouraged to use the.'mouth" -whenever they fee) the need
to -do'so. Eventually, the qudents or the teacher be able to conduct discus-
sions without'the use of the -"mouth" by merely decla ing that the "rule of the
mouth" is in force.

'Eventuallys.the lessons in twb-way and one-way coninunication and the use of
the "mouth", togetherwith the debriefing sessions conducted by the teacher after
each lesson, should lead to the development of student norms which promote equal
participation and a makimum of two-way communication during group discussions.

e
.1 -

Lessons for Irmtvving Communi ation of Feelings
e

.

These lessons are designe o encourage students to *communicate their feeliqs
,

or emotions.-,They give students &n opportunity to describe their feelings about a
variety of s4b4ects ranging from the classroom group'and the curriculum to their
feelings about issues and sttuations which occur outside of the. class. These

lessons also help 'the students develop-a vocabulary,of "feeling words" and phrases
which communtcate,emotlons more clearly than the rather limited,vocabulary of .

ilfiementary students." In particular, these words.and phrases help students describe
sitive feelings and emotions. In our experience, elementary students are reluc-

tant to communicate positive feelings and sentiments, and theirNocabulary of
"feeling words" is often loaded with words for deicribing negative feelings and
sentiments:

10 4
While we encourage increased expression_of both hegative and positive feel-

ings, we have found that it is particularly difficult to increase the expression
of positive'feelings. Many/students in the fburth through sixth grades seem to
believe that the expression of pOSitive feelings and sentiments is "sissy" or a

sign of weakness.

The teacher can increase the impact of these lessonslly encouraging the
expressibn of feelings and sentiments throughout the school day and by being ,

receptive to the expression of negative feelings about classroom lessons.and -the
burriaultm, , The modeling of positive sentiments and fee)ings toward students by
the teacher `should -have a."aisinhibiting effect" on students' eipression of

positive feelings. There is considerable evidence (cf. Bandura; 1969:192-199) that
inhibitions can often be overcome by opservation of a model exhibiting the inhibited
behavior.,. The acceptance by\the teacher of Armssions of negative feelings about
the class, the curriculum and astignments is equally important. atudents who feel

free to verbalize their feelings and-anxieties ailout their school work can provide

the teacher with valuable iOtights into the impact of his or her teaching, and

such expressiOns will help the teacher better understand students' behavior in the

claSsrpom.

ssons Dea4in With No verbal Communication

These lessons are designed to give practice in both interpreting nonverbal

____commication axmLiTLexpressing their sentiments,jeelings and attitudes non--

verbally. These lessons also help students discover the inadequacies of non-

verbAl communication. They teach students that the .nonverbal expressidn of feel-

ings and attitudes can be ambiguous and, misleading, and they demonstrate the

softtority of verbal communication of emotignS,
I.



4

SeTiencinq and Scheduling Core Communication Letsons,

The firtt four.lessons should 4t introduCed en bloc in a four-week period.
Twd of-these. introduce theconceptt of oneway and two7way comalonication, and theother two introdute the usp of the.Nnouth". Thete foUr lessons shouldAle_pre-.ceded by .a showing Of thefilmstrip, "Clattroom.CommUnication". 'The communication.lessons .should be intrdduced'within the first month of the schOdl Year. Theie.-lessontwill. prepare the students for lessons in the othergroup ProceSses-areasby:giving them practicein:working.together and by-providing them witksuffici#n
Communication skills to-participate sOccessfully in group activities... The rett fthe communication lessOnt.may be conducted .at intervals 6roughout theHyear.Please qrefer to thestested lessOn schedUle inCluded at the:front of.this:vol
-for further details.

The Supplementary Lessons

The supplementary lessons are primarily designed for,use in.classes withparticularly severe communication problems. If the diagnostiCtesting describedin the next section and/or your own impressions and observattions suggest a needfor additional training in communication, the supplementary lessons should be usedin addition to the core lessons.

The supplementary leons may also be used in.lieu of the core lessons if
most of the students in your class have had previous expOince with the S. .L.F.jprogram.

t.
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DIAGNOSING CLASSROOM- COMMNICATION

The primarY focus of the following diagnostic survey is the students per-ception of the distribUtion of communication throughout the classroom group.Accordingly, it should be administerednear. the- beginning of the school year asso.on as the classroom comunication patterns become stabilized (this usually takesabout four weeks). If you wishto determine whether or not the communication
patterns of your classroom improve during the school year, you May readministerthe surv-ey at the end of the year and comParR the coSt-test to the pre-test results.

The Comunication-Surve.y

The communication survey is iimilar to the sociometric survey described indetail in the Attraction section. The students are,asked to, name the three, stu-dents the teacher most often listens to and the three students who most often talkduring dais discussions. As in the case of the .three-choice sociometric survey,students in an "ideal" classroom woul-d-all receive an -equal number of choices ornominations as the student who most often talks during class discussions and asthe student most often listened to by the teacher. If the students in your classall -receive between two and four nominations on-both items,, the communicationstructure of 'your class as perceived by -.the students would approach the ideal.
This survey 'does not-measure all aspects of classroom communication. However,.it does measure,:whether or not the students feel that everyone is listened to by the .teacher and/or-whether or not they feel that everyone voluntee convents and\questions eq4ally.

,

Achinistering the ,Communiation Survey

The attached sample pay .be used as a-duplicating master for-creating a.Thermofax ditto Master or it can be directly duplicatecrif you have.access tO a
direct copying machine.

,

Adtinister this survey _after the fourth week of the scLiool year; in order togive the classroom communication patterns time to stabilize. As in the case ofthe sociametric survey, be sure the students work privately, and.instruct 'them toavoid discussing their answers. -
,

Scoring the Communication' Survey

The attached Score sheet can be used as a model for sCoring, the communica-
tion survey. Simply place a tally mark by the names of the students each time
they dre nominated as "most often listened tot*, the teacher" or as "most often
participatingin class discussions."

-the Data

Students who recej,ve 'fewer thantwo nominations as niost often listened to
by-the teacher.are perceiVed by their classmates as either being ignored by the
teacher or as avoiding talking to the teacher. ^Those who receiVe five or more
nominations are perceived bytheir classmates as either being eager'to communicate

4t
,



with the teacher or'being called'upon to answer questions or comment in class
'more often than most students".. The teacher should make an effort to encourage '

students with low scores on this item to answer-questions or comment more often
in class. These students may be quite shy or distrustful of teachers or adults.
As a result0-they should receive as much'praise and acceptance for their con-
tributions as possible. Students who receive five or more nominations on this
item can be*a valuable resource if they are taught to encourage and praise other
students when they volunteer to answer questions or direct comments to the
teacher.

Students who receive fewer than two nominations as,"most often participating
in class di.scussions" are often perceived by their classmates as contributing
relatively little in group activities. These students should be encouraged to
take a more active role in class discussions, and "high talkers" (those who re-
deive five or more nominations on this item) should be given the spepial task of
,encouraging greater participation from other students. It is not enough to
merely encourage 'Rlow talkers" to participate more fully; as long as "high talkers"
dominate class discussions there will be relatively few opportunities for others
to participate.

It is difficult to specify the proportion of students who fall outside of-
the ideal range of two to four nominations in determining whether or not the
class should be given supplementary communication lessons. As a crude rule of
thumb, you may wish to Conduct supplementary lessons if more than twenty-five
percent of your itudents fall outside of this ideal range.- If more than half
of the students receive fewer than two or more than four nominationsl.the
supplementary lessons are definitely called for. Supplementary lessons shaUld
be used in addition to theecore lepons.

Observatioh Guide

\
The communication survey only measures the students' perception of)clas'srbom

communication. The actual commUnication patterns of the classroom can only be
discovered through direct obServation. When observing communication patterns in
the classroom, be alert to the possibility that some students or groups of students.

I

may not be 15art of the classroom communication channels. 'The-i66-uhdaries of a
social group are,defined by its communication channels. If some students appear' .

often to be left out of group discussions or unaware of rumors and gossip
currently tircutating anong most of the other students, they may not be part of,
the group at all, or there may be two or more separate gropps in the class.

The following questions will guide your observationi and help you discover
the commuhicationeatterns of the classroom:

A. Which students mot often dpntribute to classroom and Olayground'
discussions? These students are the "high talkers" in the class -

-and should -bi encouraged-to:ask -others -to-participate.

n

Are any students discouraged frum.participating in discussion,s.



When the students muStdeal with "the authorities" (playground super-
visors, the principal, and other adults),, who acts as the spokesman
for the grow?

'Are some feelings and opinions expressed on the playground but 9ot
in class? If so, students may;need to be encouraged to express
feelings obenly through increased use of the ."mouth" or through the
use of supplementary lessons, such al COMM-13 "Feeling Mask" and
COM4-14 "Ties" which encourage expression of feelings. .



S.

In most c asies scme Students talk more often during ass discussions than othir:
student'

11,
-Also, s. times the-teacher listens to sooe students more ofteti than to1tv..

.other s . P ase ghe.your opinion (THERE IS NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWER) abbut
*ha most n t sduring class .'discussionSa and who is most
the teicher. You cap list different people for each questions or,you can list 0:0
Same personJor both questions. TO NOT LIST YOURSELF. Only your teacher will see;.
your.,anzwers.-

students in this oless does the' teacher most often listen to?impl. ii nwarak..
11/4I.

(2.)

Which three students in this Iclass,most often talk during class discussions?

(2)

CLAVROOM COMMUNICATION

,In. most, classes some tudents talk more often during claSs discussions than other
students. Alsb, Sanetimes the teacher listenS to some students mare often than to
ther staents. Please give ,yout.opinton (THERE IS NO; RaIGHT QR WRONG'ANSWER) abou;

, who.mott often talks during class discussions And whd--ts most often list,ened to 'by
. the teacher, i YoU cin listldifferent people fey each..questiont or you caç list the

. sime pers9a, for both' queitions., 'DO NOT -LIST rOURSELF. Only your- teache will see
.. ,. ..., yow.answer4.salt - s

"N
1 t
.1 Which three, students'

4

this c does the *cher most oft.en listed, to.?

(3)*

Which threetstudents in this class Most often talk dur ng c ass discusnons?.,

'
,

(2) (a)



-SCORE SHEET FOR "CLASSROO'M COMMUNICATION?
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40AL:

ABSTAACT:

MATERI
tr

PROCEDURE

1

e.

COR4-1

.ThE COMMUNICATION Grades 4, 5 45,

To givea wider varietit of spdents a cbAce to participate in small
group diScussions and to promote listening skills.
A bean bag is introduced to the class as the !mouth", along with the,
rule that, *en the mouth is used, only Xhe person holding the mouth,

.may talk. The teacher must also obey the 'rule Of the motith" except
when she/he speaks 0 maintain order.

.

One bean bag filled w!th light styrofOam pellets for every 10.students'.

Before small group discussions or class discussions, the bean bag
"Mouths" are shown to the clas and the following rules for` use are
explaThed: .

\

DISCUSSION;

a. Only the person with, the mouth au talk. , <

b. Students . who wish to ,talk must r'aisAhet.\handS.
1

c. . When thea person talking is fini shed , --she/he ,. chooses the next
person to speak by passing the Mouth.

Eqcourage everyone to -talk..? .
. .

When the .Mouth is in use, the teacher is required to- have the moufh
in 'order to make comments, except those that in'oclve discipline addclass order.
VARIATION: The mouth may be raised around a- circle of students.- If
a person wishes to participate, he keeps the mouth;.4if one does not
wish ,to participate, he simply ,passtis te mouth on to the next person.
As, an .introdua-tion to the use of thet mouth and its rules, present some
o'f\\ the 'following questions one at a time to the class for discussjon:.
a. \Atihat is th.F biggest Oroblem oiler principal has to face?

'b What will4be the hardest thing about going to junior high?
C. Do you think the eldest' child has an eisier t me or,a harder time

than the other children in. the fomilyr Why?

'd. What is thefl biggest reason friends get into .41. figfit with each other?
e. How old do yoii think people should be before thly get.married? Why?
f. If we coculd ihrow out one sublect in our school., what would yoy

choose? Why?

Do yod think ihat the Boy ScoutkShould be changed so that girls
can join? WV?
If it were possible for your momlor dad to. be 'preident of the
Umfted States, would you want her or him4to t.ake the job? WV't

. --Ho444;ch TV dor2/ou---think Idds -your age should -be-alloweci to watchi?
j. Dot,ypu -think parents should teil air kids thtt-tbey may not,see

a'mqvielike JAVS?
4.

4

I. Was eyeryone given a clianq to speak?.
2: Did using the "mouth" help the discussion?



NUMBER ONE- BAD .GUY COMMUNICATION Grades 4 5-, -6
GOAL: to continue with*the use of -the "mouth" to help students learn tq take

turns and listen to each other in group discussions.
ABSTRACT: 6i ven the rules -of the "mouth", students are

in a story and rank them in terms of whether
decisions these char\acters Rade.

'MATERIALS: "Mouth" .for each group of 10 students, story
.410,PROCEDURE:

asked to discuss characprs
they agree with the

sheet for each student.

3.. Select one of the flZillowing workheets for the appropriate grade levei
aqd read thie.story to the class: The Decision The Rent's Due, or
Mine Ui saster.

.

DISCUSSION:

-1. lihy did you ,rank the characters the ?Jay iou- did?

2. 'W* were your decisiohs different frOm or similar to the other ,groups?
3. ,How wen did4ypui. group ,aimy the "rule of the Touth"?,
4, bid everyone' in the group feel that he/she got a chance to partiaipate

in the dfscutsion?.

Divide the class into groups of 9 or 10 sstudentrs.

Instruct the students to make.a. group decision as to the rank order
of the characters in the story According to how wrong they were..
After allegroups have'finished their discussions and rankings, ask
them to share their findings. 'Discuss differences sand similarities
i!n. 1 i sts.

na..a



SIORY,FOR FOURTH GRADE

NUMBER ONE BAD,GUY: THE DECISION

At the beginning of the week, the teacher assigned a.math packet to be
turned -in Friday morning. It's now Thursday, and most of the class is
Afinished except for Butch. The teacher reminds him that'if the packet
is not turned in Friay morning, she will have to.call his parentti-

Zutch says, "Don't worry, Teacher, I have 'the situation under control."-
,

Butch spends Thursday "goofing off" in class. As Butch'leaves Thurs00
without the math packet, his teacher reminds him that he will have to do
the work at home thisevening fn order to have the work done by Friday
mornipg. Butch suddenly remembers that the "play-off game is at-5 o'clock
this afternoon. Butch is the team's,best pitcher and has been practicing
very hard for thisimportant game. He .knows his team needs him :to plAY-
He explains all this to his'teacher and asks her if he can't turn his math
packet in 'on Monday. She is understanding but finally decides that since
Butch has had all week to work on the assignment and since she has reminded
him several times, she must say no. The worlomust be in by tomorrow.

Butch doesn't know what-do:do.- He-runs to his best friend's hOuse and tells4
him, about his pObblemis best friend, Bill, has finished the packet and
is ready to 'turn it in. He's not going tiiae baseball game, but he under-
stands howcimportant this p10-off game is to Butch. Butchjinally asks

, Bill if he can copy all the 'answers from Bill's math .cket. Bill has a

'hardltime making Butch uoderstand when he says, "No, ou can't copy my .

answers." Bill feels very'strongly that people s ;$ d not cheat anct he

says he's sorry but he cannot give autch.the answers.

Butch goes to the game. Ii's a close gathe and his-skill's as 'a pitchea

A certainly needed. His team wins 2 to "0,''a shut-Aut bscause of Butch.14e
game is bver and BUtch is alone in the dugout. Jle notices that a team 1r'
members Steve, has forgotten hts math book in the dugout. He thumbs through

the book and out falls a completed math packet'with all the problAms answered.--

ButCh.stuffs it'in his jacket, takes,it home.and.changes tt)e name to his pirmi

.

But Butch wasn't alone in the dugout.. Charley, the te 's c cher was behind

one of the lockers. He saw Butch take the packet. He Te led the reminders ,.

.-from.the teacher to Butch. "He didn't get it done,"; says Charley, "and ndw

.tlie,took,Steye's packet." He likes Butch and:can't ;talc/ Steve:\ Should he

tell on his friend? Maybe Butch will,get in really* serious trouble and be,

.kicked off the team. Then what will Oey do? The champfonship game IS

comingiup'and without autch, they'll never win. Charley, decides not to say

1. -

-The next daY, ButCh turns in a completed math packet. S1eve discovers that

he has losthis, 4nd the teacher says sne must call his parents at lunch.

Charley tays nothing.

A



PRO4ECT S,.E.L.F WORKSHEET

NumBcf ONE BAD GUY; ThEtEC1SION

Tilere are.four characters in this story whp make certain decisions:
t7acher, Butch, Bill *And Charley. Some of you maythink that what they
did was right, ,and some of you may think th.l'at they chd the wrong thing.
Discusi as a group what each person did. .As a 4roup decide which person

the most wrong, and list thAt person in the space below as the
#1 Bad Guy. Then decide whom Iyou'ivould raa t the 1/2 Bad Guy. Do thls
until you have ranked all four charActers.

-

WHAT WAS YOUR 'GROUP' DECISION?

01 Bad Guy

02 Bad GuY

.

#3 Bad Guy

04 Bad Guy

OTIR GROUPS' DECISIONS:

Lrou #1-

Bad Guy

'442 Bad Guy
4.,

7413-Sa0 -GUY ,

GroUp #2

4 '

COMM-2

A'

..Group #3:

r.st,



STORY FOR FIFTH GRADE

MOWER ONE SA(GUY: THE RENT S PUE

) .

WIDOW GREEN hasrecently'taken over her late huspand's meat market. Business has
been poor because a large supermarkdt opened diwn the street. For the last, couple
of months, she has been unable to pay the rent on time. In the past, her landlord,
M. GRAY, has.given her moretime, buUnow heis out of-work and needs the money
for'his )arge family. He tells WidOw Giieen. that slip-has two WeOlcs to pay the rent -

or he'must farce her to molye out.
w

4Widdw. Green becoMes desperate. She knows that she cannot e#rn the rents money in
.two weeks, so she decides to 90 to the bank for a loan. ,The bank manager,
MR F turns down her requestlor a loan because he doesn't think that she

.
can successful with her late husband's business. Widow Green pleads with him,
sayin , "If I have énou4h time, .1 know my rarket will make money,." J4r. Fargo
replieslo ".I'm sorry, iiidoW Green. I have-to protect the people who put theino.

. savings jil thi's bank. You are not apood.risk."

Poor Widow Green.. She became so u0set that she cguldn't eat her dinner: and,'
.burst into tears. iier- 12-year-old son, STANLEY, 5egged to know what was iorow.
In her distress, she..broke down and ,told hird 'the whole story, and added, ,,

"Don't worry, Stanlei. 1'11 'take care of it.
.

. .

The next morning,.Widow Green decided4that the only way she could earn the moneY
was by placing her thumb on the stAle whilf weighing the meat s6 that it-would
appear that the meat weighed mow* than it tctually did. That way, she could get
more money .for each ptece of meat. Widow Green kniw that her Oan meant that
she would be cheating-all of her customers, many of whom were her friends and
'neighbors; but she was termined to keep the ipeat market, :.

4101

VWanwhile Stanley bad a. too: -One 0 his 'classmates hadjust been given a

new ten-speed bike for his birthday.'. That afternoon,while the team was at,.
basketball practice in the gyrd, Stanley cut the lock on thenew ten-speed bike
amd stole it. He planned to sell ttie bike and give the money to his mother.

IV



PROJECT S F. WORKSHEET

.NUOBE ONE BAD GUY: THE )1ENT'S DUE

There are four characters in this story who make.certain decision
Widow Green, .4r. Fargo, the bank manager, and Stanley"
the son. we of you meiy agree with what they did. Some of.xou may

disagree with what th4 did and may think their decisions, were wrang
As

I

a group discuss what each Rersono,did. As a group, decide which person
did the most wrong, and nit thit person in tt)e space below'as the Number
One Bad Guy. Then decide whom you would rank/ as the #2 Bad Go Do this
until you have ranked all four characters./

WHAT WAS YOUR, GROUP'S DECISION?

01 Eiad Guy'

42 Bitd:Guy

3 Bad Guy

04 Bad Guy

_OTHER GROUPS' 4CISiOgS:

01 Bad Guy

42 Bottuy .

11ra....

Group 41 Grop 42 -Grou 3

#3 BathGuy

44 Bad GUy
f.



STORY FOR SIXTH GRAM

NUMBER.04 BAD GUY: MINE D;SASTER"

C094-2

The oar is 1910: The scene is the mining town of Silver City.

Dan itas bee'n in love with ianie ever since he can remember. Now his dream
On \come true - she Ms agreed to marry .him. But Janie is a very daring
and adtenturous girl. She likes to take,chances even though, Dan tries to
talk her out of her escapades.,

.She has decided to go explorino in the old abandoned mines that are around
their mining' town.. ,She knows it is dangerOus but the risk and the adventure
of the lonely, dark mines intrigue her so much that she tells Dan not to be

Such a worrier, and off she' gbes. .

There is a cave-in, and Janie iS 'trapped in the mine.' The'tine workers
estimate that 'she has 24 hours of
goodbye Janie. Dan goes to Mitch

r other miners before.. Mitch feels
ask other miners to go with. him -
place.

air left in the shaft a.nd then it's .

West who is a mine foreman and has rescued
fit's too risky to rescue Janie - he can't
she shouldn't have been there in the first

-
11,

V!,

li.Why, just last year in a relcue attempt of a miner, two men were killed," he
tel s Dan.

-

Dan pleads with hiii and Mitch finally agrees to attempt the rescue if Dan
will finance it for $10,000. In this way, if something happened to him or
anyone else involved in the rescue, their families would be taken care of,

,

. Dan goes to his father for the money. His Oad has a laundry in the oining, \./

town and:works very hard. He has been saving money for the past five years
to get an operation for Dan's little sister so she can walk without a cane.
His dad says no - it'S taken him too long "to save the money - the child
deserves to walk and run like tither children. ty

"But, Dad," Dan pleads, "it's to save a. life; My,sister is a we. Jani.e
wonit'be by tworrow."

.No,". says. his' dad, -"you'll have to find another way.s.1

Well, Dan does find another way. He .robs the Sundance Mine phyroll and gives
the money-to-Mitch who puts together a rescue and saxes Janie just in time.

.She was just beginning' to turn blue.

er.:7"

Dan is prosecuted for the theft and receives a 10-Year jajl 'sentence. He

goes to-jtail, and Janie visits him faithfully the first year, promising to
wait for him. But Janie is 21 years old and Dan won't get out for another
9 years. §he has long talks with Jake Culver, Dan's' best 'friend and the son
of the mine company's owper. Jakefill=ove with Janie and courts her
with much detennination. °tie will not take no from her, and finally she agrees

:to marry him. She doesn't really love 'Jake but with, his money, she can
help Dan's family, especially his little sister.



PROJECT S.E.L.F. WORKSHEET

NUMBER ONE BAD GUY: MINE DISASTER.

COMM-2

wor,

There are five characters in this story: Dan, Janie, Mitch, Dan s father
and Jake Culver. Eackperson makes certain decisions. Some of you may
think that what they did was right, and some ofiyou may think that they
did the wrong thin.g. Discuss as a group what each person di Asa group
decide which person gid the most wrong, and lis.t that person'in the space
below as the #I Bid Guy. Then decide whom you would rank as tilk#2 Bad Giky.
Do this until you have ranked all five characters.

WHAT WAS YOUR 'GROUP'S DECISION?

#I Bad Guy

#24Bad Guy

#S B.ad Go:

. #4 Bad G uy

#5 Bad Gi.ky

OTHER.GROUPS' DECISIONS:

Grotip Group #2

#1. Bad- Gt,ty

s

#2 Bad Guy

#3 Bad Guy

#4 Bad Guy

#5 Bad Guy

t.

-

'4

..,Group :#3



GOAL:

'TELLIT LIXE IT I5 COMMUNICATION

"To introducp'the concepts of one-way and two-way communication and to
establish a norm supporting maximization of two-way communication.

COMM-3

Grades 4 5

ABSTRACT: &student is shown a design. "He' must instruct another student how to
draw the' design without showing it to him.

Printid jattein5,egt for each design to be use4 question-mark cardS.:

PROCEDURE:S

Introduce the Concepts of one-way and two-wty communication and
briefly degcribe the lesson to the class. (One-way communication
soccurs when the speaker does not allow the listeners to ask questions
or participat6 in a dialogue. Two-way communication occUrs when the
listeners,ask questions, give feedback, or take an active role in the
discussion.)

. ,

Explain that_the first series of trials will invalve only onervay
c\oWuni cation. .

a. Select &volunteer to describe a drawin4 to the whole,clasS, using
one-way communtcativ. Be' sure thatgthe class understands that
they may not ask questions or.give Of speaker clues concerning
his success or lack of it.

Have the students hold up their drawings and show them the original
desisn that the speaker was desCribing.

c." Ask the stuidents to tell the class what made this iask so difficult.

d. Repeat the procedure several times.

-Select two volunteer's and:send.bne.to the. blackboardy. Instruct,the
student at tpe.board to draw.what.the'second student describes.

a. GiVethe second Student-a design drawn, ori,a shpet of-paper, and
tell him to 'descrile the'design tb:the student at the'board (from-T.-.

the:back.Ofthe room to increase the. attention of the rest of theC.-
claSS).-

Tell the student LVThg the instructions,that he/she may instruct
the staent at the board to make;changes at any time. Be sure to
tell the class that-this is a form pf 0(0,4* communication (the
drawing provides the student describing it with info iop con-
-cerning the success of his instructions).

After the above procedure has been repeated severalitimes, se ect a k4
volunteir to give.directions again to the whole class._ This timq
allow questions or pass out a piece of colored paper with a questiog
mark on it to each student. Tell the students they show-the

It speaker their question marks when they do not unders nd the-Apeak!r'
directions.- .

DISCUSSION:.

T

7

1. What are some things you have letrned dbout giving directiOns?

What are some.things you have learned about receiving directions from
. others?

. Can you think oftimes.when one-way coMmunication would be be t for
the classrbom? Why? ,

,



C044-3)

Can you think of times when. one.=way Communication woUld,nat be o
good?

How can we use our question marks' in everyday' classroomAituations?

Do we have anatigh two-way ccianunit,ation bqweeh the teacher and the,
class?

is there enough two-wAy communication among the students in this
class?
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COMM-4
46.

TITLE: BACK TO BACK COMMUNICATION Grade 6

GOAL: To reyiew th& uncepts of one-way and two-way communication.

A8STRACT:
, Two students sit batk to back while one student directs the.Other on

how to assemble tangram puzzle pieces.

MATiRIALS: Tangram puzzle Pieces-or other geometric shapes.cut from stiff paper
or cardboard and printed puzzle.designs for each group.

PROCEOURE:.

1. Divide the class into groups of about ten children and separate the
groups enough to mjniMize distraction:

2. Select two volunteers from each group and seat them back to back with
. the remainder of their group gathered around them.

3. One.student,receiVes an envelope containing the tangram pie,ces and is
instructed to assemble a design using some or all of the p ces. The
second student will describe the design-to him while viewing a picture
'of the ,design.

A condition of one-tlay_communidation exists where the assembler cannot
aseany questidns an'd the observing group is silent and gives no clues.

DISCUSSION:

After a few pairs have tried various diagrams, implement the variations
listed below

a. Variatipn #1 "Take a Peek." Same as above eXcept that the student
Assembling the'puzzleds given a 1-second peek at the design.

Variation #2 "Face to Face." The.two stwdent volunteers face each
other so that Ihe dirmtion giver can see what the assembler is
doing.

.c. Variation #3 "Face to Face/Take a Peek.v The.two students face
.each other and after a brief period of direction-givinig the
assembler is given a 3-second peek at the design.

1. What parts of this task were the hardest? Why?

2. What parts of this ,A,Sk were the easiest? Why? .

A What emotions aid y notice in the stuident volunteers?

4. Which is better,. on -way or 'two-way communcation?

5 When is.one-way Communication best? Why?
When is two-way communication be4? Why/

6. Dä we have enough two-way communication in the class?

89
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Tangram pieces
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Sample Puzzle Designs
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TITLE:

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

CUMM-53

ONE-WAY COMMUNICATION GONE WRONG COMMUNICATION Grades 4, 5, 6

Review ;he concept "one-way communication"; explore circumstances that
interfere with effective one-way .communication; introduce the-concept
"two-way communication."

Students explore the nature of one- and two-way coNmunication. They
learn to distipguish which is appropriate for Narious situations and
discover some common behaviors which disrupt the flow of effective
one-way tommunication.

Posterboard and colored pens,

Grades. 4) 5

Make a poster using the example provided in this lesson. Use of an
opaque projector may facilitate reproduction.

Continually refer to sections of the poster which depict the type cif
communication being described.

3. Repeat segment of COMM-3 which introduced one-way communication. A
volunteer student is shown'a design he-has never seen. He then directs
the rest of the class on how to draw that design. A Condition of
one-way communication is imposed.. Refer to Example A on the poster.

Repeat Number 3 above. A-student directs the rest'of the class on how
to reproduce a drawing, 'Jut this time arrange ahead of time that two
students are to carry on a conversation which hinders the student giving
clearone7way directions, ,Discuss why the one-way communication was
hindered, and refer to Exa9ple B on the poster,

Repeat Number.3 above, only this time allowcfli. questions from the
audience. Prearrange that one staientlT interrupt'the directions
with premature questions. Refer to 14xample C on the poster. Discuss
the importance of waiting until one-way communication has ended-before
asking for two-way communfcation. Perhaps arrange a signal or holding
period where listening is the task followed by a question period.

Introduce the following activity: Ask students to take,a paper and
pencil. They must listen to a number of directions-before they can
picK up the'pencil and begin the task. Do this several times - each
time givinmore and more directions; such as, draw a circle, place an A
in the center, draw a line under the A, draw a box around the circle.
Discuss the problems and frustrations resulting from being asked to
receive too much.informaVon. Refer to Example O of the poster, and
point out that one-way cogimunication which is too long or consists of
too many directions breakVAlown.

7 For remainder of time, divide class intd groups where they can repeat
the activity, alternating between conditions of one-way and two-way
communication. Point out two-way communication on Example E of the
poster and describe.

B. Bring group together for discussion and eValuatton.
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COMM-5

.Grade 6
. ,

I. Make a poster using the example pk.ovided in this lesson. Use of an
opaque proiAtctor may facilitate neproduction.

I

2. Continually refer to sections ofithe poster which depict the type of
communication being described. :

a

3. Repeat segment of COMM-4 which reviewed one-way' communicationq One
student receives an envelope containing the tangram pieCes and-is
instructed to assemble a designiusing.some of all of the.pieces.

.

The second student will, describe the design to him while viewing a
picture of the design. A condition of one-way communication exists
where the -asseMbler cannot ask Ttny questions-and the observing group
is silent and gives 110 clues.

Repeat Number 3 above. This time arran*,..ahead-of timethat two
students in the observing grou;i1 arg to carry on a conversation which
hinders the student giving. ,cle4r one-way directions. Discus's why thea
one-way communication was Mndered, and refer to Example B on the
poster.

5. Repeat Number 3 above with a 4ew pair of students, only this time
allow for questions from thje asseMbler. Prearrange that the assembler
will interrupt the directiohs with'premature'queStions. Refer_

. Example C on the posterf Discuss the importance of waiting unti one-
way communication lus.ended before,asking for two-way communicati n

6. Review the activities as described in Number-6 in the Procedure for
Grades 4, 5. Refer to Example 0 of the.poster, and point out that
one-way communiCation which is too long or consists of.too many,
directions breaks down.

7. Bring group together for discussion and evaluation.

DISCUSSION:

I. When Is one-way communication must effective in our classroom? t

2. What conditiowinterfere with good one-way communication?

3. When is two-way communication most effective in our classroom?

4. What happens when we use one-way commuaicatiOn'when we shduld.be
using two-way communication? Give examples.

1 03
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ONE-WAY COMMUNICATION GONE WRONG
Sample Chart

(A)

ONE WAY COMMU4ICATION

CuMM-5

(B)
DISTRACTION

(C)'
ASKING QUESTIONS T 0 EARLY

TOO MANY DIRECTIONS; TOO MUCH ONL-WAY COMMUNICATION

<

(E)
TWO-WAY COMMUNICATION

.

?6. 4



COMM 6

TITLE: ONE-WAY TELEPHONE COMUNICATION Grades 4, 5, 6
GOAL: To-allow students to experience the difficulty of transferring infOrma-

tion accurately through a chain of persons in'one-way communication
situations.

ABSTRACT: Children explore the problem of communicating a message, through a
chain of paople. They experiment with chain communication using both
one-way and two-way Lommunication.

1

MATERIALS: Short descriptive passaget describing the actions of a group of
students. Each grade level will use different stories.

PROCEDURE:

I. Introduce lesson as follows:

"We have been discussing one7way communication and two-way communica-
tion. We have found that two-way communication is usually better
because you can ask the person questions and find out what he really
means apd what he wants you to do. In one-way communication, you are
often confused and don't understand what was said to you. Now what
would happen if you had to pass.the information you received to some-
one else? Someone told you something in a one-way situation where
you could not ask.any questions or say anything. Now you have to
repeat what you were told to a third person.- Today's actiVity will
demonstrate this situation. We call it 'One-Way Telephone'."

2. Five volunteer st4lents are asked to leave the room. A. story is
passed ak to.all,the remaining students so they.can read along and
note what changes occur ,as'the story passes from student to student.
Call the first volunteer into the room and read the story to the
student. Call the second.volunteer and ask the first person to repeat

sthe story to the second person. Do this with the third, fourth, and
fifth volunteers. Ask the latt person to repeat his final versiom of
the story to the whole class.

3. Ask the aueence to note how the story changed as it was told from
student to student. Wha; was left out, what might have been added?

IMPORTANT: Remind students that they must not ridicule the volunteers
because they may have made mistakes when repeating the story.

4. Repeat this procedure again. It is wise not to repeat the procedure
for too many trials because striants-EWniecome more Triferested -in
75bfing-up" the story than in retelling_it correctly.

5. Discuss the experience: What happens on the plOground when a story
is passed from person to person?

DISCIJSSION:

Introduce the students to the notion of "hearsay" evidence and the danger
of inaccuracy when a child reports an event to the'teacher that_he did 'not
actually witness himself. Ask the students:

I. Does this ever happen whefl students get into trouble onbreak school'
rules on the iflayground?

2. Should teachers punish children when the teachers did...not actually
witness the rule violaticin?

3. Should teachers punish students when students reportingrule violations
did mot actually Witness'them?

108
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COMM-5

PROJECT S.E.L.F.

SUGGESTED STORIES FOR ONE-WAY TELEPHONE

Fourth Grade

1. During the baseball game, Jimmy's shoe came off while he was running to flt.base.

2. The teacher said to do our spelling words first and then we could color our folders.

3, Mom s.aid to go to the store and-get some bread, milk, apples,'and dishwasher soap.

4 The teacher had to go to the office and when she was gone, Billy and Danny started
throwing a yellow ball in the classroom and it hit a vase of flowers on the
teacher's desk and broke the vase.

Saturday, two boys were riding their bikes around school and one of the boys fell
off his bike and brake his right leg. An ambulance came and took him to the hospital

Fifth Grade

I. At lunch recess, three 6th-grade boys were chasing a little girl with red hair andit
a green jumper.. Th6y told her they were going to catch her and make her eat worms.
She was crying.

A large shaggy dog with black hair chased Mr. Wilsonls cat. The cat ran Up the
tree in Timmy's yard and now the cat won't come down.

Last Halloween, two kids dressed up as a witch and Batman were running down Second
Street, and the witch kid fell and dropped all his candy on the sidewalk and some
of it eveh rolled into the street.

4. Rpbbie came,up to bat and the pitcher threw the ball and it accidentally hit Robbie
on'his left leg above the knee. Robbie got so mad that hethrew his bat down.

Mon; said to go to the store,andget wheat breadcottage cheese, oranges milk and
white thread.

Si'xth_Grade

1.. The teacher said to read Chapter Six and answer the first four questions_ at the
end of the chapter before lunch. If we finish early, we can ask the teacher for
a )ibrary,pass.

At lunch recess; four 5th-grade boys went into a primary bathroom, and one of the
boys--he was wearing a green sweatshirt with a duck on it--slipped and sprained
ilis'right ankle, and so eyeryone,found out they went into that bathroom.

The boys sitting at the table in the baek of the cafeteria started throwing
empty miTk 'cartons at a group of girls sitting at the'next table. When all the

g,irl's got up and left, the boys had to hurry and pick up the cartons before
mr. White sa4 what was going on.

4
was ih the back seat of the car on the driver's side and we cameto this flashing

l,ight stop sign. We stopped, looked, and went left, but a car ran the stop sign

and came right towards where I was sitting. He slamred on his brakes just in time.

5. At the supermarket on Siturday, a lady was shopping and she had two children in

'her shopping cart, about 5 and 3 years old. They were being moristrous, throwing

groceries out of the cart. Some of the people in the store were laughing and

some of the people felt sorry for the lady. When she ?etas buying meat, one of the

children fell out of theshopping cart, and hit her head on one of the shelves,

but sincethe shelf only had bread on it she didn't hurt her head, but she made

a mess Put of the bread.
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TITLE:

GOAL:

AB$TRACT:

MATERIALS:

PdICEDURE:

1.

COMM-7

AIRPORt * COMMUNICATION Grades 4, 5

To allow s dents to compare one-way to two-way communication and to
evaluate th e relative effectiveness of the two types of communication.
To increase trust among class members.

A blindfolded student receives directions that maneuver him through
an obstacle course.

Boxes; cartons, egg cartons, plastic bdtiles, anything that can be used,
as obstacles that will not injure children when they collide with them.

Describe the tpllowing situation to the class: The setting is an
airport. Due to a heavy fog condition, airplane pilots cannot see
the runway and must,depend on the control tower to guide them down
the runway for their landing.

2- Ask one volunteer student, who.does not-object to being'blindfoldeOt
to be the pilot. A second volunteer student is the control tower and
stands at the opposite end of the runway. Either volunteer can
"bail out" (decide to leave the activity) at any time during his part.
If at any point duripg the activity a 'student-wishes to withdraw,
replace him with a new volunteer from the group.

The remaining students sit dn desks or on tables and form the runway.
(It is best not to have the runway students stand because they have #

a tendency not to keep their,position.) To piromote a, wider variety of .;

student contact, alternate boys and girls when you form the lines for
the runway. This practice should also decrease disruptive behavior
from the students forming the runway.

The students forming the runway have to be absolutely quiet so that .

messages between the pilot and the control tower can be heard.

After the blindfOlded student is in position at one end of the runway,
the teacher places various obstacles on.the runway.

The -control tower must give verbal directions to guide the pilot down
the runway so that the pilot does not touch any obstacles.

7. In one example: The airplane's radio is broken and the pilot.cannot
talk to the control tower. This situation demoristrates one-way .

communication. In the other example: The mechtnic iS able to fix
the'radio and the pilot can talk to the control tower. This situation
demonstrates two-way communication.

8. Have several new pairs of students participate in the exercise,4nd
mike sure that some of these pairs use one-way communication while
others use two-way communication./

9. As time permits, allow as many asdditional pairs of students as possible
to participate in the exercise. Allow these additional pairs to decide
whether they.want to use one-way or two-way communication.

DISCUSSION:

I. What directions did pilot§ find most hel'plYul? Least helpful?,

2. Did the pilots feel confident about the contrql tower and the control
tower's directions?

3. Is thjs feeling of confidence important?
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How did control towers feel about the way the pilots handled their
directions?

5. Were the control towers ever frustrated angry at the pilots?
How did they feel when the. pilot touched en obstacle? Did they

, feel resporsible or did 'they feel that it was the pilot's fault?-

6 What differehces did' students notice in the two example situations
where one-way and two-way communications were demonstrated? ,

7. In subsequent' tarns, did mpst teams choose one-way or twoliay
communication? a

,

S. Which choice seemed to be most effective?

We

* From HUMAN VALUES IN THE CLASSRO* by Robert C. Hawley and Isabel L. Hawley,
copyright 1975 Hart Publishing Company, Inc.
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,, TITLE: MOTO-CROSS' . , :: -COMMUNICAtION Grade 6--
A ..

ZOAL: Demonsfrate one-way onstwo-way -coMmunicatioF situations and in0ease-
, ltrust among Cassmates. ,

, ,. , .

.

. - ...,

.

..ABSTRAdT: ,In-..groups of three4 a.bli9dfolded,student:recelwes directionvpn how
.(to Tove through a, pap6r anepencil maze,task'-'

VTERIALS: Maze.patternssfor each student-, pencils', ohe biindfol'd fbr eveey.three
. . / .

:
0

4 students.. -:.

PROCEDURE:
A.

(.

I. Divide class into groups of three. Each team Qf three is goi)ng to enter
. .

a moto-cross race. OA person will be the driver, one persa will'be
the navigator, and one person Will be the starter. ,This will be'a paper
and pencit task where the driver moves his pencil through the course
trying not to touch or cross any lines. Unfortunately, the driver in -1,

eachteam has temporarily become blinded and. must alree to be blihdfoldeff.
Thepriver must depend on the havigator's oral direttions to'get through
thercourse. The starter.ill place the driver's, pencil at the starting
line', will signal the race to begin, and will record the number of times'.
the driver touches or leaves the track. This is not a timed°rocee

Pass out moto-cross maze patterns'. ror the filst trial, tell the:teams
that one-way communication exists. There can be no,talking from driver
to navigator.

3. Pass out new moto-cross maze patterns. For this trial, have team members
change roles. During this trial, two-way communication exists and the
driver _can talk to the navigator.

4. Pass in't new. moto.cross patterns. For the thir'd trial, hafre team members

change roles. this trial, teams can choose whether.th wantone-way
or two-Way comr4cation. Once the choice is made, they tht continue
with that condition throughout."

5. Once students ha-ve had an opportunity to practice"ths variCs mazes,

You may *Ant to add timed trials.

DISCUSSION:

1: How did it feel to play the ciaripus ràles (driver, navigator, starter)?
Which role did you like best? Least? hy?

2. What differences did you notice betwe n one-way and two-way communica-

tion trials? Which seemed to.be most effectiVe?, (Students may
discover in thi'S exercise that one-wa communication is bettert / Discuss

situations where you must listen and concentrate po'be successful.)
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TITLE:

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

MATER'IALS:

PROCED6RE:

1.

COMM-9

FEELING POSTER COMMUNICATION Grades 4, 5, 6*

For students to distinguish between different feelings or emotions
and to deVAlop a vocabulary which will enable them to talk more easily
abOut emotions. ,

Small groups of students make collages from magazines which describe
emotions and feelings.

One piece of posterboard for each,7 students, magazine for-ach studen,
glue, and scissors:

Divide class into groups of lor 8 students.

2. Giveveach group a piece of poster paper witA an emotion-describing
word written on it. Cover the emotion word with a piece of paper
so that it is hidden but can be viewed when the paper is lifted.

3. Distribute magazjnes (preferably one to each person) to each group
and have the students make a collage using things found in the
magazine that describe or depict the feeling word. Emphasize that
not just piCtures of faces can be used but anything"from the magazine
'can be intluded.

Display, theFmpleted posters in the classroom in a prominent placei)

5. Suggested feeling words qr emotions:

HAPPY-, SAD,,ANGV, AFRAID, BRAVE PUT DOWN, SHY, HURT, LONELY,
EXCITED, BORED,,COOL.

DISCUSSION:
Mb

1. Show each poster one at a time and ask students (other than those who-
made it) why they think it represents one feeling rather than another.

Discussion Aluestions:

a. What do you want to do when you have this fee ing?

b. What makes you feel this way?

c. What feelings do you hide?

d. Would'it be more'difficult to make collages for some emotions
than, for othersie-Why?

Nk

e. Ask some students why they chose cytain pictures for their
poster. 4

f. Have'volunteers make up a story to go with some of the pictures
used in the collages.

If sixth- rade students have had previous experience with this lesson, an
alternative lesson which meets the same objective is COMM-13, " eeling Mask."

i

This lesson cah be fpund in the Communication: Supplementary L ssons section.
* .



COMM-I0

CHARADES COMMUNICATION Grades 4, 5, 6'

GOAL: ror studentss to become aware of the ways we communicate to others our,

feelings and emotions.

ABSTRACT: Students play the'game."Cbarades" using feeling/emoption words.

KATERIALS: None -

PROCEDURE:

1. Give examples of how we sdMetimeS misinterpret how someone is feeling*

°when we simply listen to what is being said and not to how it is said.

For example, point o.ut how someone might be teasing,us friendly

way butif we' take the statement literally we may become upset.

Brainstorm a list.offeelings students in the class sometimes have.

Start off the list with one or two examples and have the students

generate a long list of feeling-words. Add any" important emotions

the students leave out.

Have studenfvolunteers take i Position in flont of the class and say

tbe same word o'r short Phrase in two or thre different ways that convey.

some of the feelings or emotions listed on the board. -To clarify
itheinstructions, the teacher should be the first participant. For example,

say, "I don't care" using different expressions to convey anger, sadness,

and excitement. After each emotion is expressed, have the class guess
which feeling word was portrayed.

Express an emotion rionverbally for the class and ask them to guess what

feeling you are portraying.,

*5. Have student volunteers come before the class and act out one of the

feelings on the list without u ing'words, and then ask the class to

guess the feeling being portrad.

6. (Optional) To make the exercise more challenging, ask the students

to portray the feelings using only fa,cial expressions.
rr

VARIATION: Use a variety.of musical selections to illustrate how

feelings or moods are conveyed. Have students nonverbally express

the feelings conveyed by the music..

DISCUSSION:

1 Why was it hard sometimes to guess what feelings were being acted out?

(Point out that sometimes we hdve to *know -someone quite well in order

to understand what theirfacial expression really means.) -.

2. What are some'things that people do nonverbally to let us know how r,

they feel?
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TITLE: aAD CONNECTION COMMUNICATION Grades 4; 5, 6
GOAL: To illustrate haw the meaning'and significance of a statement are often

lost When feelings accompanyin the statement are not clearly .
communicated.

ABSTRACT: The teacher reads a statement to a student who, in turn, eads it to
a-second student who bas just returned to the classroom. This second
student then reads the statement to a third student w,4 has also been
out of the room.. The task ofthe students is t .'vey the emotion or
feeling when reading the statement that the tea et originally expressed.

MATERIALS: Four lists of statements to be read'by the participants..

PROCEDURE:.

1. Select three student volunteers .and give them a copy of the list of
statements.

2. Send all but one stUdent volunteer out of the room where they cannot
hear what is said in the class.

3 Read'in front of the class to the student volunteer one of the state-
, ments.on the list in a way that conveys an emotion (angry, sad, lonely,
etc.).

Bring one of the other student volunteers waiting outside back int& the
classroom. Ask the. first stydent to read the original statement to the
second student in a way that conveys the feeling or emotion originally
communicated by the teacher.

5 Repeat this process with the last volunteer waiting outside the class.,'

6. Ask the last student to read-the statement to the class.

7. "Repeat,, using different statements, with different groups of volunteers.

8. After each set of students has completed the task, discuss how well the
feeling was conveyed.

DISCUSSION:

1. What feelings are hard to communicate?

2. What feelings can often get mixed up?

,1
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PROJECT S..E.L.F

-SL'Aggested phrases for BAD CONNECTION

1. Wait up, I'll ride home w th you.

/

I'm so excited.

3. Hi, Kartha.

4. Can I play?

5. I don't care.

6. I wish I had mOre friends.

How come?

Give me fhat.

9. I don't want to go.

16. And then she called on me.



COMM-12

TITLE: ROUTH PRACTICE COMMUNICATION )Grades 4, 5, 6

GOAL: To help Students learn to take turns and listen to each other:in grOup
discussions.

ABSTRACT: Using the "moutht" groupsolis4cussand compare student personality typeS.

MATERIALS: A "mouth" for each group of ten students and a worksheet for each
student.

PROCEDURE:

1. Select the job opening worksheet that corresponds to the grade level
of,the class and give each student a copy of thAt worksheet.

2. Review the use of the mouth from comMUnication lesson, com-1.

3. Break the class into groups of ten or less and have them select the
best person listed for.the job described. . 4

4. Compare the groups' decisions and discuss the differences.

DISCUSSION:

1. How well did your group work together?

2. Did the "mouth".help your discussion?

3. Was everyone given a chance to speak?



MOUTH PRACTICE
PROJECT S.E.L.F. WORKSHEET

JOB OPENING: BABYSITTER

COMM.42

Grade 4

INSTRUCTIONS: Your groyp is to select the best possible person fors,the job of
babnitter from the list below.

Situation: Mrs. Spencer needs a babysitter for her three children: a 9-year-
old boy, a 6-year-old girl, and a 3-year-old bo.y. She will be gone
on Saturday from II in the morning to midnight. The babysitter .

will have to fix lunch and dinner, take care of the children during
the afternoon and put themIto bed. She has the following four
teenagers to select from. 1Which one should she ask? Discuss each
person. Each group,must choose one babysitter, and they should be
able to tell their'reasons for the,group selection,

SUSIE - Youngest and smallest of the 4 teenagers. Has many brothers and
sisters at home. Will play games with the children and is good at
"crafts and sewing. Doesn't like to cook. Very strict aboutbedtime
and other rules (such as rules about dinnertime, watching television,
leaving the yard.etc.)

'SAM - Always nibbling from refrigirator and cupboards. %.ikes spoots and
will play ball.with the boys. Easy 'going, friendly, neVer gets
cross with chilOren. Likes to watch TV. House may be messy when
mem returns home.

SARAH - Oldest of the teenagers. Has boyfriend who calls her and she loves
to talk on the-phone. Excellent cook but leaves the kitchen a little
metty. Lets the kids play.by. ttiemselves pretty much, doesn't like to
read to them or play games with them. 'Has had first-aid training at
high school,. Has been a babysitter for Mrs. Spencer beforerand can
stay 1ate ai night if Mrs. Spencer 'gets home past midnight.

. ,

FREDDY Very smart at schoOl. Likes to read and always brings books With .,

him. Will-read to the children if asked'. "Doesn't know how to cook
but will follow directions well. Is an only Child. Very'kind and
gentle, but doesn't like to talk much. Lives nearby and can call
his parents if any problems come up.

WHAT WAS YOUR GROUP'S DECIsmo
4

WHAT DID THE OTHER GROUPS DECIDE?

DID YOUR GROUP S DECISION MATCH THE DECISIONS OF THE OTHER GROUPS?

IF NOT, WHY WAS YOUR GROUP'S DECISION DIFFERENT FROM THE OTHERS?
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Ca.10-12
MOUTH PRACIJCE

PROJECT S.E.L.F.VRKSHIET--

,JOB OPENING: LIBRARIAN'S HELPER

INSTRUCTIONS: Your group is to select the best possible person for the job of
.librarian's helper from the list below.

Situation: Mrs. Wilson, the City Librarian, has need for a librarian's helper
for the summer. The job has no ag"e'qualifications. It Pays 50 -

cents per hour and the hours are flexible. The job will include
some of the following duties: dusting and cleaning shelves, and
books, movihg books and bookcases, fixing Shelves, sweeping and
polishfng, filing book cards and reshelving books, pasting
pockets into fronts of books, repairtng minor damages to books,
answering phone calls, collecting fines, and answering questions
when regular librarian is busy.

The following 5th grade students have applied for the position.
Which one would you select? As a group, discuss each person and%
select one. Be able to share your reasons for the grdup's

SALLY - Nery good 'Student, loves td read. Also a good speller and knows
the Dewey decimal system. Always late and her appearance is a
mess; her hair is uncared for, she wears sloppy clothes, and is
generally "grubby."

,

FREDA - Poor in reading and math. Very neat and organized at school and,
at home. Desk is neat and work handed in on time. Likes to help
mom with housecleaning.

JOHN - Muscular and good a,t sports. Goo4 in math. Was in trouble with
school librarian because he was ca'reless with books, damaged them,
and was late in returning books. /However, he has paid all his
fines and, to do so, hp earned the money after school.'

40E Father has lost his job. In order for Joe to'have new school
clothes he has to get a job. Helps his mother at hale. Has a

bad temper and has trouble controlling his emotional outbursts.

WHAT WAS YOUR GROUP'S DECISION?

WHAT DID THE OTHER GROUPS DECIDE?

DID YOUR GROUP'S DECISION MATCH THE DECISIONS OF THE OTHER GROUPS?

IF NOT WHY WAS YOUR GROUP'S DECISION DIFFERENT FROM THE OTHERS?
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INSTRUCTIONS:

Situation:

MOUTH PRACTICE

PROJECT S.E.L.T. WORXSHEET Grade 6

COMM-12

JOB OPENING: HOME AND GARDEN SHOP

Your group is to selkct the best possible person for a job in a

Home and Garden Shop from the-list be:I.ow.

Smith's Home & Garden_Shop has advertised for an opening for a

summer job. This job would pay'S1.00 per hour. In order to apply'
for the job, one must be a-6th, 7th, or 8th grader. Some of the
duties are:

Caring and watering nts, 'unpacking shelving and marking
clay pots and garden supp ies,.bagging and'car ing customers'
purchases, helping customers by answering ques ons, reading.
and checking incoming supplies from an invoice, helping set
up displays of merchandise, cleaning, dusting.and sweeping.

The following 6th graders have applied for the position. Whjj;*
one would you select? Discuss this as a group and choose one for
the job. Be.able to share your'group's decision and the reasons
behind'the choice.

HARRY - Big and stroihg. Well coordinated and does weight lifting. Not good
at math or spelling. Neat appearance but a little shy. Has won
many medals in sporting events. ,

41'

DORA Small girl. Does well in botany, know&,4ll the plant names and how.
to take care of them Shy, doesn't have many friends at School.
Neat, gets work in owtime. Was picked to be in office worker at

A 'school this year.
a

TESSA - Comes from a very large,family very poor. Her Aad has beeh in the
'hospital recently because of a back injury apd will not be able to fay
return to work for two months. Her mother has"- a new baby. Tessa
has to help buy food for the family. Her appearance is not.too
neat because her clothing is ald and shabby. Trio hard at schoal.'
Last.year some money was missing from one girl's desk. Several
girls accused Tessa of stealing the money bUt it was never proven.

ALVIN - Friendly, courteous and outgoing. Has goodideas but doesn't know
how to carry them out. On the lazy side. Would rather talk than
work. Relates well to adults. Neat appearance; Father is a
friend of the manager at the Garden Shop.

'WHAT WAS YOUR GROUP'S DECISION?

WHAT DID "THE OTHER GROUP'S DECIDE?

DID-YOUR GROUP'S DECISION MATCH THE DECISIONS'Of THE OTHER GROUPS?

IF NOT$ WHY WAS YOUR GROUP'S DECISION DIFFERENT FROM THE OTHERS?
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TITLE:

ABSTRAtT:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

1.

COMM-13

FULING MASK j COMMUNICATION -"Grades 4, 5, 6

For students to distinguish4between different feelTngs or emotions and
to develop a vocabulary which will enable them to talk more easily,
about emotions.

Students make a mAkr Which conveys a particular fapling by making a
collage from:Magazine clippings...

Paper bag, sci,ssors, 'glue, and magazine for each student.,

41.

Assign feeling words to each student nr let them choose their own.
words. 3

2. Distribute materials to students and have them make a MaSk nut of the
paper bag using things found in the magazine that des'cribe or depict
the feeling 4ord. Emphasize that not just pictures of faces- can be
used but anything from the magaline can be included.

DISCUSSION:

1. Show ma;ks to the class and discuss what feeling word'goes with each'
and why. Have the creators explain why they chose certain items on_
their maskg. -

Discuss how we know what people feel even when they don't say anything.

How js the mask like.our own faces?

24.



COMM-14A.

TITLE: TIES COMMUNICATION Grades 4, 5,6
Cohesion

4

GOAL: To encourage studenis to .communicate their positive statements for
their classmates.-

Ai3STRACT: Students compliment each other while passing a ball of yarn to the
students they complimented. The ball of yarn is slowly 'unraveled
as At is passed from student to student.

MATERIAL-S: _ A ball gf yarn.

PROCEDURE:

1. A group of 5-7 students forms a circle. The facilitator holds the
end of a All of yarn and throws the ball to a person and makes a

positive statement in the second person (e.g., "Al, you are good at
spoits"; "Thank you.for helping me with my math, Mary. I really
like the way you try to help others in the class"). That person
receiving the compliment-takes up the slack, holds the string, and
throws the ball of yarn,to another stddent and compliments him..

After all students have received the yarn*, they examine the patteun
formed and are asked to note the ties that bind them together,as,a

Agroup.

The last student slo ly rolls up the yarn ball while others let go
of the yarn as neede

DISCUSSION:

1. Do you think compliments among class members help tie the group
together even when there is no string,to do so?

2. Does this class need to be tied together moxi? Are there students
or groups who are not tied together well? Are there groups that
,fight with each other in this class?

3. Could we tie the'group together by giving mor compligents to each
other?

a

* We have found that students usually make sure that alT students in the group are
included without a rule as such being enforced.
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LEADERSHIP AND INFLUENCE IN THE CLASSROOM
By Edward F. Vacha

Just as every classroom has its own attraction structure, every classroom
also has its own leadership structure. Of course, the feacher usually has con-
siderable authority by virtue of his or her position, but there is also an

,

informal leadership structure in every classroom:because certain students have
considerable influence over others. It is the informal student leadership
structure which is thd- main concern of ,Project S.E.L.F., The leadership and
power structure of the classroom can facilitate or impede learning. M0W?
teachers Of elementary school children have experienced classroom management,
prbblems which stem from the existence of patterns of student and teacher
leadership.and influence which impede educational goals. Some typical examples -

of classroom social problems involving thg existence of leadership and influence
patterns include the following:

In some classes, whenever the teacher asks students to work as a group
on some project or whenever, the class attarpts to discuss some,issue,. a
single-student dominates the other students and directs the activity.
Other students complain that the student "always bosset us around", but
they do not attempt to exert influence themselves.

Some classes seem to be without leaders other than the teacher. The
students are unable to:reach decisions, cooperate on group projects or
wor k. together to achieve a tommon goal unless the teacher steps in to
organize the group. As the school year goes on, the teacher increasingly
-takes over all leadershlp fUnctiolns and the students wait.for him or her
to direct their activities. The students seem to,become more dependent
upon the teacher as the year goes on. At the saMe time, these students
often complain that "the teacher always bosses us'around".

Other classeS seem to be dominated'by a clique or ,oligarchy of ,

students. The other members of the class may complain about being bossed
around by these students from time tb time, but they also seem to be very
dependent upon the leadership skill's of this small group 'of students.
When the class is asked to pick a leader, elqiet a president, or choose
team captains, they always choose ofi of.these leaders: When these
student .leaders are not included in a group, the group is unable,to get
organized, cooperate, or complete its assigned task.

Sometimes classrooms seem to hava.too many aspiring leaders. No
student is willing to follow the suggestions or ideas of others and no one ,

of the students seems to be able to lead the others effectively'. The
students compete for influence, and their competition and unsuccessful
attempts to get others to follow them and obey their commands eten lead'
to disruptions and disputes. Most of the students' want to exert influence
but most of them do not know how to organize and lead others effectively.

These and similar problems -stemming from the leadership and influence
patterns of a classroom can be very disruptive. Usually`students in classrooms
with poor leadership and power structures are unhaoby. They either fiel that
they are bossed around by the teacher or other 'students, or they are frustrated
because the group can never work effectively together to complete a task. The
resultant anger and disappointment must be dealt with by the teacher, and dealing
with these problems is very time-consuming and difficult.



An Analysis of.Classroom Leadership

The Project S.E.L.F. leadership program centers around two different
dimensions of classroom leadership. The first is the power or influence
structure of the classroom. -This dimension'is concerned with thedistribution..
of influence among students. Usually some students are more influential than
others, and classrooms vary in terms of the proportion of students who are able
to exercise influence over others.

The second dimension of leadership that we focus on is "functional
leadership". Leadership-is not 'merely the giving of orders; it also involves
the fulfilling.9f certain needed group functions. Student leadert often fail
to fulfill some of these group functions, and, ag a result, the teacher is often
forced to take over the leadership role in order to be sure these needed
functions are met.

The Influence Structure of the Classroom

Power or influence can be defined as an individual's ability to get others
collectively to pursue goals of that individual's choosing. For example, a
student who can convince the class to vote to play a specific game of his choos-
ing at P.E. has considerable power or influence;\he is able to,convince the
group to pursue collectively a goal of his choos.ffig. Such influence can be
based on coercion or punishment, persuasion, the perceived knowledge of the
leader, the ability of the leader to reward others, or, as in the case of the
teacher, upon the legitimate authority of individuals who occupy positions (such
as that of teacher) which are normally recognized as conferring authority upon
any individual, in that position or role.

41-

Our main concern is ta disperse power amdm the students as much as is.
possible. There is some evidence that the quality ofbastudent work and the quality
of 'students' interpersonal relations may be highest when power is dfspersed among
the members of the class. For example, White and Lippitt (1960) in a study of the
relative effectiveness of different tyRgs,of adult leadefthip in boys' clubs
found that adult leaders who adopted 6 authoritarian leadership style by ,eping

.4nd using all of the power available to them and adults who adopted a laistez-
faire leadership style by abdicating their authority were not as effective as
democratic leaders who used their position to distribute influence and power
among the boys in the group. They found that the boyt in autocratically led
groups produced quantitatively more but were characterized by much hostility,
competitiveness and dependency upon the adult leader. Boys in groups with
laissez-faire leaders experienced considerable stress; they were chronically
disorganized, frustrated, and produced little work. In contrast, the boys in
demoCratically led groups produced the best quality work, and the members of
the democraticallyaied groups were characterized by openness, friendly communica-
tion, and independence.

,e, In short, tilts and other studies of classroom leadership ,(see Schmuck and
Schmuck, 1975, for discussions of other studies) suggest that the most effective
leadership style'for the classroom is one in which the teacher disperses as much
power among the students as is possible.



It is not enough to encourage students to make some of tieir own decisions
in the class. Creation of a democratic power or influence structure hinges on
the dispersal of power among as many students as is possible, but we have found
that many classrooms are characterized by a centralized student power structure
that is extremely resistant to change. That is, what power or influence students
Nave is monopolized by either a single strong student leader or, more often, a.
small group of students who form an oligarchy of student leaders. Furthermore,
we have found that these student leaders are often the only students in the class
who know how-to lead and the other students are usually highly dependent on these
student leaders. As aresult, the goal of dispersing leadership throughout the
class cannot be met unless the studepts are taught the skills necessary for
effective leadership and are motivated to actually use those skills in the .

classroom

Acquisition of leadership skills is necessary if students are to take over
some-of the leadership of their own class. Performance of these skills or
functions contributes to the group's functioning, and the'exercise of these
skills has been labeled "functional leadership".

Functional 'Leadership in the classroom

Beene and Sheets (1948) hove dev'eloped two general categories of group
functions or needs which must be met if a group is to function Wectively.
These functions are met by most members in a democratically led group, and they;
are met, by a single member in an autocratically led group. The first category
of functions is task fynctions. Task functions help the group accomplish class-
room work.and meet subject matter c-equirements necessary for learning. The second
categqry ls social emotional functions. Social emotional functions help the group
tO maintain cohesion and help the group members develop positive feelings about
each other. In short, task functions are those which must be met if the group is
to get work done or accomplish its tasks. Social emotional functions are those,
needs which must be met to keep the group members sufficiently satisfied with the
group and each other to continue working.as a group. Schmuck and Schmuck (1975:66)
have suggested the following examples of task and social emotional functions in
the classroom.

Task functions:

A. Initiation of ideas. .

B. Seeking out and giving information.
C. Clarifying and elaborating.
D. Summarizing.
E. Checking to see if others in the class understand the curriculum.

Social emotional functions:

A. Encouragement of others.
B. Expression of feelings in the class.
C. Harmonizing.
D. Compromising.
E. Seeing to it that silent members get a chance to speak.
F. Application of standards to the class's functioning.



rdeally, eVery student should Perform all of these functions. If they did,
they would all be exerting iRfluence over the group, and each student would be
functioning as a leader every time he or she executed one of the task or social
emotional functions because each of these functions is one way an individual can
influence his group.

Unfortunately, most students rarely perform any of these.leade4ip func-
tions. Usually the teacher performs both task and social emotional functions,
and a few students perform some of these leadership functions. Or, only one or
two students perform social emotional functionsiand a small oligarchy of
students specialize n performing task functi0M.

Thus, the primary, goal of Project S.E.L.F. leadership lessons -- to promote
democratic classroom leadership'structures in which student power is dispersed
among all students -- hinges on teaching all of the students to perform the
various task and social emotional leaderShip funqtions in classroom situations.
As mo/e and MTV students perform these functions, they will expand the influ-
ence they exert over the class as a whole because each of theseJunctions is
o e way-in which individuals influence the groups to which they belong. The
r sult of such a,dispersal of leadership functions among all members of the

ss will be a general dtspers4k of influence and power among the students and
a shift toward a democratic leadership structure. Students maintain dispropor-
tionate shares Of power or influence only so long as they monopolize the per-
formance of one or MTV task or social emotional leadership functions; power and
influence will be shared by all members once they all learn to fulfill needed
leadership functions.

IMPROVING CLASSROOM LEADERSHIP

The Project S.E.L.F. program for improving classroom leadership is designed
around the two dimensions of leadership (the ditribution of power and/leadership
.and functional leadership) previously discussed. Some of the Project S.E.L.F.
activities and lessons are designed tb train and motivate students to engage in
functional leadership. )These lessons teach students how to perform task and
social emoticinal leaderiship functipns, give students practice in'identifying and
performing these functions, and they are also designed to encourage students to
perform task and social emotional leadership functilps throughout the school day.

Other Project S.E.L.F. lessons and-activities are designed to give as many
students as possible an opportunity to exercise influence and power. These
lessons encourage students to take a stand eri issues, give ideas, and to commun-
icate their concerns about the classroom and their ideas for changing class
activities and procedures.

Thew two types of leadership-lessons are also divided into "core" and
supplementary lessons. jhe core lessons are designed to provide the basic
in?tructional component in leadership for use in most "typical" classrooms. The
supplementary lessons are designed for use in classes which have particularly
severe leadership problems. These lessons should be coRducted in addition to the
core lessons if the diagnost$c testing discussed in the next section indicates
that the class has a particularly poor leadership structure. The supplematary ,

lessons may be used in lieu of the core lessons in class when most of the
students have already been exposed to the corec 'lessons during the previous school
year.
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the Core Lessons

The core lessons are divided into two groups. The first group consists of
the Leadership/Process and-Leadership/Content lessons. These lesSons are designed
to teach students to perform functional leaderShil$ roles.. The other group

;consists of lessons designed ta give students opportunities to exercise influence
or power in group situations and activities. These lessons are labeled "Leadership/
Influence".

The Leadership/Process'- Leadership/Content Lessons

The,process and content leadership lesson plans are designed to be used
together in the same lesson. The Leadership/Process lesstins give the students a
chance to practice functional leadership skills by performing task and social
emotional leadership functions as they complete a task or solve a problem presented
by a Leadership/Content lesson. The Leadership/Content lessons should always be
accompanied by a Leadership/Process lesson. The sole function of the Leadership/
Content lessons is to provide students with an intrinsically interesting activity
to be pursued while engaging in one of the Leadership/Process activities. The
Leadership/ContentOessons are of no value unless they are accompanied by a

. Leadership/Processllesson.

Functional leadership as "Task Jobs" and "People Jobs"

The Leadership/Process - Leadership/Content lessons are designed td teach
elementary school students to recognize and perform a simplified set of task and
social emotional leadership tunctions. Following Schmuck and Schmuck (1975:84-86),
we have relabeled"task funceions" and."social emotional functions" as "task jobs"
and "people jobs" in order to make the categories more meaningful to elementary
school children. The task and people jobs taught to the children by the lessons
are the following:

A. Task Jobs.

1. Giving Ideas nitiating, proposing tasks or goals, suggesting
new ideas, suggesting solutions to problems).

Keeping Things 9n Track (41elping the group stay on the subject at
hand, clarifying the task to be accomplished or the problem to
be solved, giving information needed by group members if they
are to accomplish their task).

3. Asking Questions (seeking ideas and Information 1Nom other group
members, seeking others' opinions, checking with the group to
see how much agreement has been reached, and discovering what
group members have decided).

4. Summarizing (putting related ideas together, restating suggestions
after the group has suggestedthem, clarifying others' statements
and parpphrasing them, interpreting individuals' ideas, re-
stating what has been discussed and/or decided).

1
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B. People Jobs.

I. Encouraging Others (being friendly and rewarding tO others, encourag-
ing others to participate, seeing that others get a chance to
speak, keeping the discussion a group-discussion rather than let-
ting it become dominated by two- or three-way conversations of
certain students).

Listening to Others (attending to the statements of all members,
considering all ideas put forth).

3. Replying to Ideas (showing regard for others by replying to or .

acknowledging their ideas and suggestions, publicly recognizing
the codtributions of others).

.
Keeping Things Cool (compromising one's own'position to Settle dis-

putes, harmonizing by reconciling others' disagreements, reducing

tension by joking or soothing others, encouraging others to ex-
plore and resolve their differences, expresstng group feelings
and sharing one's"own feelings with Others.

The goal of the Leadership/Process - Leadership/Content lessons is.to teach
students to identify and perform these eight leadership functions, and to encourage
them to fulfill these functions whenever possible. The debriefing questions at the
end of each Leadership/Process lesson are,designed to help the teacher or counselor
conducting the lesson to hold a class ditcussion which will help students learn how
to use these skills on a day-to-day basis in the classroom. Hopefully, the de-

'briefing discussion and the encouragement and reminders provided by the teacher
will motivate the students to perform these leadership jobs whenever the opportunity
and need arises.

Sequencing and schedulin9 Leadership Process - Leadership/Content lessons

The first leadership les'sons.should be presented.en bloc during a
three-week period devoted solely to leadership. The fil--31-Wik should be devoted

to viewing the filmstrip, "Classroom Leadership", and conducting "Introductivn to

Task and People Jobs" (L-1). The following week should be devoted to conducting
the Leaderihip/Process lesson "nay Your Cards" (.1.-2) in conjunction with any

fLeadership/Content lesson such.as "Design a Game" (L-9). The third week should

qpie devoted to conducting "Chart A Leader" ( L-3). These three lessons and the

filmstrip should provide the students with enough experience with the eight task'
and pebple jobs to allow them to begin attempting to perform these jobs during

routine clessroom activities. The skills and concepts involved in these lessons

are sufficiently complex to require several repetitions in as short a time as

possible.

The other core Leadership/Process - LeadershiO/Content lessons should be

scheduled at intervals throughout the year. These additional lessons are designed

*to reinforce the learning achieved in the first three weeks devoted to leadership.

The leadership charts depicting task tnd people jobs which are used in the .

initial leadership lesson "Introduction to Task and People Jobs" should be posted

in a prominent place throughout the year. These charts wilj serve as(iteminders to

the students and will be useful both during subsAuent leadership lessons and

during other class activities when leadership skills are needed.



The Leadership/Influence Lessons

These lessons are not designed t teach students specific skills. Rather,
they are designed to give Students oppojtunities to influence the classroom groupz
These lessons may be scheduled throughdut the year, and there is no particular
sequence to be followed.- These lessons will be most effective if they are intro-
duced after the students receive sOme-training and experiepce in performing the
various4task and social emotional skills taught by the Leadership/Process -

Leadership/Content lessons. For best results, follow the sample weekly lesson
plan provided at the front of this Handbook.

The Supplementary Lessons

The stpplementary'lessons are designed for use in classes with particularly
severe leadership-problems. If the diagnostic testing described in the next
section and/or your own impressions and observations suggest a need for additional
leadership training, the supplementary lessons should be used in addition to the
core lessons. If your classroom group has severe leadership pi-areiTIZ-TFle once-
weekly lessons will probably not produce sufficient change. Therefore, you should
schedule an additional hour or two each week to conduct the supplementary lessons.

These lessons sh-ould also be used if your students have difficulty in
identifying and Oerforming task and people jobs even after they-have been exposed
to the introductory leadership lessons. The supplementary lessons will provide
them with extra practice in performing the leadership skills.

411,

These supplementary lessons should be conducte61 after the three-Week
introductory core lesson sequence has been completed. 'For best results, present

7them in such a way as to alternate between supplementary Leadership/Process -
Leadership/Content lessons and Leadership/Influence lessons.
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ADERSHIP:

DiAgNosTic SURVEy



DIAGNOSING CLA9SROOM LEADERSHIP

The following diagnostic survey is designed for teachers to use to deter-
,mine whether or not their class has leadership problems. Accordingly, it should
be administered near the beginning of the school year as soon as the leadership
structure of the classroom has stabilized (this usually takes abouf four weeks).

\' If you wish to determine if the leadership strutture of the classroom improves
/ during the school year, you may readminister the survey at the end of the year
and compare your post-test results to the pre-test rpsults.

The Leadership Suryey: "Who Does What In MyClass?"

Th leadershig survey is similae to a sociometric survey. The'students are
asked to name three students who are the task,leaders in the class and three
social emotional leaders. As in the case of the three7choice sociometrio, survey,
students in an "ideal" classroom would all receive an equal number of choices or
nominations as task and social-emotional leaderS.: Thus, if the stUdents in your
class all received between %qo and four choices as task leaders and between two
and four choices as social emotional leaders, the leadership structure of your
classroom would approach the ideal.

The attached tamp y be used as a duplicating master for creating a'
"Thermofax" ditto masteMait may be directly duplicated if you have access ,to
a direct copying machine.

The first item asks studehts to name the theee students in the class who
"are most often able to get other students to do things". This item is designed
to identify indirectly the taskleaders in the class. The seCond item asks the
students to name the three,students in the class who "most often ire nice to
others". This item is designed to identify indirectly the social emotional
leaders in the class.

Administering the Leadership Su vey

Administer this survey after the first month of the school year in order to
give the classroom leadership structure time to stabilize. As in the case of the
sociometric sprvey, be sure the students work privately and instruct them not to
discuss their answers.

4

Scoring the Leadership Survey

The attached score sheet may be used as a model for scoring the leadership
survey. Simply place a tally mark by the names of the students each time they
are nominated as a task leader or as a social emotional leader.

Analzing the Data

. Students who receive one or no nominations for both items are those who
have very little influence in the class. These studentt should be eqcouraged
to participate more, and they should be given leadership opportunities whenever
possible. Students who receive five or more nominations for both items have



disproportionate influence in the class. They may be members of a classroom

oligarchy, and they should be encouraged to share their influence with'other

students.

You w4ll pmobably discover that some student leaders receive mostly nomin,

htions as task leaders while others receive moP.j nominations as social emotional

leaders. These students should be encourage to perform both leadership functions

rather than specializing in performing-one of them.

If mote than twenty-five percent of your students fall outside'of the "ideal"

.range of two to four nominations on both itemsr you May wish to conduct supplemen-

taxy,lessons in addition to the core lesson's. You should also try to give students

who receive fewer than two nominations on either or both items as many leadership

opportUnities as possible. Be sure to avoid unconsciously peroetUating classroom

leadership ptoblems by giving the students most often nominated as leaders a

disproportionate share of the opportunities to exerciu influence. These students

usually are the most effective leaders, but if ihey are given most of,the Oppor-

tunities to function tn leadership toles, other students will not have 1sufficient

opportunities to learn or oractice leadership skills.,

Observation Guide

The leadership survey measures the-students' perception of classroom leader-
ship. The actual leadership and influence structure m4y differ somewhat from the
students' perceptions. In general, try to identify which students most often
influence the group, and try to estimate the extent to which influence is shared
among the students. The following questions will help guide observations:

A. Are some students always "bossed atound"?.

B. Do some stddents seem to specialize in giving and seeking out idea§ and
opinions? Do 'smile specialize in clarifying and summarizing others'
statements? These students are the task leaders in the clas,s. If only

a few engage in these activities, you may wish to add some supplementary
leadership lessons to the program, end you may want to ask these students
to take responSibility for encouraging others to give opinions and ideas.

C. Do some students specialize in encouraging and praising the contributions
of others? Do some students go out of their way to include others in
conversations and playground activities? Do some students specialize in
restoring,harmony, suggesting compromises, or expressing group feelings?
These students are socio-emotional leaders. Again, extra lessons may be
needed if only a few students engage in these activities.

D Who are usually the "captains" or those who choose sides or teams
when students play organized games? These students may be the most
adept leaders and organizers in the class. If only a few normally
fill 'these roles, you may wish to give.other students leadership
opportunities in the class whenever possible.

e
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a

WHO DOES WHAT JN MY CLAS'S .

In most classes, save students do things better or more often than other students.
Please give your opinion.(THERE IS NO RIGHT OR.WRONG ANSWER) about who most-often
does the following things or who Is best at doing the followiiig things. You mAy
list different people for each question, or you may list the same perSon more than
'once. DO NOT LIST YOURSELF. Only your teacher will see your.answers.

is

9

Which three students in this class are most often able to get other student,
to ao things?

(I) (2) (3)

Which three students in this class are most often .nice to other students?' .

,1
(1)- (2)

( )

A

WHO DOES WHAT IN MY CLAS

In most classes, some students do things better or more often than other students.
Please give your opinion (THERE IS NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWER) about who most often
does the following things or who istest at doing the following things. You may
list different people for each question, or you may list the same person more than
once. DO NOT LIST. YOURSELF. Only your teacher will see your answers.

Which three students in this class alit most often able to get other s udents
o do things?.

(2) (3)

Which thiftee students in this class are most often n c6 to other students?

(1) (2)
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SCORE SHEET FOR "WHO0DOES WHAT IN MY CLASS"

Siudebt's name

Task leader nOminations
("most often gets others

to do things")

Social emotional leader
nominations

tmost often nice to otheYs"

1

4

6.

8

9

3

10.

12

1.

14.

15

16.

7.

18

19.

20

21.

22

23.

24.

25.

27

28.

29.

30

31.

32.

33.

34.
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TITLE: INTRODUCTION TO LEADERSHIP/INTRODUCTION Grades 4, 5, 6
TASK AND PEOPLE-JOBS

WAL: To teach students leadership skills and to encourage them to use
these

ABSTRACT: ',Two similar stories are read to the students,,one without and one with
PeoOle.Jobs, and a comparison is made of the two. Students also
identify Task and People Jobs on a worksheet.

MATERIALS: Leadership Play scripts for six students; Task and People Job Work-
sheet for each student in class; chart depicttng Task and People Jobs.
Instructions and materials for making the chart are found in the
appendix atcompanying the Teacher's Handbook.

PROCEDURE:

NOTE-FOR SIXTH GRADE STUDENTS: If you shift.' the Leadership Filmstrip
use the discussionluestions to.decide how much exPerienie your
students. have.had with the Task and PeOple Jobs in previous 4th
and 5th grlde classes. If you do not show the Leadership Filmstrip,
develop some distussion questions to decide how much-experience your
stUdents have.had wi,th the °Task and P,eople,Jobs in previdus 4th
and 5th grade classes.

If they have'been introduced to theSe conCepts, do niit-use this
introductory lesson, InStead, turn tO lesSon L-3, "Chart A Leader"
and use this lesson as a-review of the Task and People Jobs. You
may also want to make a chart depicting Task and People Jobs.to
display in your: 'clasSroom. InstrUctions and materials for 'Making
the chart are found in the envelope accompanying the Teacher's Handbook.

1. Use the Task and People Job chart tb introduce-the class tO Task and
'People Jobs and to motivate students to do them during class
discussions.

Select six students who are good readers to read the prepared script
before the class.. The remainder of the students are not to be given
a script so that they will be able to observe what.jobs the students
act out.

Conduct the lesson in the following mannelo:

4 .

A. Briefly outline-the lesson to the students, mentioning that, "We
will be using the eight leadership jobs todaylsnd for activities
in the future." Stress that the purpote of the exercise is to
help the group work well together. Explain that typical groups
(e.g., classroom group) which don't always work well together
usually have only a few leaders and the rest are followers.
Tell them, "We want to get away from that and make all of uS
leaders by making sure we all take part in leading the group."

There are two types of leadership jobs done when we.work together
as an effective group--Task and People Jobs. Refer to the chart
as the Task and People Jobs are described.

40.
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) Task Jobs focus on the -group objective or thing to be done:
-Gives Ideas, Asks questions, Summarizes, Keeps Things on Track.

People Jobs help the group maintain'cohesion and:help the
group develop positive feelings about each other: Encourages
Others, Listens to Others, Replies to Ideas, Keeps Things Cool.

Tell the stUdents, "Both task and _People Jnbc are necessary:
We work well only when all are done."

The Play: tell the students,

I) "The first drsion of our story does not intlude People Jobs.
See if you can tell the difference between this version and
the second one which includes People Jobs."

"I will.stop the play occasionally and-see if you know what
leadership job was just done. Remember the first version just
includes Task Jobs." (Teacher stops group at each asterisk
and asks what Task Job was just done.)

3 "The setting for our play is a classroom much like ours where
the class is trying to decide what should be placed in a time
capsule which 011 be buried for 100 years under the school flagpole.

After this play has been read by the students, use Interlude #1.

F. Tell the students: ,

"Now.we will go back in time as if ,the first play had never
happened, but this time we will do it over again with People
'Jobs. See if you can tell any difference."

"I will again interrupt.and ask the class which leadership
job was just done. Both Task and People jobs 011 be included.

The plaY is read by. the same students. The teacher interrupts at
each asterisk (*) and asks the class what leadership job(s) was
just done.

After the second play has beent read by.the students, use Interlude #2.

H. Each student receives a worksheet and is instructed that this is
a continuation of the play and that the rest of the class will get
to participate by reading.

1) Students are asked to volunteer to read a line and are not
to begin until they have the attention of the whole class.

) After each line is read, students are asked which Task and
People Job(s) was done. After a brief discussion, teacher ,

indicates which is the most correct answer.

3) Students write the most correct answers in the blanks.

a. Explain that a "Chop" is cutting someone down and is the
opposite of Encourages Others. It will appear on our
worksheet but it is not a leadership job. '

b. "Getting Off Track" appears as a comparison to "Keeping on Track".



LEADERSHIP PLAY

Without-people Jobs

L-1

TOM: "Well, I think we should put a skateboard in the box.' *(I)

MiRY: "I think so, too. O.K. Let's vote on it."

FRANK: "Hey, wait a minute. It's really too early to vote." *(2)

AMY: "Well, I think we should put a class picture in the bo ."

TOM: "Why'do you say that?" *(3)

AMY: "Then the kids who open this box will know what welooked like."

GEORGE: (RAIS'ES HAND, BUT IS NOT-NOTICED)

MANDY: 'I think we should put a class picture in the DM because 100 years from
noW the kids may look all different."

TOM: "You-mean that you think the kids won t look like we do."

MANDY% "Nes, they Tay be much taller and maybe they will have their hair/all cut
off. Who knows?"

FRANK: "I don't think we should put a class picture in."

TOM: "What's your reason?"

FRANK: "Well, because the kids...(FRANK IS INTERRUP1ED. DOESN'T FINISH)

MARY: "A class picture might fade in 100 years and then it would be a'waste."
*(4)

AMY: "Illat'sa dumb answer. If it is locked ikalbox and the air can't get
to it, it won't fadi."

GEORGE: (RAISES HAND, BUT IS IGNORED)

MANDY: "Well-, most of.you are saying that...you want to put a class picture in
the box at one item." *(5)

MARY: 'Are we ready to vote? How many want to vote now on whether we should
put the class picture in the box? Raise your hands." (EVERYONE RAISES
RAND EXCEPT GEORGE)

MARY: "O.K., the majority are ready to .vote."

FRANK:, "I think we should take the skateboard, too. It will let the kids see
what one pf our hobbies was.' Maybe skateboards will be antique by then."

MARY: "We were just getting ready to vote and'you bring 4n another idea. It's

not the time for more suggestions. Welare voting on'whether or not we
should take the class picturev"

FRANK: "I don't care. I don't like this talking anyway. I couldn'..t care less

about this box and what goes in it. This. is a stupid activity.",

TOM: "Back to the vote. How many of you want to take the class picture?
O.K., now raise,your hands and leave them up high until I can count."

(EVERYONE RAISES HAND BUT FRANK WHO SULKS.AND IS MAD)

AMY: "Everyone raised their hands except for one person, so we have a majority
that 4gree. We take the class picture as item number one.

II

*(6)
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INTERLUDE #1

The group has started to discuss the problem and they have done'some

jobs that people have to do whenever they work together. They have liven ideas,

they have asked questions, some have helped kaeio*the'group on track, and some

have summarized'the discussion for the group. These jobs are called "Task Jobs".

Can you tell the zlass who summarized? And who helped[keep theAroup on track?

However, there are othet jobs'that need to be done fti this group.

gesides getting the Ta0C Jobs done, every 'member,of the 04aup must do "People

jobt". People Jobs have to do with how the people feel about their_grOup. If

People like their group they will work har& and help the-group. gut,if people

do not like their group, they will get angi.y at the others and.they will not

work hard. How do you'think Frank felt? Did he help the group by not votlpg?

WhY didn't he vote How do you think Ma'ry felt when Amy told her that herl°

answer was dumb?

Now the group is going todo both Task and Peopli Jobs: Each

person does a People Job, the teacher will point to the People Job on

3
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LEADERSHIP PLAY

With ?eople Jobs

TOM: "Well, I think we should put a skateboard in the box."

MARY: "I think so, too. O.K. Let's vote on it."

FRANK: wait a minute. We haven t heard what other people think."
*0

TOM: "It's _really too.early to vote."

FRANK: "Well, Amy hasn t had a turn yet." *(2)

TOM:. "Amy what do you think?"

AMY: "I think we should put a class picture in the box."

TOM: "Why do you say'that? What's your reason?"

AMY: NThen the kids who open this.box will know what we look like."

GEORGE: (RAISES HAND AND GETS A CHANCE TO SPEAK)" "I agree with Amy. A c ass
picture would be my first choice, too." *(3)

MANDY: "Whit's your reason, George?"

GEORGE: "Of all the things we could put in a time capsule, the class picture
is the only owe that shows who we are and something about us. All the

--other thingt you could go out and buy in a store."

MANDY: "I never thought of that. That's a good idea, George." *(4),_.
*(5)

"But my reasOn would be he e ma 0 years from now the kids may
look at lot different than we o .

TOR: "You mean you think the kids won't look like we do now?"

MANDY: "Yes, they may he taller and have their hair all cut off. Who knows?"

GEORGE: (RAISES HAND AND GETS A CHANCE TO SPEAK) ,"Like Mandy said a class'
picture is the best idea."

A

FRANK: "Well, I don't think we should put a class picture i

TOM: "What's your reason, Frank?"

FRANK: "Well, because the kids... (FRANK IS INTERRUPTED)

I I

MARY: "A class picture might fade in 100 years and then it would be,a waste."

GEORGE: "Mary, ytu cut off Frank. Gi've him a chance to finish." *(5)
.r
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FRANK: "What I-was going to say was I don't think we should take a class picture
because those kids can look in history books to see what kids_our age
looked-like, Just like we look in history books to see what kids in the
1870's looked like."

MANDY: "But we want them to know what we, this class looked like."

AMY: "And, Mary, when you said the picture might fade, well, that isn't
exactly true, because if it is locked in a box which is airtight then
the air won't get in and the Picture won't fade."

GEORdE: "I think most of us are saying that we want to put the picture in the
box.

MANDY: "Are we ready to vote? How many want to vote now on whether to take the
class picture as one of our four choices? Raise your hands:"

AMY: "O.K., the majority of us are ready to vote."

FRANK: "I think we should take the skateboard, too. It'will let the,kids see
what one,of our hobbies was. Maybe skateboards will be antiques by
then. Those kids could see our skateboard and make-a-lot of money."

MARY: "Frank, we were just getting ready to vote and you bring in another
idea. It'i not the time for more suggestions. We are voting on
whether or not we should take the class picture."

FRANK: "Well, I don't care. I don'Allike this talking, anyway. I couldn't
care less about this box and what goes ih it. This is a stupid
activity."

AMY: "Hey, cool it, Frank. We'll talk about the' skateboard next." *(7)

EORGE: "Yes, cacti it, Frank. 'You had good ideas. We don't want you to get,all
mad and 61am up." *(8) *(9)

"O.K., back to the vote. How many of you want to take the class
Raise your hands and leave them up high until I can count,"
(EVERYONE RAISES HAND EXCEPT FRANK)

T9\M:

"Everyone raised a hand except one person, so we have a majority that
agree. .We take'the class picture as item number one."

ure?
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INTERLUDE #2

Now you have seen the groyp do both Task and People Jobs. What do you

think would have havened if the group never did People Jobs? Why? Would the

group have liked each other? Do you think any of the people in the group would

have been angry or embarrassed? Why? Would Frank have helped the group and

worked hard? .Do you think the group wduld want to work together and finish the

discussion if no ine did People Jot4s? Why?

Now more of you will have a chance to participate as we continue the

play. Complete the Task and People Job worksheet as we do them together as a
'

.

class. We will take turns rdading the sentences to the class and deciding
A

which Task or People Job best fits the sentence.'

There will be two more possible answers that are nqt Task or People

Jobs which keep people from working well in a group. They. are Chop (cutting

someone down) and Getting Off Track-. These sentences are marked with an.

asterisk (*).



PROJECT S.E.L.F. WORKSHEET

TASK AND PEOPLE JOBS

"O.K., let's get to work and decide on the second
thing to put in the box."

AMY: "Do you still think the skateboard s important,
Tom?"

-

TOM: "Yes, I think the skateboard should be next because
Immany of us have them.'

GEORGE: :1:fid you see the new Skateboard I got? Want me to
get it and show it to you?"

FRANK: . "Let's stick to thejob. We can look at George's
skateboard at recess."

MANDY: "Well, what do you think should be next Frank?"

FRANK: "Yes, I think the skateboard should be in the box."

MARY: "Why,do you want the skateboard, Frank?"

FRANK: 'lien, a lot of kids spend a rot of time playing
With them, and kids in the future may want to know
What we do to have fun."

10. MANDY: "That's a good point, Frank, and I think it, is
important that kids of-the future'know whafwe
do to have fun."

11.

*12.

4.

AMY: "It sounds like most of us want the -skateboard
to go into the box."

MARY: "This is silly. I think skateboards are dumb.
Frank and Tom are duMb. All the°y think about
are skateboards."

FRANK: "Well, you're dumb. You coul$t use a skate-
board even ff your life depended on it."

* 14. GEORGE: "Yes: dumb old Mary!"

4 7
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TOM: "O.K., you guys. Name-calling just makes
people angry and caOses fi9hts. Let's quit
chopping each other.

II

16. MARY: "You're right. Let's shovarguing and get this
job done. Otherwise, we won't need a box.
We'll still be here arguing a hundred years
from now."

17. AMY: "O. K Mary ' Tight. Let' s vote. on the skate-
board. Whoever wants the skateboard, raise
your hand."

(ALL EXCEPT MARY RAISE THEIR HANDS)

18. MARY: "Well, everyone but me wants the skateboard.
I guess it goes in the box."

148
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WITHOUT PEOPLE JOBS

* (1)- Gives Ideas

* (2), Keeps Things on Track.

* (3) Asks Questions

* (4) Gives Ideas

* (5) Summarizes

* (6) Sumarizes

WITH PEOPLi JoBS'

(1) EncoL;ages Others

(2) Encourages Others

* (3) Replips to ideas

* (4) Encourages Others

* (5) Replies to Ideas

* (6). Encourages Others

* (7). Keeps Things Cool

* (8) Keeps Things Cool

* (9) Encourages Others
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MOST CORRECT ANSWERS TO

TASK AND PEOPLE JOB WORKSHCET

1. Gives Ideas; Keeps Things on Track'

2. Asks Questions; Encourages Others

3. Gives Ideas

4. Gtting Off Tack

5. Keqps Things op Track

6. Encourages Others-

7. Gives Ideas

8. Repliies to Ideas; Encourages Others; Asks Questions

9. Gives Ideas

10. Replies to Ideas; Encourages Others

11. Summarizes

12. Chop

13. Chop !

14. Chop

15. Keeps Things Cool 4

16. Keeps Things on Track

17. Summarizes; Keeps Things on Track

18. Summarizes
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TITLE: 4 PLAY YOUR CARDS LEADERSHIP/PROCESS 'Grades 4, SE 6

1GOAL: To increase the frequency Eq Task and People Jobs students contribute
-to a group discussion or a group activity.

ASSTRACT: Students receive a packet of cards which determines the number of Task
and People Jobs they may contribute ,U a group discussion or a group._
activity. Students try to play every card' they hold-.

MATERIALS: Any materials required for leadership/tontent lesson chosen to be used
-with this lesson, plus a packet for each student containing' leadership
cards.

PROCEDURE:

1. Select the content of the lesson. (See lesson alternatives identified
as "LeadershiR/Content"..)'

2 Introduce 'the content of the lesson to the,class.

3; Introduce the process activity of "playing youecards".

a; Each student will receive a packet which contains a certain number
of caeds. Each card has a Task 'or- a People Jobswritten on it. The

-nuMber of Task and People Job's can be varied by the teacher.

For example: Each student may receive a packet' which contains:,

2 - Gives 'ideas' 2 - Encourages Others
1 - Asks Questions 1 - Replies to Ideas

1 - Summarizes- 1 - Keeps Things Cool
1 - Keeps Things on Track

Groups of 4 to 6 students are formed.

.c. During the discussion or activity, each tiMe a student wants,to
m.ake a dontribution, he must decide which card applies and -"play
the oard% This can be done by giving the'card to the teacher,
to a student c011ector, or, by placing it in a pile in the center
of the group. ) .

.

'If a student uses all of his 'cards for a particular-'Task or People
Job; he mmt use his other Task and People Jot; cards; ,he may not
do a particular Task'or People Job,unless he has a card for-it.,

e. A student moderator is selected from volunteers 'in each-group tot.
make sure that what a player says agrees with:the Task or People:
Job card he plays. If it does not agre, the card is returned to
the player. Any disputes are td be eerred immediately.to the
teachee.

f. The process should continue until ni6st stud6nts have played all
their cards. . .
PacketS of cards may ke,"stacked" far individual students. For

example, a particularly quiet-student may be given more "Gives
Ideas" cards which are easier to play, and a student who tends
to.dominate discussion's may be given more "Encaurages Others"'

cards:

DISCUSSION: ,.

1. ,Which cards' were the most useful? Why?

2. Which cards'were the,hardeSt to play?' Whyl
3. Did the cards help'oi- hinder the discussion? Why?
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CUART A-LEADER LEADERSHIP/PROCESS Grade 4, 5,

GOAL: To point out the 'frequency that leadership jobs'are done and to' \
eNourage students to,do all of the leadersip jobs and not only one
or two.

ABSTRACT: Teacher br --s-ili4ent tallies on a chart each time a leadershil) job is
done by individual members of a small group discussion.

MATERIALS: Chart for.each group.

PROCEDURE:

1. Construct a chart similar to the one-on the next pagw. List first
names of students participating down left-hand column and all the
leadership jobs, except for Listens to Others. (which is done con-
stantly), across the top.

2. Select the zontent thelesson. (See lesson alternatives identified',
as "Leadership/Content"O

-3. Introduce the content of.the lesSbn to the clais.

4. .Divide the'class into groups of 8 or 9 students:

5. Introduce the process activity of "Chart a leader".

a. Select one Student from each group who'knows,the Task and People ,

leadership jobs. Have this sttdent,put-a tally on the chart .

after the members! names in the appropriate box. (It may be
necessary for the teacher to demonstrate to the class with a

DISCUSSION:

sample group.)

Instruct the students to conduct their discussions using,as many
of the leadership jobs thaethey can.- Remind them that the goal
is to do all of the jobs and not one or two of them a lot of times.
4

y

1. Which jobs we're done-the Most? Why? Why were they the easiest t do?

2.' Which jobs were the hardest? Why?, .

3 What does the ch.art reveal about the students w o p rticipated.





_TITLE: CLASSROOM SOAPBOX

GOAL: To en,courage students and teacher to express their views on subjects
of their choice.

L-4

LEADERSH1P/INFLUENCE Grades 4 5, 6

ABSTRACT: Students and teacher are given an opportunity to regularly share
their opinions on a variety of subjects of their choice.

MATERIALS: A place in classroom designated as a "Soapbox"

PROCEDURE:

1. Purpose of soapbox presented.

a. ,You-haye a,right to your own ideas and opinions. This is an

opportunity to regularly share Your ideas and opinions with
others without being interrupted.

We want to hear from you. This will help students.in our class
to see others' points 6f view.

If.you.are really concerned about something, speak up and express
your views.

This will be useful as a gauge of tlassroom interests, concerns,
Dr, problems.

2. ,Discliss rules for the soapbox.
0

a. What (the soapbox is for giving opinions; it is not a place for

"s-haring").

b. Who (students, teachers, other,adults .in the school).

'c When (e.g., regularly scheduled times perhaps once or twice a
week for 10-minute periods, or when needed).

d. Time allotted: e.g.,'about'3-5 minutes per talker - timed!

g. Any Iimitationson subjects discussed.

f. Responsibilities.of audience when someorle is onthe soapbox.

3. Set up soapbox: e.g., a wooden box, a high stool, or a ceriain chair

ta stand on will do. ..

Designate time far its first'use.

Encourage its_use'by using it yourself when you feel the need to
"sound off" to the class.

k.

4,
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TITLE:

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

L-5

WHERE DO YOU STAND?". .LEADERSHIP/INFLUENCE -Grades 4, 5, 6
Attraction

To encourege.students to take a public stand on various issues.

Given a continuum of issues, students select the number that best
represents their position.

Is6ues or questions -- variing at grade levels:, " x 5" cards.

1. An issue or question is presented to the class and written on the
board.

2. Draw a line on the board and divide it into five segments and number
each segment one through five. The end points represent opposite
positions of a continuum.

Ask s*ents to suggest phrases that define the two extremes. (For
example5 see following page..) The middle three positions are kept
constant or filled in by the teacher to keep the activity moving.

4. Place the numbers one through five around the room with sufficient
space for students to stand near them and be separated from other,
groups.

Students write the numbers 1 through 5 on 3" x 5" cards, one number
to a card.

6. For e4ch question or issue presented, each student and the teacher
select the number.that best represents his/her view withoUt showing
anyone else. Care should bertaken to insure that students do not
change their minds once it is learned'whit their friends have
selected. ,

When all have selected 'their numbers, all those holding one number
are to stand next to that number placed in the classroom. Repeat
one'at a time for all five numbers.

DISCUSSION: 4

I. Are you surprised to see someone; with you in your, group?

2, Are you.surorised to see someone in a different group?

3. Ha& anyone been in your group for all questions so far? Who?.

4. Was there anydne you expected to be in your group every time who
was not?

* Loosely basedion an idea by Sidney Simon f om Meeting Yourself i1alfway,
Argus Communioations, 1974.
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'SAMPLE QUESTIONS FOR "WHERE DOHYOU STAND?" LESSON

1. How late do You sleep on Saturday mornings? ,?

1

P
dawn

L-5

2 3

How neat is your desk?

1 2

liessy

Bessie

3

So So
Sue

4

5.

eeps
unti 1 noon

How much do you talk on the'telephone?,

1 I 2 -3

5

Ne4t
Nellie

5

How well do you like reading? Repeat for other curriculum areas)

1 2 1 3 4 1 5

5. HoW much of a talker'are you?

1 2

a

Are you more like the "tortoise" or the "hare". in the story?

I 1 1 2
,r1

3 4

7. How do you feel About fighting,as a means of handling problgns?

1 1 2 3 4

8. Do you think your classmates are fair to each other?

[ _1 i 2
1

3 L_ 4

What do you think of this lesson or activity?

,1 2 3
1

4

5

5

5

O. Because of a food shortage, people are allowed to eat only ONCE each day.
Which time would you prefer:

1
1 1 2

1
3 4 1 5

Breakfast Mid-morning Lunch Mid-afternoon Dinner
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TITLE: PLAY A ROLE LEADERSHIP/PROCESS Grades 4, 5, 6

GOAL: To give students practice engaging in a specific Task and People Job
by assigning students a leadership role to play.

ABSTRACT: During a group discussion or a group activity, each student is
responsible for a specifq Task or People Job.

MATERIALS: Any"Materiali required for Leadership/Content lesson chosen to be used
with this lesson, plus a packet for each student containing leadership
role-p;gengcards.

PROCEDURE:
9

I. Choose content of lesson. (See lesson alternatives identified as
Leadership/Content.) 6'

1

2: troduce content lesson to students.
.

.

Divide students into groups of 8 or 9.

4. Introduce role-playing with the following statement:

a. 'During this °activity (or discussion) each of you will have one
major leadership job or role to play. You will be assigned a'
Task Job or a People Job and you are to playlour role 'as much
as possible but you may do other Task or People Jobs as well.
There may be one or two other students that draw thesame job as
.you. At the end, ,you wrill be asieed how your groups worked together.
If there were problems we will see where they came from and see if
the prbblems were caused by students not doing their Task and
Peoge jobs.

b. Now I will give each of you a card. Written on that
card is your job. Don't let others in your group see, your job.
We want to see if they can guess which job you,have. "

c. During this lesson, we will also.assign a few' people to be observers.
they will be watching your group to see if thy can tell which roles'

cwere assigned.

Rotate cards so that studehls are exposed to more than one Iask and
People Job. Specific cards may be given to specific students depending
on their needs. Be sure that each small grdup has a balanced assighment
of leadership jobs.

After the group &mpletes the lesson, ask group members to guess which
jobs other group members were assigned by pointing to the person they
thought had a specific leadership job. Then have the person'who did
have the job raise his or her hand. Repeat for all leadership jobs.

DISCUSSION:

I. Was it easy or hard to role-play your job?

2 Were you able to guess which jobs other people in your group were
assigned?

3. Oid role-playing these jobs help your discussion?



TITLE:

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:.

1.

2.

3.

L-7

RESCUE LEADERSHIPMFLUENCE Grades 4, 5,6

To remind students of the importance of including each group member
in a group's problem-solving process.

Given a situation card and several resource carsds, groupsrthink up
rescue plans. Students are later surveyed as to whether or no,t
they felt included in their group. .

5ituation cards; resource cards; "felt included" surveyt.

Divide class into groupsyf six to eight students each.

Place the packs of slti4tion cards and resource cards on a table.

Each group sends a member to the table. The person draws one
situation card and ftve resource cards.

4. The pertm returns to his group. Teacher signals all groups to begin
a 10-minute period when they must think up a rescue plan for a group
placed in thate41tuation with only those resources available..

After the time limit, ask each group to tell what their situation was,
ithat their resources were, and to share their plan.

6. Now pass out to each student a "FELT INCLUDED"'survey,. Anonymously,
each student is to answer if he felt a 'part of the grolip or if he
felt left out. Put the class total on the board for a "felt included
score." In lieu of, the "Felt 17-0Tided" survey, students gan bb asked
to put their heads down on their desks with their eyes closed and
raise their hands if they did not feel included.

,

Repeat activitpgiving allfgroups a new draw4of. cards. Be sure to
encourage the class to better their "felt included score." At the .

end of this 10-minute planning and shartng, again anonymoply survey
the class-and post the total on the board. Has the tlass score-
improved? Why?

DISCUSSION:

1. What does it feel like when,you are not included?

2. Is.the group more effective when everyone feels included? Why or
why not?

3. Do people who feel included like their group more than people who do
not feel included?

A

4. Do you ever feel like you are not included in other kinds of clasroom
groups?

5. What can we do this week to help more People feel included?

158
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RESCUE - SUGGESTED TOPICS FOR SITUATION CARDS AND RESOURCE CARDS

dROUP SITUATION CARDS

Your car runs out of gas in the desert,

Your group is caught in a snowstorm
while hiking in the mountains.

Your group is accidentally locked in
the'city zoo after hours.

During a power failure, your group is
caught in an elevatbr between floors.

Your van breaksdown in a small village
in South America.

Your boat washes ashore on a small
deserted island.

Your group becomes separate4 from the
main group while on a safari in .

,

Africa.

Your group is accidentally lOcked in
an abandoned warehouse.

RESOURCE CARAS

.Compass

Aluminum foi 1

Four quarters

Fishing line

Transistor radio

Bicycle

Rubber bands

Parachute

Pie tin

Ten feet of rope

Pocket watch

Hachet

Trumpet

L-7

,Pocket knife

Magazine

Marking pens

Kitchen matches

Candles

Bottle of Coke

Basketball

German Shepherd dog

A lattern

A coconut

Adhesive tape

Hammer and 12.nails

A pillowcase

* .4'44

*''

A sack of walnuts A box of paper' clips

STUDENT "FELT INCLUDED" SURVEY

Answer this question honestly.

4

No one will know your answer.

Did you feel you were al.part of your group, or did you feel left out?

Check one:

I was a part of my group.

I felt left out.
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TITLE:

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

1.

2.

3.

4.

APP. L-8

WHICH TEA,cHER WOULD YOU RECOMMEND? LEADERSHIP/CONTENT Grades 4,5, 6

To provide an interesttng activity for practicing leadership roles.
To be used only with one of theleadership/Process lessons.

StUdents discuss and select a classroom teacher from four potential
candidates.

Handout for each student describing the four potential candidates.

THIS LESSON IS ONLY TO BE USED WITH A LEADERSHIP/PROCESS LESSON.

Divide class into groups (teacher's choice).

Introduce processectivity (teacher's choice).

Introduce the grotip task by reading thetparagraph fql owing the
applicable grade-level variation.

a. Fourth-grade variation:

This is not a real situation. Pi-etend that your teacher will be
attending a meeting away from school next week for three days.
He/she has the option of naming the substitute teacher you will
have for the three days. -You will be able to help choose the
substitute.. There are four people on the substitute list.
here,is a brief description of the four pretend people. Discuss'
each person and'decide on your recommendation.

b. Fifth-grade variation:
4.

This i,.not a'real situation. Pretehd that your teacher will not
be able to complete the school year with your class. Jou will be
having a new teacher beginning next week. We understand that this
will involve a period of adjustment for this class. To make it
easier, we will let you help choose the new teacher. Four people
have applied for the position. Here is a brief description of the
four pretend candidates: Dtscuss each persbn,and decide oh your
recommendatiom.

c. Sixth-grade variation:,
,

Tilts is not a real situation. Your school has been given the
opportunity and money to hire an exti-a teacher who specializes in
,a certain subject area. This person would work *vilith each class at

rw )
le wice a'week. Fourfpeople have appliedlor the position,
ea h th a different specialty. Here is a brief description of
'the fo r pretend candidates and the services they would offer.
Discuss each person and.decide on your recommendation.

S. Give each student a copy.of the descriptions of the four candidates.

6. Read the descriptions to the class.

7. Ask the groups to share their decision and the reasons for their choice.

B. Ask groups to comment on their experience with the selected process
activity.

DISCUSSION:

1. See selected Leadership/Process lesson.
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PROJECT S.E.L.F. WORKSHEET

WHICH TEACHER WOULD YOU RECOMMEND?

L-8

Grade 4

NAME: Mr. Jim Lewis

AGE: 24 years old

STATUS: Married, 'one child

EXPERIENCE: Has substituted in all
grades.

Finished college one year ago, but has

not been able to find a

l)

full-time job.

A P.E. major in college
i

Gives the

'teacher's instructi.ons for the whole

day first thing in the morninv

,students are on their own the rest of

the day.

NAME: Mrs. Elizabeth Anderson

AGE: 62 years old

STATUSr Marrted, no children

EXPERIENCE: 30 years' experience as a
kindergarten apd first-
grade teacher.

Follows teacher's lesson plans, but tries

to add extra Art ind Music activities.

Lets students talk as much as they want.

Sends'students wholgon't work to the

principal's office.

NAME: Mrs. Susan (Avis

AGE: 36 years old

STATUS: Widowed, two children

EXPERIENCE: Taugnt 4th and 5th grades
for six years in another

, state.

Follows teacher's lesson pl.ans and'

ihstructions exactly. Has a firm set

of rules. Keeps the room quiet so

students can work. Gives extra

recess time to students who finish

assignments.

NAME: 4. Dan Johnson

AGE: 45 y6ars ol4

STATUS:. Single

EXPERIENCE: Retired 0.S. Army Colonel.
One year's substitutihg,in
junior high school.

Brings in interesting Science, Social

Studies and Art activities of his own.

Doe§ not worry about completing the '

teacher's assignments but expets

everyone to take part in actylties

that he bringt in. 'Keelis students

after school who misbehave.

F
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PROJECT S.E.L.F. WORKSHEET

WHICH TEACHER WOULD YOU RECOMMEND?

L-8

Grade 5

41,

NAME:

AGE:

STATUS:

Miss Mary Jones

23 years old

Single

EXPERIENCE: No experience.

COMMENTS: Good grades and recom-

'mendations from a teaching college

that is known for new ideas and methods

conterning teaching.

NAME: Mr. Bill Brown

AGE: 58 years ol'd

STATUS: Married, four children

EXPERIENCE: 18 years1 teaching

experience in inteigmediate grades

(4, 5, 6).

COMMENTS: Mr. Brown has to miss

school occasionally,because of his

wife's illness. Mr. Brown desperately

needs a job because his wife needs a

lot of expensive-medical care.

NAME:

AGE:

Mr. Tom Smith

35 years old

STATUS:, Married, no children

EXPERIENCE: 6/years' experience in

public 'schools. Taught at variousr

levels, from kindergarten through

6th grade.

COMMENTS: This teacher is co

not very hard and easy to get along with,

but students have said they didn't feel

they learned as much as'they did from

other teachers. His classes do a lot of

fun activities, such as special art

projects, having parties, and going on

field trips.
. 152

NAME:. 'Mrs. Nancy King

AGE: 38 years old

STATUS: Married, two children

EXPERIENCE: 5 years' experience as

probation officer for Santa Barbara

Couniy. 1 year's teaching experience.

COMMENTS: This teacher is considered

very strict,and demands a lot from her

students. However, former students

have said 1hat they learned a lot in

her class.
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PROJECT S.E L.F. WORKSHEET

L. 19
WHICH TEACHER WOULD YOU RECOMMEND? Grade 6

NAME: Miss Alice Pine

,AGE: 31 years old

STATUS: Single

SPECIALTY., Art

EXPERIENCE: 6 years as an artist with

an advertising agency; 2 years as an

trt teacher with the Community

Recreation Department.

COMMENTS: Miss Pine is an excellent

cartoonist. Many of,her students

become contest winners because of her

instructiom. -Will also teach crafts,

,such as ceramics, metal work, aqd.

weaving.

ot

NAME: Mr. Larry Stevens
\

AGE: 51 4gars old

STATUS: Marr ed, four children

SPECIALTY: Drama
4

EXPERIENCE:' 20 year

in intermediate grade

his summers Marking in

groups. Has had a few it

Movies.

teaching experience

(4, 5, 6). Spends

comm nity theater

arts in the

%
COMMENTS: Each-class will \put on its

own play, including making costumes.and

:building sets. Performances will be

gi en for students, parents, and the

'cd1TIunity. .

NAME: Mr. Doug Brewer

AGE:, 39 years old
. ..

STIATUS: Married,, tdo tewage
children.

SPECIALTY: Stience/Ecology

EXPERIENCE: 4 years as" an Air Force

-pilot;'10 years as a high school

Science teacher.

COMMENTS: Runs a laboratory-type'

science program; very few written

assignments. Will also be teaching

survival skills, and will take the

class on a camping field trip.

NAME.
4

AGE:

-STATUS:.

Mrs. Linda Carson

27.years old

Married, no children

SPECIALTY: P E.

.EXPERIENCE: No teaching experience.

2 years on a profess'ional volley ball

team.

COMMENTS: . Coaches some team sports,

but mostly interested in individual

sports, such as golf; tennis, archery,

bowling, etc. Will arrange for the

class to go to places for participation

in these sports if the school does not

have the needed facilities.
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TITLE: DESIGN A GAME LEADERSHIP/CONTENT Grades 4, 5, 6

GOAL: To provide an interesting activity for practicing leaderihip roles.
To be used only with one of the Leadership/Process lessons.

ABSTRACT: Given a set of objects, teams design a P.E. game that can be played
with these objects.

MATERIALS: Set of common objects, such as Paper cups, a rope, a bucket, a piece
of cloth, etc.

PROCEDURE:

1. THIS LESSON IS ONLY TO BE USED WITH A LEADERSHIP/PROCESS LESSON.

2. Divide class into three io five teams.

3. Introduce one of the process ac6vities.

4. Introduce the content or tasic to the groups:

a. Each team i$ shown the same set of objects.

b. Each team is to design a P.E. gaMe that can be played which uses
all of the objects.

5. At the end of the allotted time, one representative from each group
is asked to share its game with the class.

,Ask groups to share theirouccess or problems with the process
activity.

DISCUSSION:

,See selected Leadership/ProcessPleison. 4

I el
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GOAL.:

ABSTRACT:

...mATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

L-10

WHAT SHOULD WE.BRIW LEADERSHIP/CONTENT ,-, Grades 4, 5, 6
,

To provide an interesting activity for practicing leadership roles.
To he used only,wityone of the Leadership/Process lessons.

A.groub problem-sbilving activity_ As a grollp, the students must

arrive at a collective decision. .

Worksheet for the appropriate.sjtuation,(to be selected by the teacher
dependingon the grade level).

THIS LESSON 15 ONLY TO BE USED WITH A LEADERSHIP/PROCESS LESSON.

2. Select for the appropriate grade levels ancl explain one.of the following'
situations: Picnic at Pachacotawatameohmy,Lake, Sinking Ship, or Lost

on the Moon: (Sep the following worksheets.)

3. Pass 'Out a wOrksheit for the lesson to each student.

DISCUSSION:

See selected Leadership/Process lesson.

2 (Picnic at Pachacotawatameotimy.Lake)'

,a.- Here are some things that happened to the four students. Did your

packs contain thtngs to help them solve these problems? .
.

1) One of the boys cut'hisleg and.it bled a-lot.
2) It got dark before the.ir decided to return. How did they find

thetr way back in the dark? .

3) They 'got caught in a rainsto,;. Were 'they able to stax dry? /

4) It suddenly got very-cold. ,What was packed to keep them warm?

5) They wentefor a short hike and got:lost. How did they find
their way back?

,

(Sinking Ship)
.

a. How Aid other groups decisions compare to yours? How easily id

your group reach a decision? Why?'
,

(Lost ori'the Moon),

a. How accurate were 'y,&:,.L...fr answers when compared tO the N.A..S.A,

information?
.

b. How\did the other groups
1

answers differ from yours?

)
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PROJECT S E.L F. WORKSHEET

WHAT SHOULD WE BRING?

a

PICNIC AT -PACHA0OTAWATAMEOHMY LAKE

Grade 4 ,

L-10

Fbur friends are planning a picnIc at Lake Pachacotawatameohmy. A mother will
&live them withih tWo miles of the lake. But since the road dead-ends there,
they Jill have to walk the two-miles tp:,the lake. Each of them Will careY a
Day Pack. This isjbe approximate sile'of,a Day Pack. (Teacher will stiow you.)
You have to decide what these four Should take in their Day Packs. Discuss this
as a group and make a list of exactly what will go in Pack #1, Pack #2, Pack-#3,
and Pack #4. Remember, they Will be hiking over'steep [mountains, dry sandy
gullies, and a wooded are4 to reach the lake eventually. They will be spending
the whole day at the lake. The area they are going to will be safe for swtmming,
exploring, and making a fire. Think very carefully about the thi gs the four.
will Seed. If they forget to take something in their packs, they will be stuck
the whole day without it. At the end of the lesson, you will be a ked some
questions to see how good Your choices were.

Because we want each of you to think of some ideas to add to the.group discussion,
we are going to give you five minutes to make a list of some of your idea's. When
the group discussion begins, raise your hand and share with others some iteMs
frbm your list.

HERE'ARE SOME ITEMS THAT I THINK THOSE KIDS SHOULD TAKE:

,RESULTS OF THE GR9UP DISCUSSION: We all decided those kids should take:

PACK #2PACK #1 PACK #3 PACK #4

6



Grade

PROJECT S E.L.F. WORKSHEET

WHAT SHOULD WE BRING?*

SITUATION: SINKING SHIP

L-10

As a field trip your group has taken a boat ride to see some
islands which lie off the Santa Barbara coaStline. The boat is now by a large
island. We know that this island ts deserted; there are no people on it. We do
not know if there are animals om the island or if there.is water on the island;
From your boat, you can see tbat there are some tredt and greenery on the'island.
Suddenly, the boat scrapes-along a large rock which tears a hole in the boat's
bottom. The boat will sink in 30 minutes: Fortunately, there is a small lifeboat
that you can use to get to the island,.but.it i not.big enough to sail on the'
open ocean back to Santa Barbara. There is rmoM-for all the people in your group
and for five things that you can take with you from the larger boat.

Below is a list of things on the boat. Which five things will
your group take? This' muSt be a group decision.

'MAP AND MST OFITEMS ON BOAT. Your group must choose five.

500 miles

ON

1. 5 jugs of water 6. 10 flare kits
2. Rifle and 10 boxes of bullets 7. Axe
3. Canvas sail from the boat 8. Knife
4. Fishing rod and tackle 9. First-aid kit
5. 1 box of kitchen matches 10. Pair of rabbits

WHICH FIVE DID YOUR GROUP DECIDE TO TAKE?

4.

'5
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PROJECT S.E.L.F. WORKSHEET

WHAT SHOULD WE BRING?

Grade 6 L-I0

SITUATION': LOST ON THE MOON* INDIyIDUAL WORKSHEET

You are 'a member o pace crew on a space ship headed for the
.mbon. Your ship is supposed to rendezvous with a mother ship which haS already
landed on the lighted surface of the moon. Dug to mechanical problems, however,
your ship was forced to land at a spot same 200 miles from the rendezvous point.
During the landing, most of your ship and the equipment aboard was damaged. Ta
survive, you must get to the mother ship. You 'bust choose the most important-
Atems available for the 200-mile trip.

, Below are listed the 15 items left undamaged after landing.
Working individually - without discussion - rank these items in the order of
theirimportance for your crew. Place the number 1 by the most important item,
the number 2 by the next mast important item, and so,on through number 15 which
would be the least important item.

,

Your
Rank

N.A.S.A.

j

Rank
Absolute

Difference ;

1

' Box of matches
I

,

1 Food concentrate
.

.

1

50 feet of nylon rope.

Parachute silk .

Portable heating unit

I Two .45 caliber pistols
.

I

' One,case of dehydrated milk

Two 100-pound tanks of oxygen

I Stellar map (of the moon's constellations )
I

.

, Self-inflating life raft

Magnetic compass

, 5 gallons of water

Signal flares
.

First-aid kit containinginjection needles

Solar-powered FM receiver-transmitter, 'or-, .

*Special pe-rmission for reprodmtion or Ole
:thve material is- granted by the alithor,

v Ha l, Ph.D. and publisher, Teleomotrics
In r tional. All rights reserved.,

1 58

TOTAL SCORE
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PROJECT S.E.L.F. WORKSHEET

WHAT SHOULD Wt BRING?

SITUATION: LOST ON THE MOON

L-10
Gade 6

GROUP WORKSHEET

Working as a group, you are to decide together on one group

rank for each item, that best represents the opinion of your 'group..: You are to'

have a group discusvion and ,come to a group decision.

..

Group
Rank

N.A.S.A. i Absolute
Rank 1Difference

Box of.matches

1 Food concentrate

, 50 feet of nylon rope .

Parachute si l k ,

Portable heating unit

Two .45 caliber pistols

One case of dehydrated milk if

Two 100-pound tanks of oxygen

Stellar map (of themoon s constellations)

Self-inflat ng life raft
.

Magnetic compass

5 gallons of water

Si gnal fl ares .

First-aid kit containing injection needles

'Solar-powered FM receiver-transmitter
.

TOTAL SCORE



TEACHER KEY

LOST ON THE MOON

(Grade 6)

cilben students have decided upOn their individual rankings and their

group rankings, reveal the N.A.S.A. rankings.

The answers below were based on N.A.S.A.'s best judgments given the

information and knowledge available to them at that time%

,

L-10

15 Box of matches

Food concentrate

50 feet of nylon rope

Little or no Lige on moon.

Supply daily food required. (---/

Useful for climbing and for
tying things together.

4

6

8 Parachute silk Shelter again sun's rays.

13 Portable heating dnit Useful only if party lande'd on dark side.

11 Two :45 caliber pistols

Dehydrated milk

Self-propulsion devices could be made
from them.,

Food, mixed with water for drinking.12

1 Two tanks of oxygen Fills respiration requirement.

3 Stellar map One of the principal means of finding
directions..

9 Life raft CO2 bottles for self-propülsion across
chasms.

14 Magnetic compass Probably no magnktized poles; thus usless.

Five gallons.of water Replenishes loss by sweating.. 2

10 Signal flares Distress call when line of sight is
possible.

7 First-aid kit Oral pills or injection valuable.

FM transceiver Distress signal transmissionpossible
to mother ship.
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TITLE:

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

MATERIALS:

L-n
EARN YOUR CARDS LEADERSHIP/PROCESS Grade 4 lh7
To insure that students do Task and People Jobs while participating in
a discussion.

Students obtain leadership cards by doing the job described in each
card while participating in a small group discussion.

Packet of leadership cards for each studnt and any miterials for
Leadership/Content lesson selected.

PROCEDURE:'

I. Select the content of the lesson. (See lesson alternatives identified
as "Leadership/Content".)

2. Introduce the content of the lesson to the class.

3. Divide the class into groups of 7 or 8 students.

4. Introduce the process activity of "earn your cards".

a. Place a large deck of leadership cards in the middle of each group
face up. The deck should contain approximately ten times as many
'cards as the nuplper of students in the group. Stack the deck so
that Gives Idea's), Asks Questions, and Encourages Others cards are
at the top wiV1 most of the Summarizes cards toward the end.

b. Explain the rules of the game:

(I) Cbject"is to take as many cards as possible.

(2) To take a card, the student must do what the card indicates
in the discussion.

(3) Cards must be taken in order.

(4) You may do any of the other leadership jobs* any time but
you may not take a card for them unless the job you do and
the top card match.

Variation: Students may be'seated in a circle and a "mouth" (see
Communications lesson "The Mouth") may be passed in one direction
around the circle. Only the person with the "mouth" may speak, and
anyone who has *thing to say may simply pass the mouth on.

DISCUSSION:

1.4iNhat cards were the hardest to pick up? Why?

2. Who got the most cards?

3. Who got the most Gives Ideac cards?

4. Who got the most Askslluestions carli?

5. Who got the most Encourages Others cards?,

1 P..
4. le 2
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L-12

TITLE: OBSERVE LEADERSHIP/PROCESS Grade 5

GOAL: To help the children learn to identify thel various task and maintenance
leadership roles.

ABSTRACT: During a group discussion or a group actiOty, a few students are asked
to observe and note the occurrence of Task and People Jobs.

, MATERIALS: Any materials required for Leadership/Cobtent lesson chosen to be used
with this lesson, student observation sheets.

PROCEDURE:

k. Sel6ct the content of the lesson. (See lesson alternatives identified
as "Leadership/Cont t".)

2. Int"roduce content less'ç to students.

3. Expl.ain process of observation with following statement:

a. During this ettivity (or discussion), some of you will be observers.
You will each have ari observation sheet. Everytime you see a
behavior that is described on your sheet, you will make a mark or
a tally on your sheet. Be prepared to share your observations at
.the end of our lesson.

4. There are several possibilities for observation sheets.

a. 4pserver focuses on one student and tallies any Task or People Job
Behavior.

b. ,Obterver focuses on one job, (such as "Asks Questions") and makes a
tally each time the behavior Occurs in the group.

c. The observer focuses on one job (such as "Asks Questions") and
writes down the name of "fg student who did tbe job.

d. The observer focuses on Task Jobs and makes'a tally in the appro-
priate box each time one-B7t'Fi-fask behaviors occurs in the group.

The observer focuses on People Jobs and makes a tally in the appro-
priate box each-time one of ,the people behaviors occurs in the group.

DISCUSSION:'

I. ,Discuss observation sheet dtta.

2. Who did the different leadership job?

3.. Wh4ch were the easiest?

4. Which were the hardest? Why? '

5 Hpw could we encourage students in this class to do Task and People
Jobs during other class activities?
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TITLE:

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

4

a

L-13

ADVISOR LEADERSHIP/PhOCESS Grade 6

To help students do Task and People Jobs by allowing them to confer
and plan their behavior with an "alter ego". -To allow children to
work in small groups while allowing the whole class to participate.

During a group discussion or a group activity, each group member has
another student who sits behind him as an advisor. The advisor
observes the group and periodically confers with the group member.

Any materials'required for Leadership/Content lesson chosen to be used
with this lesson.

1: Select the content of the lesson. (See lesson alternatfves identified
as "Leadership/Content".)

1'. Introduce-content lesson to students.

3. Introduce function of advisors:

a. Each group.member will have one student assigned to him who will
beffis special advisor. Your advisor will sit behind you and
observe and take notes. When the teacher calls ;time out", the
discussion will stop and each team will get together to discuss'
the process of the group using Task and People Jobs as well as the
content of the lesson. At that time, the advisor can make comments
or suggestions to the partner. Then the discUssion will resume..
There will be a total of time-outs during pe discussion.
Each time-out will last minutes.

What the advisor looks for and makes suggestions about can be structured
as follows:

a. How is the member doing in the group?. Is he getting to say what he \.

wants to say? Are there ways he dan assist the group?

b. Use Advisors.during Play Your Cards (Lesson No. L-2). Advisor can
make suggestions on how the member.can use his cards in the discus-
sion or activity.

c. Use AdVisors during Play A Role (Lesson No. L-11). Advisor can maim
suggestions as to how the group member can better perform his
assigned role in the group.

5. After 15 minutes and two time-outs, the roles of paiticipant and
observer are exchanged.

DISCUSSION:

r. How well did your group work ogether? Why?

2. How can it work better?

3. Did everyone get a chance to talk? If Kiti t, why?

4. Did it help to have an advisor? How?
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TITLE:

GOAL:

'ABSTRACT:

MATERIAL:

PROCEDURE:

1.

2.

3.

4.

.L-I4

SECRET BIDS LEADERSHIP/CONTENT Grades 4, 5, 6

To provide an interesting activity for practicing leadership roles.
To be used only with one of the Leadership/Process lessons.

Given X amount,of money, small groups must decide how to divide this
money to bid on various items.

None.

THIS LESSON IS ONLY TO BE USED WITH A LEADERSHIP/PROCESS LESSON.

aivide class into _groups. (Teacher's choice)

Introduce process activity. (Teacher's choice)

IntroduCe the content or task to the group:

a. Each group receives $100 as a "bank balance."

b. A list of six items is posted on the board. (Suggested.items:
(1) a million dollars,; (2) lots of friends; (3) one Ireally

good close friend; (4) being the best at any one thing you
want; (5) being super smart; (6) a vacation for your whole
family in Hawaii; (7)-good health Oroughout your lit
(8) changing your appearance eb look\like your favorit movie
star; (9) the powers of SuperMan; (10) your own fairy god-

.

mother.,

c Each item will be credited to the group that bids the most for it.
The amount that each group will bid for each item will be-discussed
and decided in a 15-minute session. At the end of this session,
each group will hand,to the teacher a secret bid recording all six
items and the amount that the group has decided to bid for each.
Each item must be bid on and the minimum bid is $1.00. All bids
must be in terms of dollars only. No-dollar-and-cents bids will
be accepted. .

The teacher will then post the amount that each group has bid on
each item. The group submitting the highest bid gets credit for
that itffm. It may be possible for one group to get credit for
more than one item. It may be possible for a group to get
credit for no items.

DISCUSSION':

1. Why`did your group bid the way it did?

2. What is the most important item listed? Why?



TITLE:

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

2.

L-15

ARCHITECT LEADERSHIP/INFLUENCE Grades 4, 5, 6

To increase individual satisfaction by allowing students to contribute
to a group effort. To increase cohesion by allowing students to
participate suCtessfully in group problem-solving.

Given a set'of materials, teams construct a building that is rated
by judges.

Set of common materials, such as scissors, tape, glue, twa boxes,
egg carton, three trays, four paper cups, newspaper and ice cream
sticks.

Divide students into four groups.

Explain the tisk to the four,groups and hand out the materials to
each group.

a. Give each group a set of materials.

b. Each group is to build something using all their materials. They
will have 30 minutes to plan and construct their design. Before
building, they must write their plans and show them to the
teacher.

c. Each group's construction will be judged according to the
following criteria which are announced to the whole class
before building begins: Height (exact measurement of height);
ssurdiness; beauty or attractiveness; and how closely the design
'follows the original plans.

When all groups have completed their projects or the allotted time
-hai run out, students are to vote for.the best one, using the above
criteria. Students May not vote for 110eir own group. '

DISCUSSION:

1. How did you feel about working with your group,on this project?

6
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TITLE: CATEGORIES LEADERSHIP/INFLUENCE Grades 4, 5, 6

GOAL: To increase individual satisfaction by allowing studentS to
contribute to a group effort. To increase cohesion by allowing
students to successfully pa-rticipate in group problem-solving.

ABSTRACT: Children work in small groups'and collectively complete a word puzzle.
Each group tries to come up with solutions different from the solutions
of the other groups.

MATERIALS: 5" x 5" blank matrix for each student.

PROCEDURE:

1. Divide the class into small groups of 5-6 students each and pass out
a blank matrix to each student.

2 Explain the task in the following manner:

a. "You are to try to complete a word puzzle. You will note that
there are 6 squares across and 6 squares down, a total of 36
squares. You are to try to complete this puzzle by putting one
word in each of 25 squares.

b. _"Although you are seated in your group, we want each individual
person to work on this puzzle for 5 minutes alone. Then when you
get together with your group, you will already have thought of
some answers yourself.

c. "Now this is how you will know which words to put in the blanks.
Across the top, write these 5 categories." (See following
examples.) "Now down the side, write the 5 letters of this. word."
(Teacher thjnks of a 5-letter word.) "Thijikpf answers to the
category that begin with the letter and writ* the answer in the

- appropriate square.

d. "You will Oave 5 minutes to work on ihis puzzle individually."

3. After the five minutes have elapsed, tell the students: 1 4

a. "Now you will get together with your group. One person will be
the secretary and take a blank matrix and write the group's
decision as to what words go in the squares.

(I) "Later when we score this, we will give alobint to the
team(s) that has an answer that DIFFERS from the other groups. -

For example, if the block in question is foods beginning with
an "L" and the answers are:

Group I - lemon
Group 2 - lettuce
Group 3 - lemon
Group 4 - lettuce
Gr7up 5 - lima beans

"Group 5is the only'group that gets a point. So, if you
have more than one answer for a square, pick the one that
you think the other groups will not think of..

(2) "This is to be a group effort. Work together as a sgroup to

share your ideas. Vote as a group on which answer you think .

is best. And, if that answer doesn't get you a point, DO NOT
PUT DOWN the person who suggested that answer. You all voted
on it and it was your group's decision.

b. "Itu will have 10 minutes for the groups to fill an the group puzzle."
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5

4. Share and score..

DISCUSSION:

I. How did you feel when the group used one of your ideas?

2. Did you participate as much as the others in the group? If not,
why not?

3. Did you feel included?

4. 'Use with other subjects.

Stat,es

Cities

Countries .

Capitals

Presidents

Example:

Sample List of Categories

Flowers Things to live in

Vegetables Furniture

Animals 'Things that are written

Birds Things that are read

Fish Clothing

_

A .

.
,

Flowers Poppy
,

Carnation

Vegetables

__-

Pumpkin Eggplant

....

Cauliflower

Animals . Aardvark
t

Elephant

Birds
,

Condor

Fish Perch
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TITLE:

90AL':

L-17

WHO INFLUENCES US? LEADERSHIP/INFLUENCE Grades 4,.5, 6
Norps

For students to become aware of the kinds of students who have
fluence in their claSsroom:

en a list of detcriptions of variious kinds of students, class
cusses anddecideS how much influence these kinds of students

%I.iould have in their-classroom.

List of descriptive siatements.NATERIALS::

PROCEDURE:

1. Individually, students aN given a list of reasons why certain people
-may have influence over "§ther pqpple in a ,classroom. See examples
on following ,page.)

,They- are to: -

a., 'Sort the reasons into three groups: YES if they agree with
P

these reas.ons 'and feel these kinds of 'people do influence others -

in>the ctassroom; ,NO,if they disagree with these reasons;
arid SO SO for all the reasons in the ,middle.

or .. k . ( .

b: Rank the reasons . from ii; the thing.they think is most impor.tant
in having power tn the classrodm, to #10, the thin9.they think
is least important.

.

Students join into groUps of 10 students each (3 classroom grotps),to
discuss and summarize the results. This does not.have to be a
.cOnsensus, but a chance to organize thi1'r ideas in some' kind of
summary form.

3; A spokesman for each group preSentsthe findings of his _group tp the -

rest of theclass:

DISCUSSION:
a

I. Enco4rage- the iclass' to develop a litt of norms or rules, fromi the lists
that4will 'help. people 'have more power if they f6llow them.

',Encourage a .dritical evalUation bf the reasons. Ask the ch'il drew
these are good redtons for getting influende and if they proMe
educational goals.

169
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PROJECT S.E.L.F. WORpHEET

WHO INFLUENCES US?

L-17

Do you always do what other kids asK you to do?

0; you always thfnk abOut what other kids'think of ./o.u?

Probably not - lorsALL kids - but there are some'people that are very important to
t you - that influence you. What are these kids like?, -Herb is a list of reasons

ttttother people have said are important reasons they are influenced by others.

1. This person is really smart and gets good grades.

.This person is a.good'fighter.

3. This person is very friendly.

4. This person has a lot of good ideai and knows FIL to ss pen.

5. This erson is or'ie of your best'friends and p ays with you 0 lot.

, 6. Th7 person gets alongwith the,teach* really,well.

7. This pesort dOesn't start fights fed doesillt 'bu'ig other people.

8 This person'is,really popular.with the other kids.

9. This person is really good looking..

10. .This person does you a lot of favors nd even giVes xou things.
P

Tpis-perkh is big and strong.

12. Thi person can do a lot of thingS really well.

13. This person fg. good at spcirts.

14._ This person-never choOs or cuts anyone down.
.14

15., This person has a lot of things and a lot of money.

16. This person gets into a lot of trouble'but is a fyhny-person.

17. This person Will get a lot of ki.ds7after you if you4dom't do it
(whatever they tell ',you to.do).

18. ,This person isn't afraid to do thfngs_diff&ently from the way others
°have done theM.

I.

19.--This person doesn'tese or bother other people.

180
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4 CLASSROOM NORMS
by Edward F. Vacha

Norms are shared expectations that govern the conduct Aindividuals.
Norms are niquely social. \*They.are-always the productof group interaction
and they a always consensual. 'That is, norms are shared by most group members,
they are ften followed.even by.group members who' do not agree with them, and-

.

'they rema n in force only sci long as.most group members support them by conform-,
inn tb them. In this respect, norms'are subject to change whenever groulo members,im
inte-ract. Each time an individual conforms to a norm he supports and strengthens
that norm because othei-s observe his behavior and thereby haVe evidence that the
snorm'is still in,force.; Similarly, each time groUp members observe an individual
violate* the norm without being i5unished, the norm is weakened.

. Norms arecreated throup a process of natural selection. When group mem-
bers encounter a problem their group has not previouslyesolvedc, such as attempt-
ing to acnieye a new goal.or complete a task never previously.undertaken by the
group, individuals will adopt patterns of behavior that are effective through
trial and error.- When grouR members observe others successfully dealing with
the problem, they are likely to adoptthe pme behavior themselves; If the
behavior continues to be successful, more;cand more group members will adopt-it,
and toiley will eventually.come to expect all group )Dembers to adopt it.. In fact,
they may-even develop a rule which specifies that all group meikers should 'adopt'
that behavior. 6

. My oWn research with primary grade studerits prOvides an illustration Of the
- formation of student norms. Most of the second and third grade students at one

of the schools I. observed-were playing kickball at recess whenever possible.
There were four.distinct play-groups, each of which tried to,play kickball' during
most recesses, and each of which wanted to play Only amongst themselves. However,
there were only twq ol'aying fields which were suitable for kickball. As a result,
the student groups often wanted,to use the same field at the same time, but they
refused to play with members from other groups. This comOetition for. suitable
playing spaces resulted in filany playground disputes and fights.

At first; individual students att.emptedto secure a Rlayinillfield-4qctheir
play.group by force; they attempted to occupy a field and defend it from members
of other play groups by forcibly excluding hem. However, this sojution to the
problem led to fights and fighting was punished. Furthetirore, when fights did .

occur, the teachers on...ulard duiy" usually insisted that the two competing groups1,
must share the field 4nd play together. Later on, students who had the ball to
.be used in the gaMe tried to solve th't problem by claiming the right to include
and exclude players of their choice on the groundsithat they had the ball and -
should therefore organizetthe 'game and"teams. However, this strategy also
resulted in fjghts and disputes whenever students from each 'group had their own
ball.

Finally, over a Period Of vieks, tht students ad ted a north for asigning ,

ownership'of the field. The studetnts from each play g oup who ha ball raced
to the field and bounced the ball pn each base w ile chanting, r!tlip, tap, we have
the field." The first student who bounced the a 1 on each base secured the
field for Os team. - /



This-nonn. solved the students' problem because it provided a clear-cut way
to determine which group should.get the field without attracting the attention
of yard duty teachers who would insist that the field be shared. As long as the
students from each group accepted and supported this norm, they eliminated the
fighting that led to the "yard. duty" teacher insisting that all groups share the
field. This norm was so.effective that it became a part of the'play culture of
orimary grade students. It was first adopted in 1973 and, as pf this writing
.(1977), -it is still being used by primary grade students at the school in
question. 40

1.

-\ Typical Problems Stewing_ From Student Norms

Mistng, Norms For .Individual Psychological Problems '

Norms are grovp'agreements, but they are usually mantfested in individual
behavior because they shape and guide the psychological processes of each group
member. They not only influence overt behavior, but they also influence students"
thinking, their evaluations or-feelings, and.their perceptions of their physiCal
and ocial envi'mnment. Because norms affect.individual psychological processes
and because they are manisfested in the actions of individual group' members, it is
tempting to focus on the individual's psycholo6 rather 'than the social group
when norms produce Problems in the school. for example, in the casa of the kick-
ball players desgribed above, the teacher's often trilp to deal.with the fighting
over playing fields by focusing on individual students. They became convinced
that the probleM occurred because some students were overly aggresive, and they
tried to eliminate the Problem through the use af punishment,of-students who
fought on the f.ltlayground. However, this technique.did not solve thi problem.
As long as ttie students' had no way to allocate the playing fields', they continued
to fight. The prablem.was a social problem, and the students finally solved it
themselves with Puniqueipy-social solution., they developed a consensual norm
that eliminated disputes and fighting.

yiolations of Taken7For-Graed Norms

Dealing with student norms is paetitularly difficult because many of them
are'taken far .granted. Every group has some formal norms which most members
recognize and can verbalize in the form of rules, but they also have many taken-
'for-granted norms that most .members are unable,to describe or verbalize in the
form of.rules,

These norms are' routinely followed and rarely violated, but when they are
violated, group members respond bY punishing the violator insome way. Some-
times:students who Yre punished or harassed by their classmates for no apparent
reason have accidentally .viol-ated taken-for-granted student norms. Because
students cannot verbalize 'the nOrm, the teacher attempting to deal with the
problemflmay. be misled into,assuming hat the problem is either an individual
problem.of'theharassed.student or that it occurs because the other students ,

simply enjoy harassing him. When students are punished for violating taken-for-
granted norms, it is particularly triipting to attempt to solve the probleM by.'
focusing on individuals and attempting to change ;heir behavior. But, _as long
as t:hejtakerrfor-granted norm remains in force and the harased student continues
to vielate it, the problem will bedifficult if not impossible to solve througll,
the use of techniques afted'at changing individual b9havior.

p.
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On the other hand, problemsestemming from the violitiOn of taken-for-
granted norms can ofUp be solvedquite easily if the teacher recognizes the
problem for what it AR. Such problems can often be solved in a single discus-
sion period in which the classroom group works to discover and verbalize its
taken-for-granted norms. Once the harassed student learns theenorm he is
violating, he can adjust his behavior accordingly and avbid punishment by con-
forming to the taken-for-granted norm.

The Existence of Counter-Norms That Impede Learning

Student norms can impede learning if they run counter to the.goals of
education. Students sometimes ievelop counter-norms which limit student partic-
ipation in class and which discourage students from taking an' active interest in
their school work. In extreme cases, students who participate in class'discus-
sions, raise their hands to answer the teacher's questions, or attempt to excel
in their studies are labeled "teacher's pets" and are punished.or excluded from
participation with the rest of their classmates. In these classes, those who
defy the teacher'or who in some other way demonstrate their opposition to school
and teachers may.be rewarded by their classmates, and they may bkome-student
leaders.

Often students follow such counter-norms, notibecause the9 believe the norm
is right or correct for them, but because they are afraid of the disapproval of
their classmates. Sometimes such norms persist even though the majority of the
students disagree witthem.This condition ,has been labeled "pluralistic
ignorane"; 'each-group member disapproves of the norm, but they all think that
the rest of the gi-oup supports the horm and are afraid to voice their disapproval
or violate the norm because they believe the other group 7mpers will punish th

Studehts in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades ofteh maintain norMs which
impede learning thrOugh pluralistic ignoruce.. These students are particUlarly,
5ensitive to pressui-e to conform from their peer group because they,value
acceptance by their classmates very highly. They are often afigaio test
porms'because they would rather conform to,a rigid and narriv set of mbrms th4a
risk disapproval from their classmates. Once students discover* that many-of "
their classmates also disapprove of the norm, they will be wilLing to att
violating it, apd, if they are not punished, the norm,will be weakened
eventually dropped.

The Existence of Overly Rigid or Narrow Ranges of Acceptable Ele'havi/ors

Student norms can also cause problems in the classroom if they limit stu- -

dents to a narrow.range of acceptable behavior, dress, and/or appearanCe.' Stu-
olients sometimes punish their classmates if they do not act,,look or-dress in.the:,
".cookrect" manner-. These norms are particularly hard on students who are Unable
to change their appearance, dress or behavior,* Through no fault of thelr own,
they are punished fqr violating a norm to which they dannot conform. Furthermore,
because students do not want to be identified with others who do not have the
"correce or "in".dress, behavior, or appearance, many students whq would normally
befriend these.others will avoid them even when they disapprOve of the norm.
Su6 norms are often maintalned through pluralistic ignorancl or throudh accept-
ance of-overly figid standards.. Once studenadiscover that`such norms are not
cohsidered iri,ght" by many of their classmates they will be willing to assoFT.ite



with those who cahnot tç such norms. Classroom discussions aimed at discover-
ing student norms, exposing examples of pluralistlit ignorance, and encouraging
tolerance kwider range of behavior, dress and appearance, can often eliminate
these pr els-rather quickly.

Confl cts Befween TeacheP*EXpectationt and Student Norms

Most teachers have rather definite expectations 'fbr students in their class--
om, and they often attempt to encourage students to meet these expectations by

.ek.tab1ishing a set of classroom rules of conduct. Hloweveri' merely listing one's
expctations as rules and insisting that all student members must follow them
do not make these expectations parttof the students' normative system. Stabnts
may develop their own norms which conflict with teacher expectations, and they
may punish students who meet tiecher expectations (and thereby violate student
norms).

4:

When this conflict between-teacher expectations and student norms occurs,
students often,Tost develop some means.to avoid student punishmeot and-the -

teacher's disapproval at the same time. Often students solve this dilemma by
following the teacher's rules only when th teacher is observing them:and by
publicly demonstrating thei allegiance t the student prms by conforming to
.the teacher's' rules on a supè.ficial level while critie9zing the rules and
rewarding students with the courage to violate them. In such situations, the
teacher is often afraid to let the students work or play independently because
he cannot trust them to meet his expectations, and the students may complain
that "the teacher always bosses us around.".

One way to avoid or reduce conflict between teacher expectations and stu-
dent norms of classroom conduct is to involve students in the development-of
classroom norms. Norms and ruleskare collective solutions to prOlems. If the
teacher explciins the problems need'ing solutions, rather than merely presenting
the students with a list of rules, the students will necognize-the need for
classroom norms. In most,such cases, the students will be willing to help the
teacher develdp classroom norms if they are convinced that a problem exists..
Of course, if the teacbec,cannot provide a convincing case for 'thi need of a
norm or flale of conduCt, fhe students may not be willing to c eate a classroom,
norm.

.However, sometimes clai'sroom rules are instituted tery teachers without a

valid reason or need. Such ru.les may Ave been needed to solve a problem
encountered by other classes in the past, 'and it is tempting to maintain these
rules long after the need Ar them has-disappealBd. Superfluous rules produce'
student resentment,,and they are often resisted15y students on the grounds th4f
the/ale arbitrary and-limit student freedom of action for no useful purposg...

Periodic class diScussions should help the teacher eliminate,outO"-date
rules, and, when consensus between student norms and teacher expectations is
achieved, students will support and strive to follow-classroom rules because
\they are enforced by their classmates as well as the tAcher.
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IMPROVING,2CASSROOM NORMS

The Project S.E.L.F. program for improving classroom norms is designed
around the goals of clarifying students' take-for-granted norms, developing
norms that.support individual diversity, clarifying student norms and recon-
ciling them'with teach& expectations, and teaching students how norms are
developed. In addition, the filmstrip "Classrodm Norms" introduces the concept
"norm" to the students and provides them with a simple explanation of the
concept. A

-These lessons are divided into "core" and suppitementary lessons. The core
lessons are designed to provide the basic instructional component for solving
problems stemming from student norms in "typical" classrooms. The supplementary
leSsons may be.used in addition.to the core lessons in classrooms that have par-
ticularly severe problems. Also, since many of the norms lessons are-not effec-
tive most of the students have already been exposed to them, the supplementary
lessons`l,hould be used instead of the core lesSons in classes in which most of
the students have pgrticipated 7 the Project S.E.L.F. program; during the previous

,year. When these suPplementary lessons are used for classrooms with particularly
.seVere problems, they shpuld be conducted in addition to the core lessons. The-

diagnostic test described in the next sectiZ-ri should be used to determine whethen
or not-there is a need for'supplementary lessons.

Sequencing and Schedulinp:Norms Les;Nalis

The core lessons should be conducted in the sequence in wiliCh they appear
in this hanabook. A-

The first three lessons and the filmstrip "Classroom Norms" should be pre-

gSle
sented during a three-we period devoted to classroom norms. It is pafticularly .

important to,expose the s nts to the filmstrip'and the first three lessons in
as shart a tfte Span as pas ible. The concept "norms" is quite abstract and
difficult for students 'in the fourth thrOugh sixth grades to grasp. Frequent
Irepetition of the initial lessons following exposure to the filmstrip should
provide the 'necessary repetition for the students to develop a grasp of this
difficult concept.' .

* The other core lessons may be conducted throughout the school year. The

504gested schedule for conducting lessons at,the front of .this handbook may be
used as a guide for sequencing the norms lestons:

The supplementarY lesson should also be conductedjn the sequence in:which
they appear.in the handbook. If:they are used to supplement the,core lessonS,

, they shpuld be Cond4cted after the Students haVe been exposed to the filmstriP
and the' filM"threlp6ore
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DIAGNOSING STUDENT NORMS

t-

The following diagnostic survey is designed for teadhers to use to deter.-
mine whether d1 not their classrooms have social problems stemming from student
norms. Norms are not easily discovered; no group will have complete unanimity
concerning *hat is."the right way to act". Furthermore; the existence of taken-
for-granted\ norms .and "pluralistid ignorance" makes it impossible for students
to verbalize all of their norms. As a result, the following survey does not
measure norms direqly. Rathert it asks gstudent to indicate what he thinks
Is the group norm. However, individual beha *ior is always the product of Th-e
individual's perception of group norms. If most students believe their class-
room group has a particular norm, they will conform to it regardless of whether
or not their belief Or perception is correct.

If you wish to determine whether or not the'normative structure of your
classroom has been improVed or clarified durin-g the school year, you may
readminister the survey at the end of the year and compare the-post-test scores
to the pre-test scores.

the Classroom Norms Survey

The survey "Classfloom Norms" consitts 4 four sentence completions. They
may be vored according to the following key:In

4

SurveyUtem

I. Most students in this class ...

a. don't like you if you look different or act
differently from the others.

b. like-you even if you look different or act
differently.

If the teacher like's ,you

a. fost of the students will not like you.

b. most of the students in the class will like you,
too.

3. If you putse your\hand in class a-lot, or if you
know trle ahswers to-Most of the questions the
teacher asks ...

a. the other students in the class will like you.

b. the other students in the class will think you
are "showing off" and they won't like you.

4. In my glass, most of the students believe ...

a. it is good to work hard in school.

b. only a "teacher's pet" or a "sissy" would
want to work hard ifi,school.
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Each item is designed to measure a different aspect of the class's per-
ception of their norms. Item one tells the teacher whether or not the students
believe the class norms support indlvidual diversity. Item two indicates
whether or not there is a norm limiting student affection fbr teachers. Item
three serves to indicate whether or not students believe there is a class norm
which supports participation in class discussions. Item four measures whether
ray not th9 students believe the class norms support academic achievement.

This survey does not measure every aspect of student norms. However,.it
does identify the existence of class norms (or students' belief,in the existence
of class norms) which impede learning, limit student participation, or limit the
range of acceptable student behavior and appearance.

Administering the-Classroom Norms Survey

The attached sample may be used as a duplicating master fcrr makinga
Thermofax ditto master or it may be directly duplicated if you have access to a
direct copying machine.

Administer this survey after the tenth week of school. Readthe direc-
tions to the students. Be sure to also read-each item to-the studghts to make
it as easy as possible for students who do not read well to answer correctly
the survey jtems. Be sure the students work privately, and instruct them to
avoigigvussing their answers. Tell the students t to put their names on
theitsurveys in order to 'encourage them to Answer asN.estly as possible. ,

Scoring the Classroom Norms Survey

Each student may receive up to four points; therefore, a class of thirty
can receive up to 120 points. It is the classroom score which must be computed.
The attached score sheet may be used to record students' surveys.

- Analyzing the Data

Based on our expertpAce in administering this survey to ten Project S.E.L.F.
classe*and ten control-froup classes, an "ideal" class should receive at least
seventy-five percent of the total possible'points on this survey. TheriTorev a
class with thirty stUdents should receive at least ninety points. If your class
receives less than seventy-five percent of the total possible points, you may
wish to consider conducting the supplementary,leons in addition to the core
lesspns.

You may also wish to examine your class's score on each item. Again,
based on our past experience with this survey,-a class score of less than
seventy-fiveYpercent of thip possible points on any given item indicates that
specific norms or students' perception of these norms need improvement.
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Observation Guide.

The discovery of student norms is very difficult because norms are usually
taken, for granted and rarely stated. Such norns may only be appaeent when
violators are.punished. Qne way to.discover student'norms is to try to develoP
what C. Wright. Mills has termed .the "sociological imagination." That is, when .

conflict, harassment of. students, or disruption occurs in the classroom or on
the playground, try to ignore the personalities involved, and ask yourself what
kinds of behaviors most often lead to these problems. Often what at)first
Appears to be a series of unrelated dTsputes may actually turptout'tb be a
consistent pattern of disrUption when a certain line of action is pursued in a
-certain situation. That line of action may be a violation of some taken-for-
granted student norms.

Also, try to determine what student.norms of fairness are and be alert ,

for any conflicts between student norms of fairness and your own standards. of
fairness. For example, in the case of the primary grade kickball players des-
.cribed in the preceding'teacher's guide, the students ana teacher did not share
the same standards of fairness. The teachers believed the me0ers of different
play-groups should share playing fields and equipment and consi4ered the students'
attempts to exclude certain groups from their activities as 'unfair." Howevgr,,
from the students'Apoint of view, the teachers were. "unfair.' The play-grolips

were quite different in terms of the age and athletiC abilities of the members.
Students,in play-groups Composed of older, more Skillful players resented having
to play with younger, less skillful players becaute the members of the less-
'advanced play-group were soinept that they slowed downLthe-pace of the game
and made it boring. On the other hand, members of theless skillful play-grbupS
also resented.being forced to play with-other play-groups because these more

. skillful players made the game too difficult and 'bossed them around." In short,

.when teachers and students do not share the same norms or standards of fairness;
considerable dissatisfaction' and hoitility may be engendered on both sides.
What at first may appear to be a fair decision to an a&ilt may turn out to be
very unfair. when examined.from the standpoint of the children. When teacher
and students are in conflict_pyer what is fair, the teacher:may be viewed as
arbitrary and unreasonable by fhe'stimients. If this view persists, student
resentment may lead to di5ruptive behavior.

IN*
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CLASSROOM NORMS

Instructi,Rns

Do not put your name on this survey.

Pick the ONE answer ,ysif think.is best for each question and place an X

in the box by it.

3. If u are'not sure which answer is the best one, make your best guess..

4. REM R.: THERE IS NO RIGHT OR WRONG ANSWER.

5. Be sure to answer each question.

Sample: The thing I like most about school is

ED lunch

P.E.

a

1. Most students ill this class...

Ea don't like you if you look different or act differently from

. the'others.

0 like yoy even if you look different oract differentlY.

2, .If thf teacher likes you.,.

LI most,of the .students will not liy you:

C::: most of the studerits in the class will like You, too.

3.) If you raise your hand in tlass a lot, or if you .knowthe-answers to

most of ,the questions the teacher asks... .

Jrn

the other students in the class will like you.

the other students int e class will think yOu are "showing off"

a.

and they won't:like you.

4. In my class most of the students believe....

it is good to work hard in school.

71 only a "teacher's pet" or a "sissy" would want to i4ork.hard in

school.

A
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SCORE SHEET FOR "CLASSROOM NORMS

Place tally mark for each point your class scores on each i em.

IteM Tal y Marks,

3. ,

CLASS TOTAL.i

Total. Possible Percent of
(one point for Total Points

Total each survey) Possible .

.4

182
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TITLE: DOES IT BUG YOU? NORMS Grades 4, 5, 6

GOAL: To help students identify and share classroom norms of conduct and
behavior.

-

ABSTRACT: Students complete a survey,of objectional behavidrs
which is then summarized and presented to the &ss.

MATERIALS: Student worksheets.

PROCEDURE:

1. Add any behaviors to the list which currently "bug" people in the
classroom or at recess.

2. Give students the worksheet questionnaire that lists some of the
reasons that stddents may reject other students or some of the
reasons why students get into trguble with classmates.

Read each question to the class before they choose the five things
that "bug" them the most.- Ask students for furthAthings that bug
them; write.these on the board.

4. Have the class circle the five things that bug thed the most. If

one of the five is an item written on the board, have the students
write it at the bottom of the li,st and circle it.

5. When they have chosen five items, instruct the class to write On the
back of the worksheet the thingS they think "bug" the teacher the most.

While students are filling out the worksheet, write the list on the
board in abbreviated ,form.

7. Tabulate on the board the number of times boys versus girls said each
item bugged them.' Have all students,add the two numbers together and
write the grand total 'for each question on their worksheet.

DISCUSSION:

I. Were you surprised that,this behavior does/does TiOt bug people? ,

2. Do you see anY similarities or differences between what bugged boyS
and girls?

3 If someone discovers today.that he/she does something that "bugs"
other students in this class, what can he/she cicii about it?

4. How do you feel about people who do those things?

5. What can we do when people do the things that bugcus?'

6 Share.andidiscuss what bugs the teacher the most.
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.)ROJECT S.E4.F. WORKSHEET

DOES IT BUG YOU?

N-I

Circle the five (5) things listed below that bug you the most. On the back of
ts sheet, write five things that you think bug the teacher the most.

DOES IT [hip You ..

if someone bosses other people around?

if someone acts silly all *the time?

if sOmeone has to be the center of attention?
.

if s-omeone is sliy a.nd never talks?

if soineon'e has-to h'ave his/her way all the time?

if some,one is smarter' than you are?

if someone won't share his/her things with you?

.if someone can do thfligs that you have troubles wjth?

f someone wears newerclothes than you?

if someone doesn't,know how to dress?.
0L

if someone is a slbopy dresser?

k

.if someone isn't clean?

if someone gets i4 fights a lot?

if someone gets upikt too easily?

if someone calls yo4 names?

if someone always pokes or hits at you?
d

if someone tells secrets:to another student while you are around?

if someone sOres at you?
\\

.

if someone is alwaysttling" to the teacher?
, 0

if someone answers a cit, of questions in- class?



4-2

TITLE: DON'T PUSH OUR BUTTON NORMS Grades 4, 5,

GOAL To help students discover classrOom norms of conduct.

ABSTRACT: Students develop 4 list of things that "push our button" (cause, disputes).
They then forMulate rules which, if followed, would avoid such situations.

MATERIALS: Artpaterials for making five to eight large posters. f

PROCEDURE:

I. Explain to students that certain thingsWe do almost always make others
angry. These things 4toush their but0e-and thereby start fights.
Stress that pushing buttons cause's problems and not fun.

2. Write on the board places or situa4tions where buttons gets, pushed;
for example:'

a. In class while working in grvups.

$. In class while' Working indiifctually.

c. In the cafeteria.

d. At recess.

e. While lining up.

f. Going to and frqm school,:

Select enough places (categOrfes) so thatthere is one for each small
group that will be formed la*.in the l8son..

3. On the blackboard, list all ,things.that the students say "push their-
buttons".under each of the place headings.

4. Form enough student groupsiso that eachxoup may be randomly assigned
one place category from'the list.

5. Instruct the groups tovuSe the lists under their category to make and
illustrate a poster wafning people not to push their buttons. Use'the

following as an example' ancl rank norms in the order of importance.

DON'T/USH QUR BUTTON AT RECESS
by

calling_us names.

pushina us.

acting bossy.

acting stuck-up.

O not letting us play.

o t7aking our stuff.

O wrecie(ng our game.

O teasing us.

#

Color 4e "buttons" or circles of the three most important norms
redi Olor the three next most importaqt norms orange; the next

. etc.

4

While:students are making their posters,..the teacher is to make one-

aboA-what pushes his button in the classroom.
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3
7. Place posters in the classroom where everyone can see them.

DISCUSSION:

1. Why was the class asked to do this lesson?

2. How can this help us make more friends?

3. What do you think pushes the teacher's button in the.classroom?

If 6t1 grade students have had previous experience with this lesson, an
altertietiye lesson which meets the same objective is N-6.

187
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TITLE: DON'T TEAR ME APART * NORMS Grades 4, 5,, 6.

GOAL: To encourage children ti develop norms which discourage negative

comments, gut-downs, etc.

ABSTRACT: Children are read a story about a student who is "put down" or

"chopped" by others. Each time he is put down or chopped, a
silhouette of a boy is torn until it is in pieces.

MATE.RIALS:. Silhouette of a 'human figure, adhesive tape, and poster boar.91.

PROCEDURE:

1. Prepare a poster similar to the.one bn the next page and attach it.

to the,wall or bulleOn board in a place where it can be easily

reached an4, viewed by the whole class.

Staple the script in half pages to the back of the silhouette
(described on the next page), so that.it can be easily read while
holding the figure in frorfit of you.

Read the story to the class and tear off pieces of the figure
whenever negative things happen to.the main charadter. Pieces

should be numbered on the reverse side and torn off in numerical
order for easy reassembly.

4. When positive things begin to happen to the main character, tape .

remainder of the Silhouette to poster, using loops of adhesive tape,
and reassemble parts in order (sometimes two,pieces'at once) each ,

time a good thing happens.

The poster should be assemble4d neatly with the torn spots still
visible and left up in the classroom as a'reminder of how we can
often hurt people.

DISCUSSION:

What.happened in the story?

2 Brainstorm a list of person destroyers,(chops); person builders
(emphasize person builders).

3 Which kind of statement do ybu hear most in this class
person builders or person destroyers?

4. How can we matte sure that everyone in class'gets more person builders?

* Adapted from I.A.L.A.C. by Sidney Simon. For further information about current
values clarification publications and schedule of national workshops, contact
'Sidney Simon, Ed.D., Box 846, Leverett, Massachusetts 01054.

a
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colored
.- poster 41#

board

front of
silhouette

!OSTER DESIGN

pencil and
razor bl

marks

light
pencil
marks

_ script.

Cut an 18',% 24" humanoid si.lhouette from stiff tagboard.

rear of
silhouette

tit

On the back of the figure, draw ;ines to indicate.the ten pieces to be removed.
t

Trace the pencti. marks with an Exacto knife or.single-edge razor blade, cutting

- 3/4 of the way through' the p'aper to facilitate tearing.pieces off.

3. Outline the silhOuette on a 24" x 30" piece of colored poster board.

)
Xeeping.the front side of the silhouette up, make approximate dupl'cation on

,i

the poster of the pieces., to be removed from the silhouette. Numb

7

the pieces

on the back of the silhouette and on the'corresponding space on .. he poster to

facilitate easy ceassembly.

5. Cut the script ijzto half pages lengthwise and staple to the rear)of the silhouette.



THERE WAS A BOON.THE GRADE.

ONE MORNING, HE WOKE LiP IN A VERY

GOOD'MOOD AND WAS EXCITED ABOUT

STARTING A NEW DAY, ON HIS WAY

TO THE BATHROOM, HE MET HIS OLDER

*BROTHER WHO SAID, NELL, IF IT

ISN'T WEIRD-01. OUTNOF THE WAY,

WEIRD-0, I'M FIRST.

LTEAR A PIECE OFF THE SILHOUETTE,

WHEN THE BUS,,FINALLY ARRIVEDLAT

SCHOOL, HE SAW A GROUP OF HIS FRIENDS

PLAYNG 'MARBLES. As HE KNELT DOWN

.WITH. THE PLAYERS, HE ASKED IF HE

COULD BORROW A FEWhMARBLES SO HE

COULD JOIN THE GAME. You KNOW WHAT?

`NOT ONE OF HIS FRIENDS GAVE HIM ANY

MARBLES. IN FACT, NO.ONE SAID A

'W011p TO HIM. IT WAS AS IF HE

AND CONTINUE TO. RIP A PIECE OFF FOR WASN'T THERE. *

EACH NEGATIVE ACT OR STATEMENT,7
41-1., HE DIDN'T STAY WITH THIS GROUP

VERY Lorip, AND HE WALKED AROUND THE

SCHOOL BUILDING TO 7HE'ALAYING FIELD

WHRE HIS BEST FRIEND WAS PLAYING

WITH THE NEW KID IN CLASS, As HE

APPROACHED, THEY STOPPED,TALKING AND

AFTER A FEW MOMENTS OF SILENCE, HIS

BEST FRIEND SAID DIRECTLY TO THE NEW

KID, "COME ON, LET'S HAVE A GAME OF

TETHERBALL." AND HEY LEFT HIM

WITHOUT EVEN SAYING "HELLO"\TO HIM.,

FEELING VERY MUCH,ALONE, OUR

GRADE BOY WANDERS INTO THE CLASSROOM

10 MINUTES EARLY AleTAKES OUT A

BOOK TO READ.

'RECOVERING FROM THIS, HE,WENT DOWN

TO THE KITCHEN TO HAVEt4 QUICK

BREAKFAST, .BUT AS HE POURED THE

CEREAL INTO HIS BOWL, ONLY THREE

CHEERIOS FELL OUT, No ONE HAD

SAVED HIM ANY OR WARNED HIM.T4AT

THEY WERE OUT OF CEREAL. *

HE GRABBED A COUPLE OF APPLES, AND

OFF TO 7HE BUS STOP HE WENT.

MOST Oc,THE OTHER KIDS WERE

ALREADY' THERE WAITING, AND AS. HE

APPROACHED, TWO OLDER BOYS STARTED

TEASINP HIM.SAYING, "LOOK AT HIS

pANTS. HE'S GOT HIGHWATERS.ON.

HE'S WAITING FOR THE FLOOD." *

OF COURSE; EVERYBODY LAUGHED. HIS

NEW PANTS THAT FIT'HIM WERE IN THE

LAUNDRY AND THESE WERE THE FIRST'

ONES HE SAW, BUT NOBODY CARED

ABOUT THAY. ALL THE bTHER

STUDENTS LINED UP AND GOT IN THE

BUS BEFORE HIM, AND THE ONLY SEAT

LEFT-WAS ONE NEXT TO A GIRL. THE

BOYS. IN THE BACK OF THE'BUS GAVE

'HIM A BAD TIME BY CALLING OUT,

"HEY, LOOK AT THE TWO GIRLIES

SITTING'TOGETHER." *

- I-
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ONCE CLASS STARTED, THINGS WENT, ALL

RIGHT FOR AWHILE, 'AT LEAST 'NOTHING

BAD HAPPENED ALL MORTG, BUT HE

SURE DIDN'T FEEL LIKE RAISINi6 HIS

HAW, OR TALKING TO ANYONE, AT

RECESS, HE WAS THINKING WHETHER TO

JOIN A GAME OR PLAY

TETHERBALL.. As .HE WAS DECIDING,

THE CLASS WIiE-GUY RAN BY HIM AND

CHALLENGED "'BEAT YOU TO THE

TETHERBALL, 'WOMAN'!"
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HE STARTED TO RUN AFTER HIM

BECAUSE HE WAS MAD AND DIDN'T

LIKE BEING CALLED "WOMAN". BUT

THE CLASS BULLY STUCK OUT H.IS

FOOT AND TRIPPED HIM, AND HE WENT

SKIDDING TO THE GROUND AND RIPPED

HIS SHIRT. *

BY THE TIME HE 4110T UP, THE BULL"(

AND THE WISE-GUY HAD RUN NEXT TO

.THE.YARD MONITOR WHO HADN'T SEEN

WHAT HAPFENED. OUR GRADE

BOY KNEW.THAT IF HE GOT BACK AT

THE TWO BOYS HE'D GET IN,TROUBLE

AND NOT THEM, SO HE DIDN'T SAY

ANYTHING. HE HEADED FOR THE

BATHROOM TO WASH THE MUD OFF HIS

HANDS AND KNEES;

'N AS HE PASSES THE GIRLS' BATHROOM,

A BUNCH OF 'GIRLS JUMP OUT AND PULL

HIM IN.. HE STRUGGLES FREE ANd

.RUNS OUT, BUT WHO SHOULD HE BUMP

INTO BUT THE PRINCIPAL WHO GETS

ANGRY AND TELLS HIM TO LEAVE THE

GIRLS ALONE OR'HE'LL CALL HIS

, PARENTS. *

'BACK IN THE CLASSROOM, HE IS

HOPING FOR SOME PEACE AND QUIET

AND TO BE LEFT ALONE.

BUT ALL MORNING RE HAS BEEN

WEARING A HAT SO THAT NO ONE

WOULD NOTICE THE HAIRCUT HIS

FATHER MADE HIM GET, AND WOULDN'T

YOU KNOW IT, ,THE TEACHER MADE HIM

TAKE IT OFF AND HE GOT LAJAHED AT

,BY THE:WHOLE CLA&S. *

/ATTACH REMAINDER OF SILHOUETTE

TO POSTER AND BEGIN PUTTING

PIECES BACK TOGETHER2
-3-
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HE WAS SITTING. ALONE .ATING HIB

LUNCH WHEN'ONE OF HIS CLASSMATES

CAME UP AND OFFERED HIM SOME POTATO

CHIPS; ,HE FELT GOOD THAT HIS

FRIEND CARED ENOUGH TO SHARE SOME

POTATO CHIPS WITH HIM. HE SPENT 14.

MOST OF LUNCH'TALKLNG WITH HIS

FRIEND ABOUT HOW HE FELT.THAT

MORNING..

WHEN HE.WENT OUT TO THE PLAYING FIELD,

BOTH TEAMS.PLAYING 'FOOTBALL CA4ED
OUT AND PLEADED WITH HIM TO JOI/N

THEIR TEAM... HE PLAYED'A

GOOD GAME AND WAS THROWN TWO

BEAUTIFUL TOUCHDOWN ,PASSES.

WHILE THEY WERE.WALKING RACK IN TO

CLASS., ONE OF HIS FRIENDS WHO '10S

PLAYING MARBLES.RANAJP TO TELL HIM

AND THE GROUP THAT HE HAD JUST

OVERHEARD ONE OF THE FOXIEST GIRLS

IN THE CLASS SAY THAT SHE THINKS

HE IS REAL COOL.'

THAT AFTERNOON DURING P.E., HE WAS

ONE OF THE FIRST CHOSEWFOR KICKBALL.

AND BACK IN CLASS HIS TEACHER

'ASKED HIM IF HE WOULD IKE TO BE ON

THE SAFETY PATROL.
1 A

WALKING'BACK TO THE BUS AFTER SCHOOL)

HIS BEST FRIEND W.HO WENT OFF TO PLAY

TETHERBALL WITH THE NEW KID CAME UP

TO HIM AND ASKED 111M.TO GO CATCH.,

LIZARDS) AND OFF TI-1EY WENT.

3-ILHOUETTE SHOULD BE RE-ASSEMBLED2

110.
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TITLE:

,GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

1.

4

THINGS THAT MAKE A FRIEND NORMS

N-4

. Grades 4, 5, 6

To allow students to explore attributes which make a person desirable
as a friend and compare these attributes to those that students see
themselves as having in order to clarify student norms of conduct.

. Students des ribe their best friend and worst enemy, and they examine
,

.

how, they thi k others view them.by listing words that they, their
best friend,'and their teacher might use to describe them.

"Things That Make A Friend" worksheet for each student.

Have students fill out worksheets and remind them that it will remain
private Unless they,volunteer to share it with the class..

2 Have students volunteer to share their list of descriptive words which
describes why a person is their best friend. List all descriptions on
the board, eliminating all which do not' describe why the person is a
good friend, such as pretty, tall, popular, etc.

3. To save time and blackboard space, group similar descriptive words into
broad categories. For example, instead of writing "likes to play-
football, baseball, basketball, etc.", write "likes same sports I do".

4. Ask students to share their lists of words they use to describe their
worst enemy. Write separate list on the board.

5. Point out that the first list describes someone who has succeeded in
becoming a friend, one who is a friend of /ours, and that the second.
list describes one who has succeeded in becoming an enemy.

4

DISCUSSION:

1. What can we learn from these two lists?

2. What cah youry if you want to be someone's friend?

3 Compare words in Column E with words in Column C for similarities or
differences. What would it mean if you had the same words in Column E
as you dcOn Column C?

Compare'words in Column E with words in Column A. .What words are
similar?
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PROJECT S.E.L.F. WORKSHEET

THINGS THAT MAKE A FRIEND
's

/4 -4

. A

I.. In Column A below, write five words that,describe the type of person your,
B'EET FRIEND is.

In Column write five words that your BEST FRIEN0 Might use to describe
the type of person YOU are.

In Column C, write five words that describe the type of person yqur WORST
ENEMY is.

4. In Column 0, write five words that your TEACHER might use to describe the
type of person YOU are.

In Coluffn E, write five Wbrds that YOU might use- to describe the type of
person YOU are.

A

My BEST FRIEND
is my best
friend becaUse
he/she is ...

1.

-,--

- B

My BEST FRIEND
thinks I am the
type ofperson
who is ...

I._

C

My WORST ENEMY
is:the type of
person who is
...

I.

D

My TEACHER
thinks I am the
type orperson
who is ...

I.

E

I think I am
The typeof .

.person who
is ...

.

.

,

2.

-

2. 2.

,

.

2. 2.

_

3.

4.

,

. 4.

.... -,..

4. 4. 4.

5. 5 .
.

5. .

,

5.
,

, A ,

._
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TITLE: WHAT WOULD YOU DO? NORMS Grades 4, 5, 6*

'.GOAL: For students to become aware off what they would decide:to do in certain
situations ahd whether this a§rees with what other students would do in

' the same sltuation.

ABSTRACT: Given a series of situations, students pick an alternative behavior
that they would do and an alternative behavior that they feel others
would do in the same situation.

MATERIALS: List of'situations and alternatives.

PROCEDURE:

1. Modify worksheets to include curr rent real lassroom and recess situations.

2. Distribute worksheets listing various choice situations to students.

3. OPTIONAL: To depersonaliie the lesson and promote free discussion of the
situations, have students write a number between I. and 1000 on their
worksheet, instead of their mame, and write the same"number on a scrap of
paper which is saved.

4. Students are to read each situation and the alternativeractions and
choose the alternative they would failow and the alternative,they think
the majority of tbe class members would follow.

5. While the students are filling out the worksheets, make an abbreviated
list of the sitbations and alternatives on the board..

6. Collect the numbered worksheets and redistribute then to studenis for
tabulation.

7. Tabulate the'choices on the board.

To.pass the'worksheets back, simply call out the nubmers written on them
and have them claimed by the owners. If dupliCate numbers occur, have
possible oviners decide 'ownership.

9: To facilitate interest and discussion, role-play the various alternatives
of each situation.

10. Use as an ongoing protedure for classroom problems using student-
generated ,situations.

DISCUSSION:

1. After acting out each al-eel-native', focus on feelings encountered by each ,

character.

If 6th grade students have had previous experience with this lesson, an.
alternative lesson is N-8.

4.)
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N.:5

PRdJECT S.E.I:F.'WORKSkEET
.

,WHAT WOULD YaU DO?

1 1

I

,FOr 'each s.i_tuation-listed below,'cirde the.number that tvpresents'What iyoU would
deand RThcq a star next tO the number that-you think.most df,the kids in.yoar
class would do. You may ,choose, an alternatiVe nOt.ljsttd below by Writing fit after

the'aumber-4.

SZTUATIO A: SoMe kids flave been making fun of your l'ast name. -More and thGçe. peOple-

are doing it now and you're really getting fed ub. What -woul you dp?

S. A

I. Find out who is behind this and fight him.

2: Tell the teacher.

3. Grit your teeth and ignore it.

4!

SITUATION A :friend of yodrs is always looking at yoUr.papers and getting atiSwers

,from you. You,really like this person'but you vesh he or she. would do

his or her own work. What would you do?

I. Be mean to this person so you are no.t friends anymore.

,2. Let this person continue to .copy, even though.it bothers you.

3. Tell this person how you feel, and if-that doesn't w rk, ask
the teacher to let you sit someplace else.

4;

SITUATION C: Some.kids' have been teasing a certain,person because he or she walks .

"sort of funny". 'You think this teasing is not rightbut you're
'afraiid to saSe anything becausg they may get mad at you. What would

you de

1. 'Go along with the group and tease this person, ttpo.

2. Stay away fom the kids when- the/teasing,starts.

1. Try to.find someone in _the grot$ that'agrees with you so you

two can try to influence the rest the kids to'lay off.

4.
O.

SITUATION D: A bunch of your friends have talked you into fight:Mg this kid, and,
even thOugh you are not mad at this person anymor4, they are getting

all set for a fjght. -What would you do?

-c.

I. Fight the person so your friends will not call yout"chicken".

2. Don't actually fight this person but keep pretending yoll are

mad at him and help causehim a lot of problems.

3. Tell your friends if pley want to fight this person they should

go ahead, you're not interested anymore.

4.
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TITLE: WHAT RATTLES YOUR CAGE?

'GOAL:

. '

ABSTRACT)

.mATERIALS:-

.PROCEDURE:

'1.

NORMS

To help students disdover,classroom norms of conduct.
f

N-6

G.rades- 4, 5, t6

The class brainstorms a list of behaviors that "rittle their cage"
'(make'them angry). This list is rewritten as a,list of norms-,and
students role-play violations 6f tkle norms. ,

Paper, pencils.

4

Explain to the students how everyone has sbme thiflgs that "rattle
their cage", that is, certain thi.ngs other people do 'that make,them
very angry.

a. Cite some examples of things that students do that "rattle your
cagelt. Or, cite examples of things that bother other people or

teachers.

Divide the siudeots-into discussion groups of about five students
each. Keep the groups segregated by sex.

3. 'Have each-group generate two lists of things that all agree r-aftle
their cage under the following headings:

In Class At Recess

4. Give the groups a-short period of time to generate a list and choose
a spokesman.

5. Have each spokesman read his list and write ft on the board.

6. Have each student make lists of his sex's, cla.ssroom and recess norms
on a sheet of paper to be keptin a .folder in his desk. Have them
write the lists as norms or rules, e.g., "Don't ...." "Always

Discuss eaEh item, maktng sure that one or mbre children role-play
the activity or explain it so the whole class understands whatthe
norm or rule is.

DI.SCUSSICA.;

'1. Compare the boys norms to the girls norms.

a. Note any similarities.

b. Note iny that are opposites.

2. Compare In Class norms to At Recess norms.

a. Note any similarities.

b. Note any differences,and djscuss reasons for differences.

9
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TI7LE: SAYS WHO? NORMS Grades 4, 5, 6

GOAL: For students to identify what various gr6ups expect of them end for
them to be aware of how shared expectations (norms) of various groiips
differ. .

ABSTRACT: A list Of Oxpectations of students is made, the source of the expecia-
tion is identified, and the degree of conformity is found.

MATERIALS.: Blackboard space.

PROCEDURE:

1. Brainstorm in groups of 15 "what:others expect of you" and list oh,
blackboard.' If-necessary use questions such,as "What does your
fathenk(coach, teaFher, best friend, etc.) expect of you?"

2. Students copy from the list their 10 most important "shoulds" and
rank them.in order of.importance.

After each expectation, students identify where it,comes from (e.g.,
students, friends, parents,,teachers) and the degree of success in
meeting each expectation (always, often, sometimes, never).

4. Shared expectations (or norms) may-be listed under headings of their
, source, such as students, friends, parents, teachers.

Variation: Brainstorm shared'expectations of one group (parents,
peers, etc.) at a time.

DISCUSSION:

1 Which "shoulds' are most important?

2. What"shoulds" coMe from your friends? Are they good "shoulds"?'

Can you think of any bad thoulds")?

a. Where dothey come from? f-

4. Can you think of times when someone expects,you to. do -something and,
.

someohe elsg from a different group expects you not to do that same
thing? When?
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TITLE:

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

N-8 _

FOILING FIGHTS NOaMS . Grades 4, 5, 6

To help students generate a list of consensual norms of aassroom and
playground conduct.

Students prepare scripts for "playlets" which describe typical
behavios that cause disputes. After each "playlet" is performed,
the students -prepare a list ot rUles which, if followed, would
prevent similar disputes.

MATERIALS: Paper, pencils, poster materials

, PROCEDURE:
r

I. Ask the studentsto describe a few -'3) fights or arguments they ,

haVe seen in other classes without na ing the participants.

2. Have them break up -into groups of 5 or 6. 4 -

3. Tell the groups to.generate a script that deccribes a typical fight
or argument from beginnipg to end.

a. Tell them to make sure that they include a description of the
things people did to start the fight or argument. Tell them to .

be sure to describe a7FiThstic classroom or playground situation.

Have each group act out the script, or if time is short aRd teather
.has observed d real life script, that situation may be uSed:

After each script is enacted, have the class suggest rules they
would make up that would tell people what not to do if they wanted
to avoiid getting into that kind of fight.

i List the rules the class agrees on after each mock fight has been
4 enacted and discussed,

Use as an ongaing activity thrOughout the year as fights occur.

A
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TITLE:

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

/

'MA#RIALS: 1 quartof Coca Cola fdr each la people; 1 quart of Pepsi COla for-
eatS 15 people; small paper cups, 1 per student; 2 numbered lists
for Pepsi; 2 numbered lists for.Coca Cola.

. N-9

TASTE' TEST. NORMS Grades 4

To allow students to observe how the choices of group membe s
influence the behavior of others.

The class is asked to taste-test Coca Cola and Pepsi-Cola. Five

confederates choose the mrong one and thesubsequent effect upon the
' rest of the.class is observed. The test is run without confederates

to give a comparison. 4

1/ROCEDURE:

1.

2.

4'

Five students are privately instructed to indicate that they mystery
drink is Coca Cola. .

Students are presented with the task of identifying whether a mystery
soft drink is either Coca Cola oe Pepsi Cola.

3. On a table in front of the class, place one small paper cup of the
mystery drink (Pepsi) pr student'and the disguised bottle marked with
the letter "A". ,(Care §hould be taken that the bottle caps or shape
of the bottles do not give away the identity of the soft drink.) On

each side of the cups and bottles, place numbered lists which the
students are to sign to'indicate their choices, one witft the large
heading "Coke" and the other "Pepsi". The two lists are separated
from one another by the cups, a large enough space so that the rest
of thq class can easily see which choice is made by each student.

The fivestudents who have previously been told to say that the mystery
drink is "Coke" ae the first students to taste the drink. The rest of
the class continuàs the.t&ste test one at a time, signing the list' of
the drink they thought it.was.

It is revealed that the drink is "Pepsi" and that the tirst five
students were asked to select the wrong soft drink.

The test is repeated wit4out the use of confederates, this time ufing

Coke as the mystery drink in a disguised bottle marked "B"

7. The differences between the two tests are compared and the reasons why
more people chose the wrong drink in the first trial are discussed.

With left-over drinks and,extra time, a taste test may be conducted
whee students. are,to identify 'which soft drink is in each of two'cups.

9. It is important that the lesson end on a positive notean'Ofot one
where the. Students feel they have been tricked.

DISCUSSION:

1. Do you see any differences between the tNo tests? Why? )

. 2. How do we follow 'the crowd in other ways? ("Zings from buying

toothpaste to shoplifting.) -

3. Tp facilitate discussion, do not.allow identirfication, of who chose the

right or wrong product.

4., 1 0
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. N-10

TITLE: .SURVIVAL KIT NORMS Gr'adeS 4, 5, 6'
, ExpectationS

GOAL: ,To clarify student norm-s,for teachers and peers, and to provide a basis
for later discussions of norms and teacher expectations.

ABSTRACT: In the first dbnthsof class, stud ts and the teacher develop "survival
L kits" for subject areas, classroom d ortthent, getting zlong with the

students and the class in.general. .

MATERIAI15: ,3" x 5",cards; file box or eRvelope; pàter board,

PROCEDUU:

1. Discuss What it feels like to be a new stuaent in school, what new
students have to learn to make it in the class. The teache4cquld
recount hit experiences A school and college.

Begin with a discussion and listing on the board of your 'rules and
expectations for student deportment. Ask the children to suggest any.
that you mibht have'forgRtten. Have some of the children list these
on 3" x 5" cards.

Have the children,repeat the same process by generating a list of
norms or things everyone should know and,do to get along wtth their
classmates as a group in the class andAt recess. Try to get ''specific

statements (e.g., never go through other peopleIs desks without per-
mission; always get in line if you join a four-square game).

4. Generate a similar list of things the students expect of teachers (and
substitutes).

.c.Generate a similar list that relates t subject areas--what the teacher
expects, techniques for doing well, etc-.

6. Establish separate kits or sections in the kit for subject areas for
peer norms, te4cher expectations, and for student norms for teachers.

Posters may'be made for areas covered in lesson.

Place assembled kits in a prominent position for easy access to students
(e.g., the kit may be placed in a manila envelope and attachtd.to a
bulletin board).

DISCUSSION:

1. 'Dd you think these kits will help new studelts and substitutes?'

2. Can you think of anything that is left out of any of the lists? .

3. How could people use these kits to help themse3ves?

4. 'When a new student arrives, have him or her read through the kit.

5. If a studeRt has problems with any of the above areas, have him review
the kit. *

6 Periodically ask the children to evaluate the kits.and add to them to
make them more useful.

7. Periodically havd the children evaluate how well you a d he children

\
are doing in meting these expectations.
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'. TITLE:

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

,MATEAIALS:

PROCEDURE:

1.

N-Il

WHO INFLUENCES US? NORMS Grades 4, 5, 6
IITiship/Influence

For students to become aware pf the kinds of students who have
influence-in their classroom and what gives them influence.

Given a list of descriptions of various kinds of students, class
discusles and -decides how much influence these kindseof students
would have in their Classroom.

List of descriptive statements.

Individually, students are given a list.of-reasons why certain people
may.have influence over other people in a classroom. (See examples
on following page.)

They are to:

. a. Sort the reasons into three grpups,: 4.4YES if they agree with
these reasons and feel these kinds of peopq do influence others
in the classroom; NO if they disagree with these reasons;
and SO SO for all the reasons in the middle.

DISCUSSION:

1.* Encourage the class to develop a list of norms or rules from the lists
that will help people have mve power if they follow them.

2. Encourage (Critical evaluation of the reasons. Ask the children
if these are good reasons for getting influence and if they promote
educational goals. ,

ipr

Rank the reasons from #1, the thing they think is most important
in having power in the classroom, to #10, the thing they think
is least important.-

Students join into groups of 10 students each (3 classroom groups)
to discuss and summarize the results. This does not have to be a
consensus,,Put a chance to organize their ideas in some kind of
s6mmary form.

A spokesman.for each group presents the findings of his _group to the
rest of the class.

s. 4.1

4
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PROJECT S.E.L.F.

WHO INFLUENCES US?

Do you elways do vha.t other kids asOloil to do?

bo you always think about-what other kids think of you?

N-11

Probably not.- for ALL kids - but there are some people.that are very important
to you - that -influence yoLi. What are these kids like? Here'is a list of reasons
that other p641e have said are important reasons they are influenced by others,

14

I. This person is really smart and gets good,grades.

2. This person is a good ffghter.

3. This Person is ery friendly.

oT

4. This person has a lot of good ideas and knows how to express them.

5. This person is orle of your best friends apd plays with you a lot.

6. This person gets along with the teacher really well.

7. Thci-person doesn't start fights.

8. This person is really popular with the other kids.

9. This person is really "good looking.".

10. Ibis perbn does you a lot of favors and even gives you things.

11. This person is big ane4tron
0

12. This person can do a lot of things really well.

13. This person is good at sports.

,14. This person never chops or cuts anyone down.

15. This person has a lot of things and a lot of money.

16. This person gets into a lot of trouble but is a funny person.

17. This personwill get a lot of kids after you if you don't do it
(whatever they tell you to do).

18. This person isn't afraid to do things differently from the way
others have done them

19. This-person doesn't,tease or bother other people.
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TITLE: TEACHER'S PET NORMS Grades 4, 5, 6

GOAL: Toshelp the teacher avoid violating the student.norm that there
should be no teacher's pet in thg _class. (

ABSTRACT: Students are randomly selected(to be "teacher's pet" for a school
,

day.

MATERIALS: Class list.
.

PROCEDURE: /
1. Cut up the class list so that one name appears on eaCh piece of paper.

2. Place in a box and have a student draW a name..

3. The name drawn is written on the board under the heading "Teacher's
Pet".

,

4. The student designated as "teacher's pet". is given all of the
interesting classroom jobs for that day. These jobs nay include
running errands for the teacher, running the projector, taking roll,
etc.

The following morning the "teacher's pet" draws the new "teacher's
pet" from the box. When a student has been "teacher's pet" for a
day, his name is removed from the box so that he cannot be "teacher's
pet" until everyone else in the class has had a chance.
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INDIVIDUAL EXPECTATIONS
By Edward.F.Vacha

Th following discusston provides4,only a very brief summary discussion of
some aispects of classroom expectations Alich are directly related to our instruc-
tional program. For a more comprehensi discussion of this important aspect of
classroom group processes, see SchMuck a 4 Schmuck, Group Processes in the
Classroom (1975:*37;i63).-

' 4

Every member of a classroom-both the teacher and_students--have expecta-
tions 'fbr other class members. Schmuck and Schmuck have defined expectations as

.

"working predictions that are used Wiceiating with others in the classroom",
(1975:42). Human social relations woulebe impossible if we did not develop such
working predictions about others. If we were unable to predict the action of

' others, slacial relations would be.chaotic and confusing, because vie would haveino
way of adjusting to the actions of others in-advance. Without expectations, we
would*live in a.highly unpredictable and threatening world because, each time we \
interacted with others,'we would be unable to predict how others would be likely
to evaluate our actions and what their probable reactions to our behavior would
be:, In such a world we would also be unable to plan our own actions and pursue
long-range goals because long-range planning is possible only if we have some
*idea of how others are likely to behave in various situations.

Similarly, without expectations, we would not be able to cooperate with*
others. In cooperative enterprise5 each individual only does part of the task
at hand. Tbe product or achievement of a cooperative group is usually the
result of a division of l'abar in which each individual completes one"part of the
gro4p's task or activity. Such cooperative activities involving a division of,

, labor rest on-a web of individual expectations. Each participant assumes the
o.thers will do their task in a certain way at a certain time and adjusts his own
behavior accordingly. The contributions of individual members of the group will
dovetail with those of others only if each member has correctly predicted the
actions of the others in. adyance and adjusted his own actions accordingly.

A simple example of a cooperative enterprise involving a division of labor

;!:

which rests on a web of expectations is m 'ng an "out" in baseball. The fielder
who catches the ball throws it to one of he bases with.the expectation that
another player will catch the ball and tag he runner. He predicts that another
player will "cover the base" and arrive in time to catch the ball even though the
other playerrnay not have reached the base at the time he begins his throw. The
other player, on the other hand, will movAto the base to catch the throw only if
he predicts that the fielder will throw the ball to the base. Finally, neither
player would even begin his part of the play unless he predicted what the other
would do. If the players did not act on their expectations in advance, they
would each be forced to wait until the 'other made a move and then adjust to that
player's actions. Of course, if they did so, the base runner would be long gone
by the time they finally began their play,,assuming of course that the base
runner also met the expectations of the fielders.

In short, every time individuals interact or work together they ust each
develop expectations for every other member if they are to accomplish th own
personal goals and/or cooperate to achieve a goal shared by the group, tetause
the achievement of such goals rests on each member being able to predict and
adjust to the actions of every other member. The web of expectations that



develops in a classroom of thirty students and a teacher is far more complex,
than that underlying the simple three-person transaction in the baseball play
=described above. -The teacher has expectations for eech class member, and each
student has his own expectations for the teacher and for every other student in
the class.

.

Furthermore, successful interaction in groups requires-more than each
member developing accurate expectations,ofor other members. When we interact
with others, we mu4 also learn what their expectations are for us. We base our,
predictions of the probable actions of others partly ontpur own expectations and
partly upon what we think others expect of us. For exattiple, if a student be-
lieves the teacher expects him to excel in math, he will probably try to do well
on his math assignments because he believes the teacher expects him to do so.
Similarly, a student who believes he is not good at math may not try to meet his
full potential because he expects the teacher to be satisfied with relatively
low levels of performance on math assignments.

Because successful interaction hinges on both the development of accurate
expectations for others and the development of accurate perceptions of others'
expectations of us, the possibility of problems.ar breakdowns in group relations
is very high tnless the group works to clarify indiVidyal expectations as much
as possible.

To further complicate the situation, expectations influence our perception
of others.- We tend to perceive those behaviors of others which confirm our
expectations, and we tend not to perceive behaviors which do not cotiform td.our
.expectations. Such Selective perception of the behavior of others which confirms
our expectations for them is common in the classroom. For example, if we expect
aotudent to be aggressive or disruptive, we are apt to perceive and remember
most of his disruptive behavior and punish him for most such occurrences.. On
the other hand, if we expect a student to be cooperative and td avoid aggressive
behavior, we are likely to ignore,or misperceive his disruptive or aggressive
behaVior. Such selective perception can cause students to view us as unfair.
This selective perception to conform with our expectations also underlies'the
phenomenon of the "self-fulfilling prophesy". When we perceive others actions
in accordance with our expectations, our perceptiOns lead to adjustments in our
behavio designed to deal with what we-expect the'other to:do, rather than to
adjustments to the other's actual behavior. For example, when we expect a stu-
dent to be disruptive or aggressive, we are more likely to' notice any signs
which could be interpreted' as indicating that.the student.is Acting or is about
to act in a disruptive or aggressive manner. Based on-our perceptions, we
adjust our behavior to the predicted actions of the child .and thereby communi-
cate,to him that we expect him to be disruptive or aggressive. The child Ts
then.likely to behave in a manner which cOnforms to our original expectation.
The selective perception of behavior to confirm expectations and the resultant
"self-fulfilling prophesy" has been well documented'in the cla"Ssroom. For a more .

detailed' discussion of these phenomena, see Schmuck and Schmutk, Group Processes
in the Classroom (1975:51-59).

Accordingly, the Project S.E.L.F, lessons are primarily designed to 'clarify
expectations, especially the teacher's expectations for students..



/ .
CLARIFYING INDIVIDUAL EXTECTATIONS

1

The Project 5.E.LcF. Program for clarifying classroom expectations consists
of only-four core'lessons. There are not supplementary lesons in this area be-
cause one of the lessons, "Survival Kit" (E-4);'is designed to,be.introduced in
the early months of the school year and' then revised at. periodic intervals. If
a classroom has parttcularly severe prottlems in the area of individual expecta7.
tions, these problems can be ciealt with by schedulin9 frequent revisions of the
survival kit. The reSultant class,discussions conducted each time the "survival
,kit" is revised should help clarify individual expectations,.espedially the
teacher's expectations for the students:.

Sequencihg and Scheduling the Expectations Lessons

The first three Expectations lessons and the filmstrip "Individual Expecta-
tions" should be conducted in a-three-week period as is suggested in the schedule

, of lessons at the front of this handbook. These leSsons, "I Think.... My Teacher
Thinks...." (E-1)-, "I Am...? 'Cause They Think, I Am?" (E-2), and 'Predicting" (E,3),
introduce the students to the concept of individual expectations, and the work-
sheets from these lessons may be used to dia9nose the clarity of students' and
the teacher's expectations. Therefore, these lessons should be administerpd
early in the year toprovide the teacher with diagnostic data to.use to determine
whether'or not the class has Problems in the area of individual-expectatio s.
The following section describes the way these lessons may be used to diag, e
indivtdual expectations.

The next Expectations lesson, "Survival Ktt" (E-4) should be introduced
within two weeks following the first block of Expectations lessons. This lesson
may be repeatesi several tites throughout the year if the class has problems in
the area of individual expectations.

it
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DIAGNOSIMG PROBLEMS STEMMIAG FROM INDIVIDUAL EXPECTATIONS

The three Expectations lessons, My Teacher ThinkS....",
"I Am? 'Cause They Think I-Am?", and "Predicting"N'may-be used to determine'
whether ir not the stuaents' exeectations for one another or the teachers
expectatTons need.clarifying.

The worksheet used for "I Think... My Teacher Thinks...." and 11.Am?
'Cause They Think I Am?" provides a numerical score, which measures whether or
not the students believe the teacher's expectations for them are accurate. A
'large differenceLbetween the student's score on Column A and his-score on
ColuRin B of'the workshget indicates,that the student believes the teacher has .

an inaccurate view'of him. if your cl'ass has many students whose sCores on
Column A and Column B are quite different, you may wish to 'devote class time
to glaeifying your expectations for each student. rou may also wiSh to repeat

,the lesson "Survival Kit" everal times throughout the year, since this lesson
' includes a discussion and listing of the teacher's expectations for the class
as a whole.

Jilt student worksheets for "Predicting" prov'ide a numerical score which
measures the extent to which students are able to,predict the responses of
other students in the class. -A high score in Column D of the "Predicting"
worksheet indicates that the student was unable to predict the responses of
another student in the class. If your class has many students whose score in
Column D of the "Predicting" worksheet is high, you may wish to devote-class
time for the students to discuss and explore their expectations for-each other
and to try to clarify their -expecations so they can be modified.
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E 1

TITLE: "I_ THINK.... MY TEACHER THINKS...." EXPECTATIONS Grades 4, 5, 6

GOAL: To help students discover whether or not they think their teacher's
expectations and perceptions of them are accurate.

ABSTRACT: Students answer a 'questionnaire about how they see themselves and how'
they think their teacher sees them.

MATERIALS: :Wdrksheet for each student.

PROCEDURE:

I. Add any additional sentence comple ions to the worksheet which are
appropriate for the class.

2. DistriatWworksheets to studenis end have thew fold their papers
lengthwise, exposing only Column A, "My teacher,thinks...."

3. Instruct the students to circle the number of the word which'bestr
completes each sentence and write that number in the blank space
provided.

When students.have finished Column A, have them complete Cqlumn B,
"I think...." and write the number of the most correct answer in the
space provided, *teping the paper folded-and exposing only ColuMn B.

5. Have students find the numerical difference between'the number written
6 the "My teacher thinks..." column and the 'I think..:" column for
each pair of sentences. The difference is written in the blank space

, in the center of the page between the pair of sentences.

6. Students are to sum the differences found between sentence pairs and
writethe total in the,space provided at the'bottom of the worksheet.

7.-- As an indication of how positively Or:negatively students view them-
selves and how they think the teacher views them, have them total
both Column A and Column B and write the sums under each column in
the space provided.

DISCUSSION:

I. Why might there be-differences between what was written in the sentence
pairs?

2. How can we-eliminat these differences?

3. How do you see yours lf differently than you think the teacher does?

4. Do you think you could be wrong in how you think the teacher sees you?
Do you think others are. wrong in how they think the teacher sees them?

5. How can you let the teacher know what you are really like?

NOTE: Be sure to collect the students' completed worksheets and save them, so
they can be returne4 to the students when the next Expectations Lesson
(E-2) "I. Am...? 'Cause They Think I Am?" is conducted.

:?z2
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A

My teacher thinks I am
'a speller.

PROJECT E.L.F. WORKSHEET

"I THINK... MY TEACHER THINKS..."

Difference

7

Name

, B

I t'hink I am a

1. good 1. good
2. fair 2. fair
3. average 3. average
4. poor 4. poor

My teacher thinks I
.'talk out of turn in class.

I. never
2. rarely
3. sometimes
4. a,lways .

.My teachers inks I
do my work on time.

I think I
turn in class.

1. never
2. rarely
3. sometimes

.4. always

speller.

talk out of

I think I
on time.

-1. alway 1. always
2. sometimes 2. sometimes
3. sel dom 3. seldom
4. never 4. never

My teacher thinks I
to read.

I think I

do work,

1. love 1. love
I. like 2:` like
3. doh:t 1'10 3. don't 'like
4. hate 4. hate

My teacher thinks I have
friends.

to read.

I dink I have friends.

I. tons of 1. tons of
2: lots of 2. lots of
3. few 3. few
4. no 4. no

My teacher thinks I
school.

I. love
2. like
.3. don't like
4. hate

213
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I. love
2. like
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4. hate
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firoject S.E.L.F. Worksheet (continued)
"I Think... My Teacher Thinks..."

My teacher thinks
to get up in front of class

1. love

2. like
3, don't like
4. hate

Name

E-1

I think I
front;of class]

1. love
2. like

3. don't like
4. hate

to get up in

11,'My teachen thinks I am ! , I think I am at math.

at math.
111,

1.

2.

3.

4.

great
good
poor
awful

1.

-

2.

3.

4.

great
good
poor
awful

My teacher thinks I am
dependable.

I think I am dependable.

1. very 1. very

2. sort of 2. sort of

3. not very 3. not very

4. never 4. never

My teacher thinks I am

at sports.

I think I am at sports.

1. excellent 1. excellent

2. good 2. good

3. poor 3. poor

4. awful 4. awful

'My teacher thinks I
get in trouble.

I think .1

trouble.

get in

1. never I. never

2. seldom 2. seldom

3. sometimes 3. sometimes

4. always 4. always

My.teacher thtnks my clothes I think my clothes are
A

are

1. very neat 1. very neat

2: all right 2. all right

3. messy 3. messy

4. very sl9ppy 4 4. very sloppy
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Project S:E.L.F. Worksheet (continued)
41 Think.. My Teacher Thinks..."

My teacher thinks I
her/him,

Name

E-1

I think I the teacher.

a; 1. like 4
1. 'like

2. sort of like 2. sort of like
3. don't like 3. don't like
4. hate 4. hate

*
r

My teacher thin& I
get along with.people.

1. always
2. sometimes,
3. seldom
4. , never

My teacher thinks-j am
a wise guy.

P

I think get alon
with people.

1. always
2. sometimes
3. seldom
4. never.

I. think I am.....1.=M , a wise guy.

1.

2.

3.

4.

never
seldom
sometimes
always

1.

2.

3.

4.

never
seldom
sometiines

always 1,

My teacher thinks I

this class.
I think I this class.

love 1. love
2. like 2.. like
3. don't-like 3. don't like .

4. hate 4. hate

TOTAL SCORE
OF COLUMN A

.kr

TOTAL DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN SENTENCE
PAIRS

9 2
4., 5
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E-2

TITLE: "I AM ...? 'CAUSE THEY THINK I AM?" EXPECTATIONS Grades 4, 5,-6

GOAL: . To show that people who are expected to behave in a tertain manner will
probably act that way or at.least be viewed as if they act as expected.

ABSTRACT: This lesson must follow Lesson E-2 ("I Think... My Teacher Thinks...").
,Using the c6FifiTited wèrksheet from LeSson E-2, students discuss the
teacher's expectations for them. They also discuss how others' expecta-
tions can inflpence their bdhavior.

KATERIALS: Completed "I Think... My Teacher Thinks..." wol-ksheet for each student.

PROCEDURE:

I. Return the completed worksheets to the students.

4 2 Have students indicate their total scores for "I Think... My Teacher
Thinks..." sentence pair differences by raising their hands if they
have a score above a certain number. Choose a number low enough so the
vast majority of students raise their hands. With hands raised, increase
the number gradually until only 25 per cent of the total class continues
to have hands raised. Telli the students that the higher the score, the
less students think the teacher understands them. ,

Opiion A: Meet with t,he students having scores in the highest one quarter
range and use the folliMng 4iscussion questions.

Option B: Meet with the whole class at once and use the following dis-
cussion questions.

DISCUSSION:

1. Using,the "mouth" (COMM-1) as a communication aid, form a circle and
,discuss the following: (To promote student participation, not use
specific examples or individuals' names at first. A further rule of
.not alldwing use of third person usage but stresstng of the usage of,
"I" and "you" may be imposed.)

Why might there be differences between how 'a student thinks the
teacher may view a student and how the student may view himself?

Whose view is more accuratethe teacher's or the student's? Why?

c. Where do we get our opinions of ourselves? From those around us?

d. What would happen if someone was wrong and treated a nice person
like a troublemaker? Would that person still act like a nice person?

e. What would happen if everyone treated you like yourre no good?
Would you feel that you were a good person? How might you act?

If a person thinks of himself as not being able to do math, how
likely is it that he will learn?

If someone thinks a boy is bad, will they see and remember mostly
bad things about him even if he acts like everyone else? Why?

h. Imagine two students at the same grade level learning fractions;
both are equally smart but one is told that he is a "dummy" and is
not expected top able to do math. Which one will learn fractions
first? Why?.

NOTE: Collect the students' worksheets-Again, and save them for diagnosing student

expectations' Csee diagnostic subsection).
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E-3

TITLE: PREDICTING * 'EXPECTATIONS Grades 4,5, 6
Attraction

GOAL: To allow students to test what they think they know about,each other
and to encourage students to learn mere about their classmates.%

ABSTRACT: Students predict their partners' answers to a questionnaire and obsef-ve
how accurate they are.

,MATERIALS: Questionnaire and pencil for each student.

PROCEDURE:

1. Pass out a.copy of the predicting questionnaire to each student and
have each student answer the questions by recording his responses
Column A., Mention that the answers will be shared with the class

Briefly,explatn the lesson to the class mentioning that one.of the
purposes is to have the opportunity to know one-enother bitter._

Pair students who rarely talk to each other and have them nonverbally
predict their partner's answers to the questions, marking their pre-
dictjons in Column B.

When all have finished their predictions, each pair gets together to
exchange answers, and each student records his partner's actual _answer
'to'the quettion in Cdlumn C.

5. Each,student writes the difference between the predicted answer and
the actual response of his partner in Column D

In Column El the student computes hOw his actual answers differed fram
his partner's by finding the difference bgtween Columns A and C.

Students are aske.14o circle a score of two or higher in Column D
and to .place a star next to any question which had a score of 0 or 1
in Column E. Have .111Nch student add up the total of. Columns 6, and E.

OPTIONAL: The teacher may add up each difference between actual and
predicted score and divide by the number, of students to find the
average difference for each question. Or more simply, eadh student
may total his difference figures and divide by the-number of questions
to arrive at an average prediction accuracy score which can be easily
averaged by the teacher on the board to get a class score.

A second similar questionnaire may be given at a later date and ,the
scores compared.

D SCUSSION:

1. Why do you think you were asked to put a star next to any zeroes or
ones in Column E? (Answer: It indicates you are like your partner.)

2. Why do you think you were asked to circle numbers in4Cplumn D of 2 or
higher? (Answer: It indicates you didn't know how your partner would
answer that question.)

3. What does the lower total mean in Column 0? (Answer: The lower the
OR score, the more you knOw your partner.)

4. -What does the lower total mean in Column E? (Answer: It indicates.
how much you are like your partner.)

* Adapted from an activity which appeared in the 1976 Annual Handbook for Group
Facilitators, J. William Pfeiffer and John E. Jones Editors, La Jolla University
Associates Publishers, Inc. 1976.
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PROJECT S.E.L.F. WORKSHEET

PREDICTING

E- 3

You are to mark how much you agree or disagree with each statement, using the

numbers from the following table:

1 2 3 4

Totally Agree Mostly Agree Mostly Disagree Totally Disagree

Privately ansWer the questions and write the numbers in Column A. When you have
recorded your answers and the class has been broken into pairs, nonverbally predict
what your partner has answered in Column B.

Kids should work for their allowance.
_ . ..

2.

T

I like to tease others.
.

3. I am easiTy embarrassed.
_

4. I like the way I am.

5. I'd rather go to the park tlian to a wovie.

6. 1 like to be the center of attraction.
_

7. Boys and girls should be separated in class.
.

,

8. I hold my anger inside.
-,

9. Children should be seen and not heard.
-

10. I know what I want to do when I'm older.

11. fthihk about the future a lot.
_ .

12. I'd do things differently if I could do the

last year over.
_

13. I'd rather mow the lawn than dust the house.

414. I tell people how I'feel.

15.

f6.

. .

1,2 TOTALS

How well I know my partner

Aow much I am like my partner



TITLE:

GOAL:

E-4.

SURVIVAL KIT E)OPECTATIONS Grades 4, 5, 6
Norms

To clarify student norms for teachers and peers, clarify teacher
expectations for subject areas and for: classroom deportment. Provide
a basis for later discussions,6f norms and teacher expectations.

ABSTRACT: In the first monthsof class, students and the teacher develop "survival
kits" for subject areas, ciasiroom deportment, getting along with the
students and the class in general.

MATERIALS; 3 x 5 cards. File box or envelope, poster board.

PROCEDURE:

1. .Discuss whatfeels like to be a new kid in school, what new kids
have to' learn make it in the class. The teacher could retount his
experiences in school and college. ,

Begin with a discussion ind listing on the board of your rules and
expecta0ons for student deportment. 'Ask tile children to suggest any
that you might have forgotten. 'Have some of the children list these
on 3 x 5 cards.

'kb*
3. Have the children repeat the same process by generating a list of

norms or things everyone should know and do to get along with their
classmates as a group in the class and at,recess. Try to get specific
statement,s (e.g., never gr)Ihrough other people's.desks without
permission; always get in line if You join a four-square game).

Generate a similar list of things the students expect of teachers
(andieubstitutes).

Generate a similar list that relates to subjtct areas - what the
teacher expects, techniques far doing well, etc.-

6. Establish separate kits or sections in the kit for subject areas, for
peer norms, teacher expectations, and for student norms for teachers.

7. Posters may be made-for areas covered in leSson.

8. Place assembled kits in a prominent position for easy access to students
(e.g., the kit may be placed in a manila envelope and attached to a
bulletin board.

DIS'CUSSITO

I. Do you think these kits will help new students and substitutes?

2. Can you think of 6ything that is left out of any of the lists?

3: How could people use these kits to help themselves?

4. When a new studbnt arrives, have him or her read through the kit..

5. If a student has prbblems with any of the above areas, have him review
the kit.

6. Periodically ask the children to evaluate the kits and add to them to
make them more useful.

7. Periodically have the children evaluate how well you and the children
are doing in meeting these expectations.
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'CLASSROOM COHESION
By Edward F. Vacha

,The following discussion merely touches on those aspects of classroom
cohesion which are directly related to Project S.E.L.F. Student cohesion is
the product of the other five group processeS areas already discussed. These
five aspects of classroom social climate combine to determine the level of

'classroom cohesion. For an excellent and more comprehensive discussion of this
important and complex phenomenon,-see Schmuck and Schmuck, Grcipup. Processes in
the Classroom. Group cohesion refers to the suM of,group mem ers' feelings
about tneir group as a whole. . Schmuck (1966) ha shown that classroom cohesion
is related to the Attraction structure of the cla sroomhand involves not only
individual friendships but also the attractiveness of-the whole group for
individual students. In cohesive classrooms, stud ts value their'classmates,
are involved with and care about one another, try t help one another, and are
proud of their membership, in the group. Studeht cohesiveness can either support
pr undermine educational goals depending on the impac't of other group processes
in the classroom. .For example, if students share,;ounter-educational norms that
limit student participation or undermine academic "achieimment, their cohesiveness
can work against the academic goals of the schools by mayng those norm's extremely
difficult to change. On the other hand, if a clasSroom g oup develops norms that
support academic achievement, high cohesiveness can enhanc education by providing
a strong "we feeling" 110 promotes conformity to student orms.

Students are attracted to classrooms for many reasons. Each student has his
own unique interests and needs, and it is the SatisfaCtion of these diverse needs
and interests that determines whether individual students will value their class-
room group. Some students will value the group because they li e their classmates -

and.because their friendships with students satisfy their need t be attractive to
otherS. Other students wril be attracted to the classroom primarNly because it
satisfies their needs for successful achievement of academic goals, and some will
be attracted.to the class because it satisfies a need to contribute to the achieve-
me-nt of shared goals through the exercise of influence and power. Still,others
will be attracted to the class because it gives them a sense of identity or a
feeling of belonging. In short, a cohesive classroom is one in which a wide .

. 4
variety of individual interests and needs can be satisfied. Based on our experience
with classrooms in the fourth, fifth, and sixth grades, such a diversity of needs
cantle met only in a classroom in which the other.five dimensions of classroom
social climate--attraction, leadership, communication, norms, and expectations--
converge to maintain a social climate that supports individual diversity and pro-
vides social support and encouragement of participation by each member. In this
sense, the entire Project S.E.L.F. program promotes classroom cohesion, and the
cohesion lessons merely reinforce student learning and experiences from the leSsons
dealing with the other five group processes areas.

Typical Threats to Classroom Cohesion

In our experience with,over forty classrooms in grades four, five, and six,
we have repeatedly encountered three patterns of classroom social relations that
undermine group cohesion. The following discussion briefly describes these three
patterns and provides some general classroom management techniques for ameliorating

them. All of the Project S.E.L.F. lessons in each group processes area and the
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cohesion lessons, in part'Icular, help reduce or eliminate these problems,'but
clas.sroom management techniques suggested for each problem situation should also
be institLited to enhance the effectiveness of the formal Project S.E.L.F. lessons.

Divisive Competition Among IndividYal Students

Some classrooms are so divided by extreme competit4On among\ students that
they are not groups at all. Rather, they are merely collections Of individuals
,each of whom competes against every other member for the attention, praise, and
Wroval of the teacher. As a result, most interaction in the claWoom is
essehtially dyadic.' Each student performs for the teacher, and indfvidyal stu-
dents ignore other students' or they may undermine the performance of other stu- (

dents through the use of sarchstic remarks and negative comments. Even when the
students engage in,cooperative'activities, such as team spprts, their behavior is
essentially directed toward the teacner. Rattier than work together to help their
team or groap, these students engage in much Irandstanding" or,"showing off" for
the benefit of the'teacher.

In these classrooms,student performance is often seriously undermined by
individual .competition: Students do not. help one another, and the resultant
alienation of students fromigach-other can reduce their self-esteem and cOnfi-
dence to the point that most are not working to their full potential.

While the Project S.E.L.F. lessons in the other.group processes areas can
reduce Student competition, even greater gains can be made if"the students are

/encouraged to work and play together as a group. The cohesibn'lessons will give
them needed exberiences in achieving,group goals.through concerted effort, but
these should be supplemented by group projects conducted at-other tiMes during
the school day. Student 'competition,can also be .reduced by making sure that each
student is graded and praised for improving his own Past performance, rather than

/for doing better work than,the other students.. In particular, grading techniques
which involve assigning grades on the basiS of class standings should be avoided. .

Students shoUld receive rewards when they exceed their past performance rather
thah when they "beat" the competition.

-The Development pf a Student I -Group"

Some classrooms consist of a single highly coheSive'"in group"which is
comprised of the majority/of the class while a minority of students are excluded
or ignored. The very high cohesiveness of the "in group" can be an obstacle to
encouraging inclusion of those who are not in the "in group". Those in the
"in group" may be extremely loyal to their group, and they may value their member-
ship 'in the group so highly that they will avoid interaction with students who are
identified as "outsiders" for fear of becoming an "outsider" themselves.

As in the previous case, group projects in which every class member con-
tributes, to a single goal or outcome should help "outsiders" gain recognition and
become part of-the group. Also, the sociometric grouping technique& discussed in
the Attraction section should help blur the line between "insiders" and "outsiders".
The teacher should also be careful to avoid reinforcing this distinction by letting
students form their own groups for projects, games, and Project S.E.L.F. activities.
If the students are allowed to form their own groups, they will probably perpetuate
the distinction between the "in group" and the "out group" by joiningraroups
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composed only of "in group" members and excluding "outsiders". One of the best'
ways to avoid perpetuating this distinction-is to assign class members to groups
by lot whenever possible as is described in the Attraction.section. The more stu-
-dents interact with each other across the "in groupP-"out group" barrier, the
more blurred the distinction between the two groups will become, and such'inter- ,

,,e'action should promote friendships among "in group" and. "out group" members.

Social Cleavages in the Classroom

, es

One of the most common threats to classroom cohesiveness is the existence
of two or more groups which are mutually exlusive. The most common kind of 1

social cleavage in fourth, fifth, and sixth grade classes is that between girls
and.boys. In such classrooms, boys ind girls avoid contact and they ridicule

-any class members of their own sex who-befriend students of the opposite.sex.
Other common cleavages are those among students who are athletically ineined
-and those who are not, among studehts who like school and value academic
achievement and those who do not, and among members of different racial end
ethnic groups. Deep cleavagea among groups of class members can be highly'
disruptive if the groups compe2U for the teacher's attention or approval, or.
if they lead to disputes aniong'students who belong to differht subgro ps.or
cliques.

The goal of the teacher, should not be merely to-I'destroy" or isrupt such
§roups. Rathelz, the teacher should attempt io encourage friendshipg among mem-
bers of different groups or cliques. Breaking these groups up too abruptly may\
be very threatening to the students because it may undeftine their sense Qf
security in the classroom, and it may engender considerable opposition to the
teacher. The,gradual creation of friendships across social cleavages will blur
the distinctions among the groug and help create friendship bonds to tie the
groups together.

.

-J

In addition to the cohesion lessons, the attraction lessons and the Ciass-;,

room management techniques, such as sociometric grouping and random assignment
of.small groups for short-term activities (such as Project S.E.L.F. lessons)
described in detail in the Attraction section, should help build friendship
bonds mon§ groups.

THE CO4ESION LESSONS

A5 is the case with the other fjve group processes lessons, the cohesion
lessons are divided into "core" and supplementary lessons. The core lessons are

designed for use in "typical" classrooms whose students.have never before been
exposed to the Project S.E.L.F. program. The supplementary lessoni may be Lled

in addition to the core lessons, If the diagnostic testing indicates that the.
Ziass has particularly severe.cohesion problems. They may also be used to

re lace the core lessons if the students in the class have been in the Project ,

program during the previous year.

As previously 'discussed, all of the Project S.E.L.F. lessons in each area
tend to enhance classroom cohesim because they provide skilli and learning in

the various areas that will promote a positive cl.,Assroom 'social climate, and.
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because most of.fhem give students opportunities to work together to solve
common problems through concerted action. rn fact, our testing has indicated
that classrooms which improve in the other five group processes areas will
increase In cohesiveness,even if cohesion lessons.are not conducted? For this
reason, the cohesion lessons are rather limited in number, and they serye pri-
Matily to allow students to 4pply what they have:learned from lessons in,the
other )ive group processes areasfthile solving a problem or achieVing some goal
as/a group.

Scheduling the Cohesion Lesson$

- The cahesion lessons should be introduced last, after the 'class has been
exposed to less,ops in the other five group processes areas since they serve
primarily.to giestdents a chance to praçticeskills they'have learned from
the other lessons.
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MEASURING CLASSROOM COHESION

Classroom coheiion can be measured by calculating a "coefficient of cohesion"
(develope-d-5y--3:-R.--triSWill, 1946: 7-13) from the sociometric data used- to measure
classroom friendships. 'This coefficient is essentially a ratio of the number of
mutual-positive choices (e.g., Bill chooses ,John and John chooses Bill) to the
total number of positive choices made by the students on &sociometric survey.
However the coefficient of cohesion will be higkif there are-severol subgroups
-or Cliques in the class whose -members make many mutual choices.withiin their own
sUbgroup or clique. Accordingly, the measurement of classroom,cohesion should be:

. donein two steps. The first step should involve.the administration'of the survey
,"The Classroom Group". This survey is based, on a ,one developed by Richard Schmuck
(068); and-is designed to determine whether or not the studchts perceive any class-
room cleavages, cliques, or subgroups. If this survey and.the teacher's observations
of the stUdents indicate that the class is not divided into several mutually exclu-

..sive,groupS,. then-the coefficient of cohesion may be used to Measure the cohesge-.
ness of the class ;group.

. ,

THE'COHESION SURVEY; ,1114E CLASSROOM GROUP"

This survey asks the-students ,to cfloose from one of four diagrams Tepresent-
ing their 'classroom group. Op the attached sample.survey, Diagram Number 1 repre-
sents a class which is eivided-into two mutually exclUsive groups. Diagram Number
2 represehts a class that pas no social cleavages, and Diagram Number 3-represents
a class divided into three,groups*. Diagram Number 4 represents a group'that has a
single large "in group" and a few outsiders. Diagram Number 5 is left blank' so
that the students may draw their own representatibn of the class if no ore of the
others describes it accurately.

.

This survey shourd bavadministered after two months of school to give the
classroom social relations time-to stabilize. SiMply.use the attached sample
survey as a model for duplicating, and read the instrOctionT to the class.. The
students should be instructed to Work privately and to leave their names off the
survey. 'To score the survey, simply count the number df surveys which indicate
the existence.of a social cleayage or an "in group" (Diagrams Numbers,1, 3, ind 4).
If the majority.of surveys indicate the existence' of 'social cleavages or an
"in group", the supplementary-cohesion lessons should be'conducted in addition to
the co?t lessons.

If most of the students do not perceive the existence of social cleaVages,
the coefficient of cohesion may be calculated to provide a numerical measure of
the classroom's cohesion. Of course, cleavages may still exist buttthey will
probably be rather weak groupings* of the students on the basit of mutual interest,
rather than mutually exclusive groups, if the students are not aware of them.
Such nonexclusive and weak groupings will occur in almost all groups as members
discover others who share their interests, but these groupings should not have
muc impact on the cohesiveness of the whole group. Even the members of highly
cohe ve-groups with a strong "we feeling" will prefer some members to others for
sham various activities. *



Observation Guide

-The playground activities of students can provide considerable information
:concerning classroom cohesion because 6hildren.are free to associate with _

.students of their oWn chooSing. Ifcohesion is low, many students will prefer

,to associate with students'from other classes. If cleavages exist, they will

be manifested in the grouping of students on the playground. The following

questions can be used to guide observations With the goal of estiMating changes

or fluctuations in classroom cohesion:.
S.

A. DE) classmates play together? Is membership in the ciass a guarantee
that most students will be allowed to join their classmates tn recess'

games and play ,activities?

Are there one or more groups of children who Play excluSively with
. each other? If so, +is this the product of some common interest note
shared by the rest of the class, or is it due to a desire,on the part
of the group members to avoid contact with their classmates?

Do boyS eyer play with girls? Do good students ever play with mediocre

or poor students? Do members af different racial groups ever play
together? If the answer to these questions ris negative, the class may
have some serious cleavages that could lead to disruptions and disputes.

If a student in the class is un1pustly accused of some infraction bylan
dutsider or bullied by anotner .student, will his classmates defend and
support him? If not, the students may not have much loyalty to their
classmates.
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THE CLASSROOM GROAP

If your were to thint about this class os a group, which one of these drawings would most nearly
resemble your class? Pretend that each circle stands for a person in this class. Circles that
am close together stand for people who are friends.

Check the drawing that most resembles your class.

00 00C 0 0 0 00 0
o 3° ° 0 co 0

o °

Other - please draw



Calculating the Co4fficient of Cohesion

If the survey "The Classroom Group" does not indicate any evidence of social
cleavages whilich may threaten classrooM cohesion, the coefficient of cohesion
should be calculated to determine whether or not there are strong mutual ties
among members. The existence of mutual ties among members is a good indicator of
classroom cohesion, because it is often such mutual friendship ties which combine
to unite the members into a single group.

The coefficient of cohesion can be calculated directly from the sociometrio
4ata used to diagnose the classroom attraction structure. All of the data neces-
sary,are contained in the matrix used to record the data from the."bubble art"
surveYNTo calculate the coefficient of cohesion, simply count the number of
mutual poSitive choices made by All of the students, the total number of positive
choices made by the students, and the number of students who completed the survey.
The coefficient ofdpcóhesion can then be calculated using these totals according to
the followlng formula:

Up

Where:

C the coefficient of cohesion.

M =.thetotal number, of mutual positive choices made by the students.
4

U . the nwber of u/reciprocated positive choices (the total number ofpositive
choices minus the number of mutual choices .(M).

. p

ist

where d is the number of positive choices allowed ('in this case, three)
and N is the number of students completing the survey. 'Thus for a
class of thirty completing a three-choice sociometric survey, such as
our sample survey,..

3 3
o r -2-§-

There is no objective criterion that can be used to determine whether or
not a given coefficient of cohesion indicates4the existence of a problem requi-

ing supplementary lessons. However, our own dxperiences in administering the
survey withnineteen classes of'fourth, fifth and sixth grades may provide a

conveniolt rule of thumb. The coefficient of cohesion of the nineteen classes
ranged from a high-of 1538 to a low of 3.83. The median'coefficient of c hesion

was 6.12 and the mean was 7.1. Based on our experiences with nineteen cla

you may wish to consider conducting the supplementary lessons if your class has

a toefficient of cohesion below six or seven.



CORE LESSONS



TITLE:

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

1.

COti-1

DON'T tET TIME PASS YOU BY *COHESION Grades 4, 59'6

To allow students to disClose their experiences to the class.

,Students tell others about themselves by writing experiences they
wish to share on a classroom Time Line. Students in the class find
out important happenings in everyone's life.

ConstruCtion paper, a calendar, or blank primary sentence strips.

The Time Line may cover a
period, the summery-etc

2. Present the Time Line and

oni-week period, too-week period one-month

discuss the uses of a Time Line.

3. Begin the Time Line exercise with a short report of an important
happening written by the teacher that can be added to the Time Line.

Example:

-
Mr./Mrs. (teacher) Jim got his

.first 100% on
a spelling
test.

Jenny hit a
home run at
P:E.

4
7

John. blew a

math test.

Alice's
birthday.

birthday.

4

October'1
,

October 2 October 3 October 4

Encourage students to add "personal happenings" to the Time Line.

At the end of the Time-Line period, discuss the enfries and the
students' feelings about their entries. -

Repeat activity using a new Time-Line period.

Save all Time Lines for a scrapbook of the year's happenings. Review
the items again at the end of the year, perhaps at the last party, etc.

VARIATION; Have'a theme for each Time Line. For example, weird things
that happened, firsts, our good times, etc.

DISCUSSION:

I. Before the activity: How is a Time Line usually used? Why is it
important or interesting to use Time Lines? What kinds of items
should be left off our classroom Time Lines?

2. After the activity: What interesting things happened to people this
month? What items were a surprise to you? Which items were sad? Which
items Were funny? What did you learn about someone .1,1 this classroom?
Has this activity been rewarding to the class?
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COH-2

TITLE: BRAINSTORMING COHESION,- Grades 4, 5, 6

GOAL: To increase classroom cohesion by encouraging students to give ideas
in solving problems as a group in a situation where all group members'
ideas and participation are accepted end encouraged. '

ABSTRACT: Given a topic, students are asked to give ideas as fast as they can in
a limited period of time.

Clock.MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

1. Define brainstorming and present the rules of brainstorming to the
class in the'following manner:

"Brainstorming helps a group to think of a lot of ideas. A topic is_
presented and everyone in the group tries to give as many ideas as he
can in a limited periodof time. Brainstorming has rules which must
be strictly followed:

a. The more ideas, the better. The longer the list, the MOT* likely-
it will have some ideas that we can use later on.

b. No comments, remarks, criticisms of any ideas are allowed.

c. Use someone else's idea. If someone suggests an idea and it gives
you another idea, say it.

d. No idea is dumb, silly, far out or weird. This idea may trigger
another idea from the group.

e. Record each idea.

f. Set a brief time 5 minutes)."

Before you present the topic, decide if you want the whole class to
work together, to work in,two groups or to work in three or more groups.
Everyone receives the same topic.

Present the-topic and start timing the session.

Examples of topics:

a. Ways to improve on the 10-speed bike.

b. Ways to save money.

c. Ways to improve the appearance of our,classroom.

d. Ways to get,into arguments with your friends.

e. Topics for further brainstorming sessions.

5. Use as ongoing part of regular classroom lessons.

DISCUSSION:

I. How many ideas did your group produce? Were any of these ideas similar
to or different from those-generated by another group?

2. How,did you feel about this procesS? Was it exciting, frustrating, fun?

3. Did a lot of people have something to say in your grip?

4. Did you participate How muCfl?

2
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TITLE:

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

0

1

COH-3

WORD PICTURE COHESION Grades 4, 5, 6

To encourage students to attend to and give positive reinforcement
to every student in their class and to increase the students'
feeling of belonging to and being accepted by the group.

Given a list of ninety adjectives, students choose one adjective
,for every student in the class.

Class list and adjective list for each student.

I. Give a class list and a list of adjectives to every student. (See

attached adjective list.)

2. Students and teacher are to choose an adjective from the list for
every person in the classroom.

3. There are thirty adjectives on the list and each adjective appears
three times, so there .are ninety words to choose from. Each adjective
can be used only three times, however,

.4. Suggestions for sharing:

a. Place a shape (for example: a heart or a silhouette) for each
student on the bulletin board. -Staple an envelope to the bottom
of each student's shape.

b. Students cut out the adjective they have chosen for a.person and
put the adjective in the person's envelope.

c. After this is done, eatipl student takes his envelope, reads the
adjectives that were prated in it, and then pastes those
adjectives on his shape.

d. Shapes ar6 placed on bulletin board and attached to avcentral
point with yarn to symbolically join the students together as
a group.

"
,

DISCUSSION:
\,

I. What types of words dfd people use to describe you? .,

2. How do you feel about the words people used to describe you?

3. Why are the shapes attached with yarn to one point?

-



athletic

brave

cheerful

clever

cool

cute

dependable

fair

foxy

friendly

fun

good sport

:treat

hOPY
helpful

honest

kind

_leader

loyal

-neat

nice

polite

popular

sharp

suiart

strong .

super

terrffic

trustworthy

understanding

PROJECT S.E:L.F. WO KSHEET

WORD PICTURE

athletic

brave

cheerfpl

clever

cool

cute

dependable

fair

'fosy

friendly

fun

good sport

great

happy

helpful

honest

kind

leader

1.1-oyal

neat

nice

polite

popular

sharp.

smart

strong

super

terrific

trustworthy

understanding

COH-3

athletic

brave

cheerful

clever

cool

cute

dependable

fair

foxy

friendly

fun

good sport

great

happy

helpful

.honest

kind

leader

loyal

neat

nice,

polite

popular

sharp

smart

strong

super

terrific

trustworthy

understanding



TITLE:

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

1.

2.

4.

DISCUSSION:

I. Were the figures drawn differently from each other?
How were they different? Why? How'were tbey Similar?

2. . How did you feel when working with the group as compared to working
alone?

3. What did you learn about the other members of oOr group?

4. Can you find all of the.things you drew?

4

COH-4

PUtTING IT TOGETHER COHESION Grades 4-, 5, 6

To belp students-exper ence creating somethiqg which is the produCt
of 'a group effort.

Students draw,a figure with individual students drawing only one part
Of each drawing. All of the finiihed.products have contributions of
various members of the group.

Blank sheets of drawing paper, pencils and crayons or.markinweps.

Distribute one piece of drawing paper to each person in the classroom.
. -

Write the name of some figure4on the ,board and list various parts of
it next to it. Forexample, one of the following:

,..
-

Figure: Perwric- House Monster

Parts: Head RollY Head

Body . Walls Body

Arms .Wtdow LF-2selAr7r

Legs Doors

Hands
Feet

Fireplace Tail

Trees

Have each person liraw the same figure on his sheet, e.g.,
"Everybody draw a head."

After A few minutes say to the class, "Pass papers to sOmeone else.
Now everyone add the next part (e.g., everyone add the body)."
Tell the participants to try to connect their'parts to the part or
parts already drawn on the figure.

Continue as above until the figure is completed by having students
pass drawings4to a new person each tiae a new part is to be added.

Display drawings on bulletin board under a title similar to
"Room 15's cooperatiVe art work."
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TITLE:

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

4

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

1.

4.

s .DISCUSSION:

-I After appropriAti sentence completions are read, di§cuss whatit must
have been like for the person who wrote the card.

2. Does anyone see any similarities? a

3 Aes anyone have similar 4xperiences that he did not write on the
, card that he %ants to share with the group?

CCH-5

DON'T TELL ANYONE BUT ... COHESION Grades 4, 5, 6

To-allow studehts,-to share`private thjngs about themselves with the
class with As little risk .11 possible.

Students anonymously write things ab.out themselves on 3" x 5"-cards
which are read toethe class withoutAiscussing who wrote the card.

Four 3" x 5" cards for each student.

On the blackboard write:

a. ' "My moSt eiciting moment was when ..."

b: "My most embarrassingnmoment was when ...."

c. "My saddest moment wa's when ...."

d., "My biggest worry ...."

Each student is given four 3" x 5" cards'and instructed to complete
one of the sentences listed above on each Card., Inform the class that
the cards will be read, to the group-without telling anyone whose card
it-is. The secrets.should bp,something.no,one or dlmost no one knows
about them. To promote anonymtty, the cards shOuld bd printed and'
snot written in cvrqive.

;

The cards are collected and ate redistributed at random to group .

members. If someone should draw hisor herown carcL it should be
read as if it were someOne esems card.

One sentence coWetiori is Tead by all the-class members and, discussed
before moving on tO Another sentence. For example, everyone reads
from the card given.them, °My Most excriting moment was when
before moving on to the next sentence completion

s
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ASSTRAU:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

1.

COR- 6

CANDYLAND DILEMMA COHESION Grades 4:\6,, 6.

'For students to use their skills in working together and solving
problems to resolve a real dilemma.

Given-a bag of-Cindy which contains,one and one-half times as MOY
pieces. of candy as there are Students, class' must decide how to dis-

.

tribute the sandy fairly.

A plastic bag of s individually-wrapped pieceS 'of candy amoUntjng
to one and one-ha f ti s the number of students present.

. *

Outline.the problem_ to the cjass: There is'a Sag of candy,which con-
tains pieces and there are students in our class. Students

, may ilik7rEhe candy when they thegirves, without help from the teacher,
decide how the candy will be distributed without cutting the candy.

Instruct the class that this is to be a 46roup discussion and that
everyone should get a chance to participate. The final decision .

shoUld reflect the majority view of the group.

3. If time permits, have students distribute the candy when an agreement
has been reached. *

44
0

DISCUSSION:

1. Have the students evaluate their decii.icin-maki,ng process as a groUp.

a. bid 'everyone who wanted to talk get a chance?

b. Aid students feel , others 'were Wistening to them?
.\

C. Old the grou move smoothly frr suggesting and Oiscusting
alternatives o agreeing or voting on a fewl

d, Who did t1imost talking?

e. t4ho suggested that enough ideas were given and who called f& a
'voter

.

S.
How did this person organize the voteZ

*IR

2 Why did she/he decide to help the group make a decision?
3) What would have happened if'she/he had not helped the group

decide? Wbuld the grdup have' reac5pd a decision without
her/his help?

2. Which of'these words best describe the isay your class made EA

1) Lonely or part of the group.
2) Bossed around or not bossed around.
3) Frustrated or pleased.
4) Happy with this class or unhappy with this class.
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TITLE:

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

\DISCUSSION:

COH-7

FIXED WORDS STORY COHESION Grades 4, 5, 6

To encourage the students to Analyze and evalUate their class.

Given a list ofvords, students write a paragraph about their class-
rolom.using as many of the provided words as they can.

Worksheet for each student, paper and pencil.

Prepare workiheets based on example on the next page. l,f desired,
the teacher may add any other words to the worksheet.

Pass out worksheets.

Reid instructions froM worksheet.

Give students fifteen minutes to wi4ite their paragraphs.

Ask students to figure out their scores.

Share the 'scores.

Ask volunteers to read their paragraphs.
a

I. Which words were easiest to use? Hardest to use? Why?

2. Comment on the paragraptT read by students: How were they simila ?
Different?

3. Wha; kind of a group is this class? Which paragraph best describes
.the class as a group?
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NAME

You*are to write a paragra about our class that makes sense. Below is a list of

words. Try to use as many f these words in your paragraph as you; can. You may.
.use a word from this list UP TO THREE TIMES. You will .receive one point every time
you use-a word from tne list below which means you can get a total of three points
for each word listed below. To help in scoring, every time you use a'word from,the
list, underline it in your paragraph.

,PROJECT S.E.L.F. WORKSHEET

FIXED.,WORDS STORY

cooperative worst

neimr listen

together problem

frustrated noisy

groUp leader

WORD L I ST

240

A

kind particfpate

ideas success

proud

happy friend

helpful unkind

4:(1

-
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TITLE:

GOAL:

ABSTRACT:

MATERIALS:

PROCEDURE:

I.

3.

4

5

6

COH-8

ASSOCIATION STORY COHESION Grades 4 5, 6,

To help all students experience equal potency'in creating a class
project and to feel,more a part of:the:classroom greup.

A story is created by students taking turns supplying one word at a
time.

Tape recorder, ditto master.

The class forms a circle and is instructed that they will compose
a story'about their class that.makes sense.

With a tape redorder on, the "mouth" (see Communication lesson,
"The Mouth") is given to one student in the circle and that person
is to say the first word in the story and then pass the mouth to-the
next person who adds the second word to the storyft and so,on, until
a story is generated and a logical conclusion or place to Stop is.
found. All students should-be allowed to participate et least
three times.

Any student,Oy pass if he or sheecannot, think ot a word, by simply
passing the mouth to the next person.'

Silence, except for those taking their turn,, is stressed to insure
a usable recording,

If 'a tape recorder is unavoilable, the story may be written down as
it is developed. afr

The text of the story is then duplicated and a copy given to each
student under a heading similir to "Room l5's 'Class Story"..

DISCUSSIW

I. Does the ?tory you have made up describe.the class?

a. What important things about' this class were lOt out?

Does the story describe how most of the students fetI about this
class:

a. If not, Why?
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TITLE: TIES ,

4.
GOAL: To encourage students' to increase group cohesion by rewarding or

praising each other, and to-demonstrate how mutual praise and
- appreciation helps tie a group into a,single cohesive unit.

CON-9

COHESION Grades 4 5, t

Communication

ABSTRACT: -Students compliment each other while passing a ball of yarn to the
students they complimented. The ball of yarn is slowly unraveled
as it is passed from student to itudent.

MATERIALS: A ball of yarn.

PROCEDURE:

I. A group -7 students forms a circle. The facilitator holds the
\'end of ball of yarn and throws the ball to a person and makes a

positive statement in the second,person (e.g., "Al, you are good at
sports"; "Thank youlfor helping me witi.kmy math, Mary. I ri@ally

like the way you try to help ottwrs in the class"). The peson
receiving the compliment takes up the slaCk, holds the string, and
throws the ball of yarn to another student and compliments him.

After all students have received the yarn*, they examirie the pattern
formed and are asked to note the ties that bind them together as a
group. f.

The last student slowly rolls up the yarn ball while others 1
of the yarn as needed.

tgQ

DISCUSSION:

1. Do you think C-ompliments among class mem4ers hel-p t e th'e group
together even when there.is n9 string to do sok?

(-J
2. Does this class need to' be tjed together more? Are' there stAderits

on groups who are not tied together well/ Are there groups that
fight with each other in this class?

3. Could we tie the group together by glying more compliments to each
othet?

C7,-

S.

* We have found that students usually make sure that all students in the group are
included without a rule as such being enforced.



TITLE: WHO'S WHO IN OUR ROOM? COHESION Grades 4 5, 6
on

GOAL:_ 'To encOurage the children and teacher tc:rshare informatiOn about them--
selves in order to increase feelings of belonging to the group.

ABSTRACT: 'children interview partners, write down their findings on interview
schedules, read the interview schedules to the class and post them
on the bulletin' board. The classroom group, including the teacher',
is symbolically formed by joining students' and the teacher's inter-
view-schedules together.

MATERIALS: Enough interview schedul printed on colored paper in-the shape Of-
silhouettes (of faces, cars, flowers, animals, etc.), and yarn, string,
or ribbon-,-to attach the completed interview schedules to-some central
point.

PROCEDURE:
I.

ar

1. Session I:

a. Introduce the concept of interviewing to the class.

b. 'Ask the children to suggest things they would like to know about
their classmates and form questions wilich focus on these areas.
To make the sharing more interesting, the class should decide on
a master list of,15-20 questions-from which each interviewer may
choose ten questions.

c. Type or print the interview questions within the boundaries of
an attractive silhouette (e.g., a face, car, train, floweig, etc.

. leaving enough room for answers to the interview questions.

Session II:
r-

a. Form random pairs of students'Or pair students who rarely
interact.

Have each *student, interview his/her'partner using anY ten questions
--netshe may choose from the iiiterview ichedule.

c. Remind the students that this is an interview and that each
student is to 'write his partner's answers to,the questions, not
his own answers. Be sure the name of the .partner who answered
the questions ,is at the top of:the interview schedule.

Have each child read the interview schedule he filled out-while 4
interviewing his partner. (He may either announce his partner's
name or the.class could guess his identity if the interviewing
and sharing do notoccur on the same day.)

e. After each interview is shared, the interviewer should attach the
silhouette interview schedule to the' board.

f. Ask the students to select a classmate to interview you and place
the completed interview schedule with the students' interview
schedules.

When all silhouettes have been put on the board, attach each
shape to a central point with lengths of yarn or string.

h.- Have the students spend five or ten minutes reading the interview
a

schedules on the board.

i. Conclude the exercise by asking the students to raise their hands
if they learned something about another student which makes them
want to be friends with that student,
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CON-10

DISCUSSION: .

1, Do yournke having the teacher and students know these things about
you?

2. Does anyOne want to know something else about.a studeg or the
teacher?

3. -Does anyone want the class or teacher to know anythtn9 more about
himself or herself?

Do.you think knowing things about others will help students to
become friends?

a

ot;

244
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APPENDIX

LEADERHIP

CHART INTRODUCING TASK AND PEOPLE JQBS

A. Use the first ten (10) pages of this section to complete
the chart depicting "Task and People Jobs" asked for in
Lesson L-1. The pages may be reproduced on paper or .

cards and placed on a poster or on a bulletin board.

II. TASK AND PEOPLE JOBS CARDS

A. Use pages eleven (Mthrough seenteen (17) to produce
the cards needed for LesionS L-2 and (AI.

III. TASK AND PEOPLE JOBS ROLE-PLAYING CARDS

A. Use Oges eighteen (18) thrdugh twenty-four (24) to produces
the cards needed for Lesson L-6.
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SUMMARIZES
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